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PREFACE 

THE stir in the spiritualistic world which 
accompanied the publication of this book will 
be easily understood when its contents have 
been analysed and adequately digested. In 
1891 when it was first published, fraudulent 
mediumship had attained a vogue which it 
would be difficult to over-estimate. The class 
of so-called physical phenomena of which the 
book treats has always been more popular 
amongst public mediums in the United ·states 
than in this country, and has at all times been 
regarded with suspicion by serious students 
of the subject. The reason for this is not far 
to seek. If genuine physical phenomena exist 
(and we believe such phenome11a to be ex
cessively rare), it is scarcely conceivable that 
such manifestations could take place at the 
will of any medium on whom a sitter happens 
to call. Public mediums therefore are to be 
especially guarded against, and any apparently 
successful results obtained with them should 
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viii REVELATIONS OF A SPIRIT MEDIUM 

be scrutinised with the greatest care. Th<. 
present great increase of interest in psychic 
phenomena will probably result in the pro~ 
duction of spurious physical phenomena by 
the less honest mediums, and it is with this 
thought that we have decided to reprint the 
Revelations of a Spirit Medium. The inquirer 

· \ will find much food for thought in the ingenious 
devices and methods herein exposed, and the 
magician cannot fail to profit by a careful 
perusal of its pages. The literary quality of 
the work is certainly not of a high order, but 
we have preferred to reprint it as a whole, 
thereby retaining the somewhat quaint flavour 
of the original work. 

In conclusion we would remind the reader 
that no mere knowledge of magical secrets will 
ever guarantee him from being deceived by 
fraudulent mediums. Actual acquaintance 
with practical methods and long experience 
of the conduct of seances is necessary before 
he will be able to distinguish the genuine from 
the fraudulent, and when he finds himself able 
to discern faintly the line which divides the 
two he will be in a position to understand more 
fully the enorl)lous difficulties which confront 
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PREFACE IX 

the investigators of psychical phenomena. It 
is hoped that the reappearance of this medium
istic classic will whet the reader's appetite and 
make him eager for still further information. 
The field of inquiry is well nigh inexhaustible 
and competent researchers are but few. If 
this book helps to produce even one student 
who is really capable of distinguishing truth 
from error the editors will feel themselves 
amply rewarded. 

H .P. 
E.J.D. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE 

The Revelations of a Spirit M ediunt is a book 
with a history-of which, unfortunately, we 
know very little. It was published in 1891 by 
Farrington & Co., 37, East Tenth St., St. 
Paul, Minn., U.S.A. The same year it was 
" entered according to Act of Congress in the 
Office of the Librarian of Congress at Washing
ton" (corresponding to our Stationers' Hall), 
by the same firm, under the name of Charles 
F. Pidgeon, and there our positive information 
comes to a full stop. 

The real authorship of the book has long 
been a subject for discussion and surmise. In 
an article on Lily Dale, published in the 
Proceedings of the American Society for Psy
chical Research, 1908, Vol. II., p. 116, Mr. 
Carrington says : " A number of us have, 
for some years, been endeavouring to find, 
with certainty, the author of this book. I 
tried, and came to the conclusion that it was a 
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· xii REVELATIONS OF A SPIRIT MEDIUM 

medium named Mansfield, because a well
known medium of that name published, some 
years ago, a little pamphlet entitled Spiritual
istic Phenomena, explaining a number of slate 
tricks, materialisation frauds, etc., and in it 
gives one to understand that he is the author 
of the larger work, from which he freely 
quotes. He is careful not to assert that such 
is th~ case, however. Dr. Hodgson tried, and 
probably came nearer the truth than anyone 
else has. In the course of some correspond
ence I had with Miss Edmunds, after Dr. 
Hodgson's death, this question of the author
ship of the b.ook came up, and Miss Edmunds 
referred me to a gentleman, living in the West, 
who had in his possession a copy of this book, 
on the fly-leaf of which were the following 
words: 

(At top of page.) ' Is the author Dono
van or Pidgeon '! ' 

(At bottom of page.) 'Miss H-
writes on December 8th, 1903, that she is 
sure the authorship of this book is Donovan. 
Mr. Bundy had told her, but that Donovan 
had slipped her memory, but was recalled 
by my note.-R.H.' " 
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NoTE xm 

The above explanation sounds highly prob
able, for we have evidence in the book itself 
that the author was well acquainted with Mr. 
J. C. Bundy, editor and owner of the Chicago 
ReUgio-Philosophical ] ournal. 

But in a note on p. 663 of the same volume 
of the Proceedings, we have the following" cor
rection" : "In Mr. Carrington's Report on 
Lily Dale, he attributed the authorship of The 
Revelations of a Spirit Medium to a Mr. Dono
van, on the authority of Dr. Richard Hodgson. 
Since the publication of that Report, informa
tion has come from Dr. George B. Warne, 
President of the National Spiritualists' Associa
tion, pointing out a probable error in that 
statement. We publish extracts from two of 
his letters which show what information had 
come to him in regard to that author
ship." 

The letters in question state that the writer 
was told by Moses Hull that the book in ques
tion was written by Chas. F. Pidgeon, with 
the assistance of the notorious " spirit photo
grapher," Frank N. l<~oster. Mr. Harrison D. 
Barrett, Dr. Warne's predecessor, reports 
similar testimony, and adds that he is certain 
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xiv REVELATIONS OF A SPIRIT MEDIUM 

the book was written by Pidgeon, though the 
sources of his information are not given. 

Notwithstanding these amended particulars, 
if Mr. Bundy really told Dr. Hodgson that the 
book was written by Donovan, the Editors of 
the present edition favour this opinion as being 
correct, as undoubtedly the author was well 
acquainted with Mr. Bundy. 

The book was such a crushing expose of the 
methods of the bogus mediums that it created 
somewhat of a juror~ when it first saw the 
light. The mediums themselves bought every 
copy of the work they could fin.d. Many 
copies were destroyed on the assumption that 
" dead men tell no tales," and the book soon 
became rarissime. Henry Ridgely Evans, 
writing in 1909, says (Old and New Magic, 
2nd Ed., p. 377) : " The Revelations of a Spirit 
Medium is a very rare book," proving that 
thirteen years ago the work was difficult to 
obtain. Very few copies found their way to 
this country. No second edition can be 
traced, and the publishers went out of business 
soon after publication. 

The remainder of the edition was apparently 
acquired by Leo L. Williams & Co., of Syra-
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NOTES ON THE TEXT 

P. 11, line 23.-Deceive. This view is still 
very commonly held even to-day. As a 
matter of fact apparatus is by no means always 
necessary to the magician, some of the very 
best magical effects being obtained with the 
audience all round the performer. 

P. 14, line 19.-Chirography. This marvel 
is being constantly related of modern mediums. 
For an example of how scripts are manu
factured and detected see the Proceedings of 
the (English) Society for Psychical Research, 
1892, vol. VIII., p.271 and of the American 
Society for March, 1920, pp. 529-588. 

P. 17, line 18.--Preparation. It is generally 
assumed that magicians are capable of detect
ing fraudulent mediums. This is not always 
the case, and it is obvious that the investigating 
magician ought to be fully acquainted with 
fraudulent methods. A knowledge of how to · 
manipulate cards and billiard balls will not 
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xviii REvtLATIONS m· A SPIRIT MEDiuM 

make a competent investigator, and it will be 
remembered that both Kellar and Bellachini 
showed themselves incapable of detecting the 
ingenious methods employed by Eglinton and 
Slade. See Proc. (Eng.) S.P.R., 1887, pp. 
41lseq. and cj. Light, Oct. 11, 1919, p. 324. 

P. 20, line 18.-Proceeding. The same 
misstatements concerning the influx of spirit
ualists into asylums is still being repeated. 
The author sees clearly that such arguments 
have little substance and rightly condemns 
them. 

P . 22, line . 7.-Chase. Dealers in magical 
apparatus. 

P. 26, line 17.-Ears. Searching the mouth 
and ears was evidently considered an extra
ordiQary precaution in 1887. Such a control 
would not be thought . nearly strict enough 
to-day. 

P. 28, line 26.-!.t. Similar. explanations 
offered by self constituted investigating com
mittees are often heard even in these days and 
must afford the mediums the same amusement. 

P . 45, line 27.-Maggie. An excellent ex
ample of th,e method employed for ·guessing 
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names which may be verified by anybody who 
chooses to attend a seance for clairvoyant 
descriptions. 

P. 54, line 8;-End. A slightly exaggerated 
description of an Indian "control." One of 
the editors was once present at a seance in· 
which the medium was alleged to be controlled 
by a spirit called Whitey, who addressed the 
sitters in almost the exact way mentioned by 
the author. 

P. 54, line 26.-Spiritualism. This is per
fectly true. Once converted, a spiritualist 
seems able to believe any nonsense. F'or an 
amusing example see Proc. A mer. S.P.R., 1908, 

• II., 102--104. 

P. 73, line 15.-Match heads. The easiest 
and commonest method for producing spirit 
lights. When bottled as described on p. 83, 
the effect is excellent. The properties of cal
cium sulphide and similar substances can be 
turned to good account when lights are to be 
produced. See Sir E. Thorpe's Dictionary of 
Applied Chemistry, 1912, 1., p. 609. 

P. 86, line 21.-Slack. The whole secret of 
successful work with unprepared ropes is to 
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XX REVELATIONS OF A SPIRIT MEDIUM 

secure slack. 'fhere are many ingenious 
methods for doing this, some of which are 
here explained by the author. 

P. 98, line 7.-Together. Liquid styrax or 
storax is a balsam obtained from the trunk of 
Liquidambar Orientalis. It is heavier than 
water, being about the consistency of honey, 
and grey or brownish yellow in colour. Alum 
is also extensively used in experiments of this 
kind, and magicians have found the same 
substance useful in the burnt and restored tape 
illusion. 

P. 103, line 21.-Lead. Another contriv
ance consists of a dummy hand fitted with a 
spring clasp and rubber fingers which grip the 
arm of the sitteJ,", making the hold even more 
deceptive. There is another device for the 
~ame purpose the secret of which we are unable 
to divulge. 

P. 108, line 20.-Note books. · These note 
books, " generals," or " pony " books, as they 
are sometimes· called, have been used by 
American mediums for years for the purpose of 
gaining information about their sitters. It 
has often been thought that a great 'directory 
commonly called the Blue Book is in ex-
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NoTES ON THE TEXT xxi 

istence, and there is a certain amount of evi
dence which supports such a notion. The 
truth probably is that in every centre where 
there are many people interested in spiritual
ism, and where travelling mediums are con
sta.ntly calling, the resident medium or some 
intermediate agent has a few note books or 
card index containing particulars of prominent 
spiritualists in the neighbourhood .. This in
formation would be supplied to the visiting 
medium for a consideration, or perhaps 
exchanged for similar information about 
another locality. A universal directory of 
American spiritualists would obviously be far 
too bulky to escape detection, and would 
rapidly go out of date, being too costly to keep 
up for long. Probably some of the larger 
centres entailed books of somewhat bulky 
proportions, and this may account for the 
rumours of the Blue Book which are often 
heard. That fraudulent mediums make use 
of information supplied by their colleagues in 
the same trade is certain, but the assertion 
that all the information received was filed 
together in an immense directory is, to say 
the least, extremely doubtful. 
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xxii REVELATIONS OF A SPIRIT MEmu!d 

P. 116, line 25.-:For it. Such a guitar 
would be useless under modern test conditions 
where the investigators invariably supply all 
the apparatus used. 

P. 117, line 5.-Heel. The same device has 
been used in connexion with handcuff work. 

P. 120, line 26.-Muriatic. i.e., hydro
chloric acid. 

P. 181, line 16. This ingenious slate 
would be very useful in ordinary work, where 
no test conditions were demanded. In these 
days no investiga.ting committee of any im
portance would consent to the medium working 
with his own slates. 

P. 140, line 18.-Slates. A good example 
of the limits of deception when confederates 
have to be employed. 

P. 147, line 8.-Slate. As in psychic photog
raphy the mind's eye is responsible for more 
than half the recognitions. 

P. 152, line 28. The writer is evidently fully 
. acquainted with the total unreliability of the 
average observer. With his opinion before us 
the exceedingly valuable test seances given by 
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Mr. S. J. Davey should be examined and the 
results compared. The accounts of Mr. 
Davey's sittings are published in the Proceed
ings of the Society for Psychical Research. 
(See Bibliography.) 

P. 157, line 14._.:.Abbott. For some account 
of the exploits of these ladies, see ]otl-r. S.P.R., 
V., 168; Proc. S.P.R., XI., 219, 228, 224, and 
No. 1 of the Lulu Hurst series (Rome, Ga., 
1897), which deals with Lulu Hurst, the 
Georgia Wonder. 

P . 164, line 27.-:0r "magnetic'' power, etc. 
See The Magnetic Lady, by J . N. Maskelyne, 
16 pp., 8vo., published as an appendix to The 
Supernat~eral ? Contains many diagrams and 
scientific explanations of the tricks and "ex
periments " worked by Lulu Hurst and Mrs. 
Abbott. See also Lulu Hurst's Autobiography. 

P. 165, line 17.-It in this way: See Secrets 
of Stage Hypnotism; Stage Electricity; and 
Bloodless Stl-rgery, by "Karlyn " (J. F . Bur
rows), for a very complete and concise expose 
of fake electro-medical" cures" and-methods, 
as used on the vaudeville stage. The spectacu
lar experiments founded upon static electricity 
fully explained. · 
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P.167, line 20.-Essential oil of mustard. Es
sential oils of mustard or cayenne, if suitably 
" broken down " with alcohol or olive-oil, 
have a truly magical effect on the nervous 
system, when applied outwardly. In cases 
of neuralgia or sciatica, the relief is almost 
instantaneous. 

P.169, line 19.-"Table-tipping." See Table 
Turning and Table Talking, with Professor 
:Faraday's experiments and explanation. 

P . 170, line 18.-Fox girls. See the Death
blow to Spiritualism, by R. & Davenport, which 
gives a full account of the confessions of the 
Fox sisters. It is only fair to add that they 
afterwards disavowed their ·~ confessons." 

P. 172, line 16.-0f use to you. For 
varieties of this trick, see Behind the Scenes 
with the Mediums, by David P. Abbott; 
also consult Bibliography. 

P. 178, line 12.-In connection with "slate 
writing." "Dr." Henry Slade, the famous me
dium, was the High Priest of slate-writing, and 
its ablest exponent. For classical examples of 
his work, see Trancendental Physics (Zollner, 
translated by Massey). Whether Slade was a 
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fraud, or Zollner a madman, is still hotly 
debated. See also, the Report of the Seybert 
Commission on Spiritualism. 

P. 179, line 27.-Saturated with alcohol. 
Must be absolute alcohol. Th~ slightest trace 
of water in the spirit causes a conspicuous 
patch to form on the envelope where the paper 
has dried unevenly. This trick is much used 
in pseudo-spiritualistic entertainments. 

P. Hh, line 7.-Sheets of the paper. This 
method is now obsolete. Annie Eva :Fay used 
pads interleaved with waxed sheets of paper. 
Writing upon the top sheet would leave an 
invisible impression in wax upon one, two, or 
three sheets lower down the pad. These 
impressions were then taken behind the scenes 
o.nd " developed " by having powdered plum
bago dusted over them--causing the writing 
to appear in black characters: There are still 
more subtle and up-to-date methods of arr.iving 
at the same result. 

P. 186, line 8.-Announcing a name. See 
History of a Strange Case, by David P. Abbott, 
for a remarkable exposition of " trumpet 
voices," and a suggested explanation. The 
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cases of Mrs: Harris and Mrs. Wreidt, other 
well-known "trumpet mediums," are likewise 
worthy of study. 

P. 195, line 5.-Filled with flour. A favourite 
"test" with the Davenport Brothers. 

P. 220, line 2.-Connected with wires. These 
so-called mind-reading and thought-transfer
ence acts have been very much elaborated since 
the first edition of this book was published in 
1891. Many other systems are employed, but 
they are all based on clever code work. 

P. 225, line 7.-Although he may be mis
taken. Washington Irving Bishop was one of 
the greatest " fakers," and published a- little 
book (written actually by Frederick Wicks) 
called Houdin and Heller's Second Sight 
Explained, in which are exposed several codes 
for "second-sight" effects. J. N. Maskelyne, 
in The Sttpernatuml ? p. 189, makes a slashing 
attack on Bishop as a rank impostor. 

P. 226, line 12.-Wonderful now, is it? 
This "experiment" is well-known to con
jurers as the Dictionary Trick. 

P. 241, line 5.-Leverage. A very little vaseline 
is also smeared on the jointed rod or .bolt, 
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rnaking it absolutely impossible to get a grip on 
the object-should the experiment be tried. 

P. 247, line 4.-He would "grab" the "spirits~" 
See Spookland, by T. Shekleton Henry, for a 
vivid account of the " grabbing " of Mrs. 
Mellon, the notorious medium. 

P. 254, line 10.-Like an ordinary mortal. 
Compare this d~scription of a "materialization" 
with Sir William CroQkes' experiments with 
Katie King, the spirit " control " of Florence 
Cook. (Phenomena of Spiritualism, by Sir 
William Crookes, F.R.S., 1874.) 

P. 259, line 18.-l!,oolish actions receive. 
David Dunglas Home, the famous medium, 
was, on May 22nd, 1868, ordered by the Court 
of Chancery to disgorge some £30,000 which he 
had received from a Mrs. Jane Lyon, who had 
been induced to part with this sum by means 
of alleged " spirit messages " from her dead 
husband. 

P. 268, line 8.-John King. "John King" 
and his family are very famous " controls " or 
"guides," and have been used by thousands 
of mediums. King, pere, was known as " Sir 
Henry Morgan," when on. earth, and is sup-
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posed to have been a pirate. His daughter, 
.. Katie," has been immortalized-if one can 
apply this term to a .. spirit "-through her 
connection with Sir William Crookes, F.R.S. 
See his Phenomena of Spiritualism. A very 
detailed description of .. John" can be found 
ii1 The Medium and Daybreak for August 8th, 
1878. 

P. 821, line 16.-Language of a coal-heaver. 
One cannot help recalling that amusing joke 
which appeared in a humorous weekly a short 
time ago: 

Investigator : .. Is that the spirit of 
William Ewart Gladstone speaking?" 

Shade of the "G.O.M.": "Yus, I'm 
'im!" 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 

THE following bibliography is intended to 
offer a representative selection of books and 
articles which throw some light upon the 
fraudulent aspect of psychic phenomena. In 
making our selection we have peen guided 
rather by a desire to help the student than to 
compile a catalogue which would be of interest 
to bibliographers. In some cases we have 
included works, which, although not dealing 
directly with fraudulent methods, present 
detailed descriptions of alleged physical phe
nomena which can hardly fail to be of interest, 
whilst in others we have inserted books con
taining some account of the lives of celebrated 
impostors of past epochs. As we have not 
attempted to give any detailed list of periodical 
literature, further information should be sought 
in the Journals and Proceedings of the English 
and American Societies for Psychical Re
search, in spiritualist papers such as Light, or 
the Annales des Sciences Psychiques, or m 
magical journals such as the Sphinx. 

xxix 
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In conclusion we must say that the reason 
why many of the entries are incomplete is 
that being of an ephemeral nature, these 
publications unfortunately escape the notice 
of contemporary bibliographers. 
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pp. 266. London, 1882. 

An account of the Slade sittings. Cj. the Seybert Commissioners 
Reporl. 

-- Zur Aufkllirung des deutschen Volkes tiber Inhalt und 
Aufgabe der wissenschaftlichen Abhandlungen. pp. 204. 
Leipzig, 188o. 

Concerning Slade and Hansen. 
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GLOSSARY 
OF WORDS AND PHRASES USED IN THE TEXT. 

AsTRAL MAGNETISM. The name of a hypothetical "force," sup
posed to be derived from the stars. Much used by charlatans. 

AuRA. An alleged emanation of " force " ; a supposed psychic 
in:tluence said to emanate from persons in the trance or semi
trance state. 

BABY AcT, To play the. To behave like a child. 
BACKSLIDER SPIRITUALIST. A believer who, having investigated 

the claims and phenomena of Spiritualism, is disgusted and 
renounces his faith . 

BEST LICKS. Finest efforts. 
BROTHERHOOD, The. The fraternity of mediums who help each 

other with information and data concerning the dupes that attend 
their seances. 

BucK-EYE STATE. Ohio, where the buck-eye (horse chestnut) 
:flourishes in great profusion. 

BucKET-SHOP. An office where people may gamble in fractional 
lots of stocks, etc., which are bought or sold on the official Ex
changes. 

BuG IN HIS EAR, To put a. To warn him. 
BUNDYITE SPIRITUALIST. One who believes that all mediums are 

frauds and all phenomena fraudulent until they have demonstrated 
it differently to their own satisfaction. From Jno. C. Bundy, 
late editor of the Religio-Philosophical journal. 

CABINET. A permanent or temporary structure or recess, capable 
of being enclosed on all sides, in which a medium produces his 
various phenomena. 

CABINET SEANCE. A seance in which all or most of the 
"phenomena " are produced by means of a cabinet, q.v. 

CIRCLE. An association of persons banded together to witness, 
investigate or develop occult phenomena in a " medium," q.v. 

CLAIRAUDIENCE. Ability to perceive sounds not within reach of 
the ear under normal conditions ; alleged especially of persons 
in the trance or hypnotic state. 

CLAIRVOYANCE. Ability to see or discern objects not within reach 
of the eye under normal conditions ; alleged especially of persons 
in the trance or hypnotic state ; second-sight ; seer-ship. 

CoNTROL. See Guide. 
CouGH MEDICINE, Mediums' slang term for phosphorised oil. 

See spirit lights. 
DARK SEANCE OR CIRCLE. A seance where all, or most of the 

" phenomena " take place in the dark. 
DEVELOPING CIRCLE, or seance. Formed for the purpose of develop

ing the " powers " of a budding medium. 

lx 
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GLOSSARY lxi 

DocToR, To. To " fake " with evil intent. 
DRUMMER-BOY CONTROL. A very fashionable " control " a few 

years back, and taken, no doubt, from Glanvil's account of the 
phantom drummer that terrorised the family of Mr. Mompesson 
in the reign of Charles II. 

DuMMIEs. Mediums' technical term for extra pieces of paper or 
" billets " surreptitiously added to a genuine heap. ·By this 
means they are enabled to " read " the contents of the real notes. 

FAKE. Fraudulent; phenomena produced by fraudulent means. 
FEEL His OATS. Very pleased with himself. 
FEELER. Something put forth indirectly to gain information 

difficult to obtain by direct means, as the sentiments or designs 
of others. 

FISH STORY, A. A highly-improbable yarn. 
FLOOR-WORKERS. Confederates employed by a medium to mingle 

with the sitters or audience. By their aid he exhibits some 
"marvellous"" tests," Sometimes called •'boosters" or "horses." 

FuLL-FORM MEDIUM. A medium who specialises in materialising 
full-length " spirits." 

FULL-FORMS. Mediums' technical term for full-length materialised 
"spirits." 

GRAB. To suddenly seize a materialised " spirit." The bug-bear 
of all bogus mediums. 

GRIP. Any kind of small bag or case, capable of being carried by 
hand. 

GuiDE or CoNTROL. A particular spirit that " controls " and 
attaches itself to a medium. Many mediums use the same guide, 
such as " John King," " Prairie Flower," etc. 

HELPING OuT the " Spirits." A polite term for doing the phenomena 
yourself, 

HoRN MANIFESTATIONS, or Trumpet seance. A seance by a medium 
who specialises in producing " spirit " voices by means of a 
trumpet or horn. 

INDEPENDENT SLATE WRITING. Writing that appears magically 
upon slates; answers given to questions written upon papers 
enclosed betWeen closed and sealed slates. 

INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER. A speaker, medium, or lecturer who 
thinks that his utterances are inspired and Heaven-sent. 

KicK. To offer resistance. 
KING. The ·name given to an ardent male Spiritualist who has 

become enamoured of a female "spook." See Queen. 
LOADED. A conjurer's term for filling an article· or piece of apparatus 

for the purpose of deceiving his audience. 
MANAGER. The technjcal .term of the mediums for an assistant or 

confederate, who "helps out " in various ways. See " Floof'
wof'kef's " and " Pass-in." 

MATERIALISE. To assume a material and bodily form ; a " material
isation " is the production of spirits or entities in the form, like
ness or appearance of human beings. 

MATERIALISING MEDIUM. A medium who specialises in "material
ising " spirit forms ; generally an " artist " in his particular 
line. Bastian was a notorious example. 
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lxii REVELATIONS OF A SPIRIT MEDIUM 

MEDIUM. A person professing to be possessed or controlled by the 
personality of some person who has died, so as to speak or act 
from the intelligence of that person ; also, one whose organisation 
supplies the "force" used by spirits in "materialisation." 

MoP-BOARD. A board skirting the lower edge of the wall of a 
room .. ; wash-board ; wainscot. 

NAILED TO THE CROSS. A euphemistic term for "swindled"; 
"sold"; "taken in." 

NIGGER IN THE FENCE. The " fly in the amber " ; the vulnerable 
point. 

NoTE-BOOKS. The technical name of the lists of information, data, 
etc., concerning a medium's potential " clients " ; called also 
Blue-books. 

OuT oF SIGHT. Splendid; "A.x."; unbeatable. 
PARALYZED, To be. To be aghast with astonishment; to be 

" staggered." 
PASS-IN, To. To convey (by means of the " manager " or other 

confederate) to the materialising medium, various " properties " 
for the formation of his spirit "guides" or "controls." 

PEACHING. The act of confessing, informing, or betraying an 
accomplice. 

PERSONATING MEDIUM. A medium who specialises, or excels in 
impersonating the "spirits" of the relatives of his "clients." 

PHASE. A particular aspect in the phenomena of Spiritualism. 
PHYSICAL MEDIUM. A ·medium who excels in, or specialises in 

producing "physical" phenomena, e.g., "slate-writing," 
•' materialising," etc. 

PICTURE-MEDIUM. A medium who specialises in the production of 
" spirit " pictures or paintings. 

PLATFoRM TEsTS. Alleged phenomena that are exhibited from a 
platform or stage, as in a concert-hall. 

PLUCK, Ready to. Time to relieve him of his money ; ready to 
swindle. 

PoiNTERS, Getting the. Acquiring data from victim or by other 
means, enabling the medium to give a good " test " or " reading." 
Useful information or hints. 

PoP-BOTTLE DIAMOND. Cheapest form of paste. 
PRIVATE SEANCE or CIRCLE. A gathering of friends who meet 

together to witness occult phenomena as opposed to " public " 
seance, where anyone can attend. 

PRODUCE, Sucker will. The fool will pay up. 
PROPERTIES. The impedimenta, such as robes, wigs, etc., used by 

bogus mediums. 
PsYCHOMETRIC. From psychometry, an· alleged occult power, 

said to be possessed by persons of divining, by means of physical 
contact, the properties or character of a thing or things with · 
which it has been associated. 

QuEEN. The name given by an enthusiastic, if foolish, male 
spiritualist to the materialised female " spirit " of his choice. He 
is then known as her King. 

QuEERED. Upset ; spoilt. 
RAIL-SPLITTER's MAuL. A heavy wooden mallet, used with wedges. 
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RAPPINGS. Taps produced upon tables or elsewhere by alleged 
spirit agency. 

RHINESTONES. Cheap paste, backed with vari-coloured tinsel. 
RoAR, He will. The victim wiJJ be seriously angry and probably 

wiJJ make it very unpleasant for the people who have tricked him. 
RoASTs. Severe criticisms ; ridicule. 
RoBE. The mediums' technical name for a costume or similar 

make-up used when materialising a " spirit." 
RusTLE, To. To hustle, to exert oneself. 
SAIUNG THE SAME DESCRIPTION OF CRAFT. Doing the very same 

thing. 
SAw WooD AND SAY NoTHING, To. To mind one's own business; 

to get on with one's work. 
SEANCE. A meeting of persons, interested in Spiritualism, for the 

purpose of witnessing or inducing psychic phenomena. 
SEA-ROOM. Nautical term, denoting plenty of working-space in 

which to manoouvre. 
SEERESS. A female medium. 
SHINGLE WILL BE SWUNG TO THE BREEZE. He wiJJ hang out hls 

sign-board. The flat slabs of wood used for roofing purposes 
are called " shingles." 

SITTINGS or SEANCES. Public or private meetings or series of 
meetings !or the purpose of studying, or for the production of, 
psychic phenomena. 

SKEPTICS. Specifically, persons attending a seance with a priori 
convictions that the whole affair is a fraud. 

SKIP FOR N:EW PASTURES. To quickly leave the district fo1 fresh 
ground. 

SKIPPING OUT. Quickly leaving the district. 
SLATE-WRITING MEDIUM. A medium who specialises in slate

writing effects. Slade and Eglinton were two notorious slate
writing mediums. 

SLOPE. To suddenly disappear; to leave the district. 
SNARE-DRUM. A small side-drum, beaten only on one end. 
SNEAK. A surreptitious call or visit. 
SPIRIT BAND. The collection of "spirits" supposed to be con

nected with, and at the command of, every individuaJ. 
SPIRIT CoLLAR. A faked mechanical collar, of metal, used by 

the medium, and out of which he makes a " miraculous " 
escape. 

SPIRIT-LIGHTS (usually the " outward and visible sign " of phos
phorised oil or damp match-heads) are lights seen hovering around 
during a " dark seance." 

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHER. A person who works for the mediums by 
producing photographs of alleged " spirit " forms from data 
supplied ; a medium who specialises in this branch of fraudulent 
phenomena. 

SPIRITS. The unseen operators who produce the phenomena at 
seances ; usually the medium himself or his confederates. 

SPIRITUAL RosTRUM, On the. Touring the cities, etc., giving 
lectures and discourses on spiritual philosophy, etc. 
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lxiv REVELATIONS OF A SPIRIT MEDIUM 

SPIRITUALIST. One who believes that departed spirits communicate 
directly with men through the agency of mediums and by various 
signs ; an adherent of the spiritual philosophy. 

SPoOKS, Female or male. The mediums' technical term for con
federates employed to impersonate the spirits of their " clients' " 
relatives. 

STRANGE MAGNETISMS. Baleful influences that would effect the 
proper development of the " phenomena." 

SucKER. An enthusiastic novice or beginner ; in plain English, a 
fool. 

SuMATRA GEMS. Trade name for a very cheap quality of paste. 
TABLE TIPPING. The phenomenon of a table rising or swaying 

without apparent human aid. 
TEST and BUSINESS SITTINGS. 5eances for soliciting and giving 

advice upon business matters, etc. ; usually privately. 
TEST CoNDITIONS. Conditions under which it is apparently im

possible for a medium to commit any sort of fraud or trick. 
TEST MEDIUM. A medium who specialises in giving " tests " 

(proofs of psychic phenomena) . 
TEsTs. Specifically, proofs. 
TIRED. Bored, wearied. 
TOP-HEAVY INVESTIGATORS. Scientific men, "overloaded" with 

degrees, who fail to detect the simplest tricks of the medium ; 
1' high-brows." 

ToucHED. Slang phrase for extorting money from a person. 
TRANCE MEDIUM. A medium who specialises in giving super

normal information and divinations, etc., whilst in the hypnotic 
or " trance " state. 

TuMBLES. He realises the fact that he is being swindled . 
WAYFARING-MAN. Americanism for" man in the street." 
WHITE MEN. Honest mediums. 
WoRK. To. To exploit-usually for the benefit of the exploiter. 
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PREFACE . 

. The author of this book does not consider it 
a "literary gem," by any means, but claims that 
it accomplishes the object for which it was 
written, viz.: gives the reader an expose of the 
methods pursued by the 14spiritual medium'' in 
the various deceptions they practice in their 
"circles,'' "sittings," and "seances,'' which do~ts 
expose. The author has been a working "'!lle
dium" for ' the put ·tweoty-years;-and - is · not 
grussi;,g or theorizing in what he has written. 
He will experi nee great pleasure in demon
strating to the scie11lijic and rnerend would-be 
exposers of spiritual phenomena how infinitely 
wrong have been the theories advanced by 
them u an explanation of the wonderful mani-

, festations occurring at the seances of the "me
dium." He will exult in proving to such per
sons and their followers and admirers, that 
however learned they may be, or are supposed 
to be, they have never yet offered an explana
tion that would hold water, no matter what 
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IV. PREFACE 

their followers may have thought regarding it. 
It has been a case of the "blind leading the 
blind." Nothing but facts and actual experi
ences will be mentioned, and when au explana
tion of any of the phenomena is given, the 
rr-ader, by a little experimenting, can easily 
demonstrate to him~elf that the writer is not 
guessing. There will also be a grim sort of 
satisfaction t:xperienced by the author t.o see 
the wonder-working shops of various "me
diums" throughout the country close their doors 
who were not content to attend strictly to their 
own particular "fakes," but spent much of their 
time and went out of their way to hinder the 
writer's business prosperity. There is a large 
number of "mediums·• who are "white men," 
that the writer would be very much pleased to 
pass, leaving them to continue their tricks un
disturbed; but by so doing this book would be 
of no more value as an t~xpose than any of the 
abortive efforts of the egotistical preacher or 
the amusing mistakes of the sci~ntist. The 
most wonderful of the "m~dium's" phenomena 
will he so thoroughly explained and so com
pletely dissected that, after reading this book, 
you can perform the feats yourself. Thto work 
is anonymously written for reasons that the 
average reader will understand without an ex-
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PREFACE. v. 

planation being necessary. The author is go
ing to engage in other business ; possibly not 
so profitable, but altogether more pleasant and 
honorable, and will partially atone for his past 
career by exposing the methods employed by 
himself and others while playing the role of 
"medium." No phase of "mediumship" but 
wilt be treated to a generltl overhauling and 
ventilating. The reader may rest assured that 
after a perusal of this book he will search long 
and diligently for a "medium" he can not show 
to he a fraud. There has not, at any time in 
the past, been anything written on the same 
subject by any one who knew that what they 
wrote were facts, and when the tlu:ories offered 
were put to test they would not stand. It is 
said, "it takes a thief to catch a thief," and it 
is the writer's opinion that a "medium" of 
twenty years' expPrience in almost every phase, 
is a very well qualifit>d individual to tell you all 
about the way it is done. The writer wa5 
ne.ver one of the jealous, back-biting species of 
the animal known u the "$piritual medium," 
and at no time derived any pleasure from gain
ing business by exposing the tricks of other 
"mediums." He did not give out the impres
sion that he was the only genuine "medium., 
now on earth, nor intimate that other "mediums" 
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were afraid to give a .. seance" when he was 
preaent. But, when he did make up his mind 
to do any exposing, he determined that ewry
lliing should be given, including his own wO..k. 
If any "medium" has even a remote idea that 
the writer has gone out of the business through 
fear of them, they can dismiac it at once, u, in 
an experience of twenty years there is not a 
solitary expose to his credit. However, it is 
uaually the female "medium" who is up to 
tricks of that kind, and they are generally very 
poor workers indeed·, and have not the ability 
to do any work that will interest any but the 
moat simple of minds and persons not capable 
of taking good care of themselves. The 
average professional female "medium" is a 
very detestable personage. The author intends 
to write such a book that no "medium" will feel 
safe until he or she has read it, and after read-
ing wiD be under the necessity of getting up ./ 
something new or of quitting the business. 
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SPIRITUAL MYSTERIES EXPOSED. 

In the year 1871 the writer of the following 
pages was a young man aged I 7 years, work
ing steadily at his chosen occupation in one of 
the capital cities of the middle States. There 
was nothing out of the ordinary in hia physical, 
moral or mental organization, which is true of 
him to-day, with the exception of a portion of 
the moral attributes. No individual can be
come a spiritual "medium" and retain all his 
moral qualities. To be sure, there are "me
diums" full to overflowing with the milk of 
human kindness, who will divide his last dollar 
or dime with a poor, hungry wretch, and whose 
tears are as ready to spring forth at a tale or 
sight of misery or suffering as the most h• 
mane and kindly-hearted Christian or stainless · 
humanitarian. Yet they are ready, the next 
quarter-hour to prey upon those same human 
aftec:tions io quest of the almighty dollar. 

Nearly all "mediums" arc, in reality, Mate
rialists, Atheists or Agnostics. The writer, 
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8 SPIRITUALISTIC MYSTERIES EXPOSED. 

at the date above given was a Materialist of 
the most pronounced type. He did not believe 
anything, holding that what was truth, could 
be d~:monstrated, beyond cavil, as true, hence 
therl! was rhJ excuse to take anyth/ng on faith, 
simply bN:ause the prim:iple was pleasing or 
in a~l:ordance with his views of what was 
right, and pleasant to contemplate. 

Although he was satisfied that his views and 
ideas ~vt!re correct, and that Materialism cov .. 
erE-,1 and answered every question in regard to 
man's immortality, and a life beyond the grave, 
he, like all humanity, craved something differ
ent, better, more in accord with the crude~t 

idea of justice. Still he had unanswerable, 
logical argument to support his views at com
mand, and with aU his yearning and researches 
for something better to replace his Materialism, 
did not expect to find it. L:lter on we will see 
if anything ltas replaced it. 

He had been, up to the date given, a fre
quent attendant at the churches of variou11 de
nominations, hut could not understand from 
whence the ministers derived the authority for 
the statements they were making each Sab
bath, and why there should he such a wide 
difference of opinion between the ministers of 
the various denominations. 
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SPIRITUALISTIC MvsTERrl!s ExPOSSD. 9 

He was quite a Bible student himself, anrl 
could not understand why ht was not as well 
qualified as the minister to read and under&tand 
plain English. He cot!ld not conceive any 
reason why the preacher should say that in the 
account of the creation the Bible meaDS to 'f'.ay 

that the earth was created in six epochs or six 
ages when it says iR plain English "six day;;." 
Their reasons for interpreting "days" to mean 
"ages" or unlimited "epochs"' he could under-. 
stand easily enough; but how they were to 
prove that they were correct, if questioned, he 
could not understand, and <"annot yf't; for if 
there ~s an anthropomorphic Deity who created 
the earth in six billion years, he believt-s he 
could have done it in six days of twenty-four 
hours each. He may have been wrong, and the 
preacher have some special pull on divine 
sources of information not accessible to ordinary 
mortals who have not passed through a theolog
ical college-course. 

Such was his religious attitude at the time 
his attention was drawn to Spiritualism. 

His family, with the exception of his father, 
were converts to Spiritualistic philosophy and 
phenomena, and were regular attendants at the 
seances of the three or four local mediums and 
the meetings held on Sunday by the organized 
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society of Spiritualists of his city. The fam
ily, at no time, obtruded their views upon him, 
nor said anything in oppoiition to the ideas 
held by himself. He was aa generoualy 
thoughtful of their feelings, and no word of 
cnil or argument was uttered in their pres
ence. 

Not being given to airing his opinions in 
speech at any and all places and times, it came 

.about that the members of his family had been 
numbered in the fold of the Spiritualistic flock 
for the period of about four years before his 
attention was sufficiently attracted to the sub
ject to undertake an investigation of its pecu
liar claims. Knowing that the members of his 
family were possessed of ordinary intelligence 
and exhibited average powers of logical argu
ment on questions other than religious or Spir
itualistic he concluded that, either there was 
some fire beneath the smoke, or there were 
some very clever artists engaged in the busi
ness. From the accounts of the phenomena 
occurring with and in the presence of their fa
vorite medium, given him by his eldest married 
sister, a lady with a liberal education, an even, 
coo~ analytical mind, with travel and associa
tions with experiences and cultured people of 
the world, not given to accepting everything 
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for what it appeared on the surface to be, he 
was forced to the conclusion that those "kings 
of magic," Hermann, Heller and Baldwin, still 
had a few things to learn. He had witnessed 
the performance of the expert gentlemen 
named, besides the entertainments of others, 
in the aame line, who had not the reputation, 
but were equally aa skilfull performers and 
performed as apparently wonderful feats of 
magic or legerdemain, but, in comparison with 
the "medium's" achievements, as they were 
related to him, they were aa amateurs. Know· 
ing, as he did, the immense quantities of a~ 
paratus carried about by the preatidigitateur, 
to aid in his deceptions; that at the conclusion 
Of each feat he invariably retires behind the 
wings to dispoae of the apparatus used and 
supply himself wth a different piece for the 
next trick, also that the stages are admirably 
fitted up for his use; and that he holds his au· 
dience at a distance of at least twenty feet 
from the seat of his operations, he knew that 
it would be a very easy matter to deceive. 
But, in the case of the "medium" it was en
tirely different. The "medium'' referred to, 
was a gentleman of perhaps thirty years of 
age, · weighing about ooe hundred and fifty 
pounds, something like six feet tall, dressed in 
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an ordinary business costume. His clothing 
was subjected to a searching inspection for ap
paratus, and he was placed in a doth "cabinet" 
furnished by a stranger to himself. The cab
inet was erected in a house and room, nev~r 
having been previously visited by the "me.
dinm." 

Under these circumstance::;, it was ::;aid, with 
the ''medium" securely bound, hand and foot, 
to the chair he sat in, that faces, hands, feet, 
arms, legs and even the busts of supposed 
dead persons were protruded through the 
openings in the curtains. Messages were 
written to different members of the "circle," 
giving the full names and relationship of the 
spirit to the sitter. At intervals of a few min
utes the members of the "circle" would make 
a critical examination of the condition of things 
in the "cabinet;'' but at no time could they de
tect the slightest evidence that the "medium" 
had even stirred. Now, here was legerdemain 
with a vengance. The physical part of the 
seance might possibly have been perpetrated 
by the "medium," but where did he get the full 
names of the sitter's spirit relatives and friends? 
From whence came those faces that were posi
tively recognized as belonging to the relatives 
of some of the sitters present? That was the 
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point that puzzled him and he could scarcely 
credit the recital, although given by his sister 
who could possibly have no reason to deceive 
him in the matter. He will tell you where 
they came from later on. Little did he think 
while listening to the recital of above facts that 
at one day in the future he would have the 
reputation, and deservedly too, of being the 
best and most satisfactory phenomenal "me
dium" in the United States. Little did he sus
pect that he should be able not only to dupli
cate the above performance, but improve it, 
and be the means of converting hundreds to a 
belief in the phenomena of modern Spiritualism. 
Such, however, are the facts in the case. He 
has not only converted the lowly and ignorant, 
but individuals of great learning; people of all 
classes and conditions; the day laborer, physi
cians, lawyers, bankers, preachers, college pro
fessors and presidents; statesmen and scientists. 
He has been "tested" by ~elf-constituted com
mittees of learned men and women, who, 
through the repot·ts of the wonderful nature of 
the phenomena occurring in his presence, have 
sought to explain the occurrences, through 
other than supernatural power. They have 
invariably given up the task, either convinced 
that the "medium" had genuine spirit "mani-
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featations" or had been the first to discover 
some law in nature that gave the key to the 
entire class of phenomena produced by him, 
and waa making the best possible use, finan· 
cially, of his discovery. Another scientific 
error. 

Science, many times, in dealing with the 
question in hand, Wldertakea too complicated a 
method in their efforts to discover a natural 
solution to the mysterious and wonderful worki 
of the, generally, "illiterate ignorant medium." 
It does not seem to occur to their pregnant 
minds that ignorance and illiteracy is many 
times assumed by the "medium" for the very 
purpose it serves so weU on occasions. 

"Mediums" have been known who obtainec 
written messages from Spiritlond in from six 
to a dozen different languages, and in as many 
as twenty totally different styles of chirography 
It is possible that under the eye of a'! exper 
the twenty different specimens of penmanihip 
would be accredited to one apd the same hand, 
t>ut every investigator ia not an expert in chi .. 
rography, hence a "medium" can build up 
quite a reputation on the ignorance of those 
who imagine themselves competent judges of 
the phenomena passing under their observa
tion. 
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It is a fact, though, thatthe "medium" would 

a hundred times over rather be "investigated" 
by the man reputed by all his friends to be an 
uncomonly shrewd or "fty" man. The reason 
is obvious. He has satisfied his frienda that 
he knows a thing or two about legerdennain 
and has exposed to them a few of the old moS!
grown feats that have done duty ever since the 
prestidigitateur has been in the business, and 
through his knowledge of the few antediluvian 
tricks, he is credited with a knowledge of all 
the arts of deceit. This is the foundation for 
his Mleged brilliancy. 

When such ail one visits a "medium" for the 
phase of "independent alate-writing," he does 
so with the system by which the "medium'' 
does his work already exposed in hia own mind. 
This being the case, he is in the best possible 
condition to be bamboozled by even an ordina
rily sharp "medium." 

The "medium," sharper and more "fly" than 
his "fly'• sitter, in a few moments know• by 
the talk and actions of the sitter just what 8y&

tem he is watching and does his own work 
without his sitter noticing a wrong move, for 
the reason that he was intently watching for 
hia own ideas to be worked upon him, and 
goes away without any more knowledge of 
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' the modus optrandi, although he has received 
writing, than he had before. 

In order to watch a "medium" with any 
show of success, one must not go into his 
presence with the idea that he knows how the 
fraud is perpetrated, for by so doing he disarms 
hunselfto a great extent. Go, keep your mouth 

· shut and eyes open. You cannot expose his 
methods of procedure at home with paper and 
pen, without having visited him in hia lair and, 
ninety nine times in a hundred, not then exsept 
you have a hundred times greater knowJege of 
magicians and magician's tactics than most of 
those who star the dime museums throughout 
the country as Wizards of the Wand . ., 

With the aid of apparatus and the facilities 
afforded by the ordinary theatrical stage, Her
mann, KeJlar, Heller and a number of others 
perform some startling deceptions; but in their 
efforts at exposition of the phenomena of Spir
itualism they are at sea. Did they ltnow the 
means by which the "mediums" obtain lheir 
results, they would not be slow to use them, 
for the reason that the act would be enhanced, 
and bear some resemblance to the "seance•• of 
the "seance-room!• As they do it at present, 
not one man or woman in one million, who had 
attended even ons .. seance., but wouJd go 
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away disgusted with the miserable attempt to 
carry out what the program promised. There 
is absolutely no resemblance of any kind or 
description, to the ."seance" of the "medium," 
in these alleged exposes of the professional ma
gtclan. They reflect great discredit on the 
cunning of the "medium;'' for, with their ton 
or so of tables, chairs, cabinets, wooden skele
tons, sheets, poles, and various other properties, 
absolutely essential to the success of their 
"manifestations," they do not even approach 
the "medium'' in the variety of phenomena 
produced, nor the noiseless, beautiful, accurate 
work of ont! man, against from four to six. 
Besides, the "medium" has no apparatus, or, 
if he has, it cannot be fow1d, and he gives his 
"seances" in strange rooms, with but a few 
minutes for preparation. . 

Ordinarily, the "physical medium" is an art
ist in his line. He must be, else his calling is 
soon gone, and he must earn his bread in other 
and perhaps better occupations. If a man be
come at all clever in giving "physical manifest
ations," he is assured of plenty of remunerative 
business, and can travel 'round the world and 
have his entertainment at the handH of Spiritual
ists, no matter in what country he may tarry. 
And just here it may be said that his entertain-
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crs., would by no mt>ans be the people of the 
lower classes. 

Those whose business it is to attempt an ex
pose of the phenomena of Spiritualism in order 
to please and gratify the de!lires of their con
gregations. or to create a little cheap notoriety 
for thtc>mselves mak.e many gross misstatements 
regardmg the bt>li~vers and adherents of that 
religion. They are invariably depicted as "a. 
mob of free-loving, licentious and bestial luna
tics and criminals," and it is claimed that "the 
insan~ asylums and penitentiaries are overflow
ing with them." They are said to be "lean 
lank and lantem-iawed, with clammy hands and 
long or short hair," as bt"~t suits the fancy of 
the speaker. It is the writer's intention in this 
work to <kmonstratt: th~t the ranks of the "me
dium" is o\·erllowing with tricksters and hum
bugs of the lirst water, and their most wonder
ful phenomena will be described, and so !hor
oughly dissected and fully explained that the 
"wayfaring man, though he be a foor• can un
derstand, and can perform the same feats with 
a wry little practke and patience. But, while 
doing so, it is his intention to conlinc himself 
strictly (o the truth regarding the believers to 
the best of his knowledge. He i~ not writing 
this book on the strength of some pet theories 
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as to the manner in which the phenomena is 
produced, hut as ont: who has made u1>e of the 
ideas divulged for a number of years. It is 
not being writtf'n for the purpose of persa·u· 
ting or maligning any one, but for the purpose 
of explaining, in as plain language as can bt> 
used, what the writer is positively n·rtain of, 
through his experiem:es as a "medium •• for 
twenty years, and tlm)Ugh his associations with 
~l'ores of other "mediums" in all branches of 
the business. This work will not be a (.·ompi
lation of opinions---persecutions of malicious 
priest or preacher, who speak without knowl
edge, and trust to the equal ignorant·e of his 
congregation to give weight and seeming 
knowledge to his abusive rantings. Neither 
will it be long drawn, technically worded, am
bi!,I'UOUS 1m~·takes of our scientific gentry; nor 
yet the wild and wide-()f-the-mark guesses (){ 
the notoriety seeking news reporter. 

As to the morality of the Spiritualists, as a 
class, outside of the fratt'rnity of mediums, it 
would prO\·e a ditficult task to estahli=-h their 
rating one jot below that of the Methodi:;t, 
Presbyterian, Catholic or any other aenumi
nation of Christians. At the same time it is 
probable that any of the denominations mf'n
tioned, outside the fraternity of preachers, are 
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equally as moral as the Spiritualists. But when 
you get down to the insane statistics of the 
country, you will find that the orthodox relig
ious lunatics outnumber the Spiritualistic luna
tics about one hundred to one. Jn the penal 
institutions the odds are very much greater in 
favor of our fri.ends the Spiritualists. Denun
ciation of the Spiritualists, as a class, will not 
answer for argumentsagaiust their philosophy, 
nor disprove one of the miraculous "manifes
tations., they will tell you they are receiving 
daily. When one begins the use of abuse and 
villification of his opponent in debate or out of 
it, it begins to appear that he knew he was 
fighting a losing battle or had exhaustt:d his 
stock of arguments and knowledge on the sub
ject in hand. To abuse anything or anybody 
is a cowardly proceeding. 

The writer, it will be sel"n, is especially dis
gusted with the rattletrap ~xplanations off~red 
by the lean1ed gentlemen occupying pulpits in 
the churches of various dt:nominations. The 
reason for this will be apparent to any one who 
has ever listened to one of their spiteful, mali· 
cious, apd slanderous denunciations against the 
Spiritualisl It is certainly true that thl" 
preach~rs <'811 not prove to yon the /ru.Jk of 
what they are teaching. They may convince 
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you they are right, but they do not offer such 
proof as you would desire produced against 
you were you on trial for your life. It is es
pecially distasteful to the author to listen to a 
man denouncing ANYTHlNG that lte knows nolh
i"'[abotd. Did they know, for a certainty there 
is nothing in Spiritualism, it would imply that 
they were familiar with the methods of the 
"medium, used to pl'oduce the phenomena. 
Oh! did they but know those things, Spiritual
ism would long ago have been an ism of the 
past. But, not knowing what they would have 
their congregations believe they do, and, of 
course, being unable to demonstrate the 
methods of the "medium", thus proving to their 
congr~gations that they are only guessing, and 
know no more than their own ordinary sdves, 
Spiritualism thrives and grows apace. There 
have been clerical efforts enough made to 
crush Spiritualism, to move the earth; but they 
amounted only to a general abuse and slander
ing of the Spiritualist, and have come to naught. 
Their explanations did not explain. 

ln order to succes~fully contradict and refute 
the claims of the Spiritualist, yon will find it 
necessary to devote several years to the study 
of its "mediums" and phenomena, and become 
something of a chemist. Among the first 
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things you will learn is the fact that the "rnc
clium" is not under the necessity, neither does 
he, b11y any apparatu!< of the magical supply 
hou!<es throuJ{hout the country. It had previ
ously been your opinion that you Luulrl have 
expended a hundred Jollars with Martin & Co., 
J. W. Judd, or C. M. Chase, <111d duplicate the 
phenomena of any "medium" on the globe. 
This was your idea previous to your having 
witne:>ssed any of the phenomPna. 

It is only necessary, in order to have the 
whole phenomena of Spiritualism exploded and 
explained, to form the acquaintance of a gentle
man wearing a seedy silk hat in connection 
with a •·blazer" shirt, pop-bottle diamond and 
loud pantaloon~, who has executed the wonder
ful ( ~) rope neck-tie tri~· k at the county fairs, 
while sellin!-{ his soap or plating compound; or 
has fed the monkeys in some fourth-class travel
ling menagerie. The only other qualification 
absolutely necessary is that he never saw any
thing of the phenomena, nor ewr read anything 
of the philosophy; never attended tht>ir lectures 
or circles. This description of man can give 
you more information to the square inch of his 
silk tile than it would be possible to obtain 
from any other soun:e . 

It depends in a great mt:asure on the ignor-
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ance and intensity of a man or woman's preju
dice against the subject, as to just the number 
of preposterous explanations they will offer. 
And it depends entirely on the ignorance of 
their li~tener, as to the amount of confidence 
they place in the revelations made. 

A sample verdict of a learned and scientific 
committee will he of interest here, as illustrat
ing the far-fetched and absolutely ridiculous 
solutions of the "physical phenomena," con
cocted and offered the hwtgry skeptic and 
churchman, by those who, through their intel
let·tual ('apabilities and scientitk :~ttainments are 
!'upposed to be eminently fitted for the task 
they assume. 

The writer had been giving "seances" in a 
western city, for a number of weeks, in 1887. 
The phenomena produced at these "~eances" 
had created considerable discussion and news
paper comment, besides converting quite a 
number of weD-known, and a portion of them 
prominent citizens of the town. In a near by 
city there Jived and transacted business a 
preacher, of the Presbyterian persuasion, and 
a physician of great prominence and supposed 
learning in the sciences and wiles by which th<: 
ancient Prince of Black Magic, Cagliostro, 
produced the results that puzzled the wiseacres 
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of his day and generation. These gentlemen 
concluded to form an "investigating committee" 
of a dozen persons, from among their large 
number of friends, choosing none but those 
gifted beyond the ordinary in intellectual at
tainments, or ve1·sed in some of the sciences 
that it was supposed would materially aid in 
disentangling the web of mystery surrounding 
this young man and his strange phenomena. 
Accordingly, there finally was associated to
gether the minister, who was noted for his 
scholarly sermons, disclosing a deep knowledge 
of many of Nature's laws and the isms and 
ologies that perpleX' so many of lt'sser learning 
and researches; the physician, who also bore a 
reputation for a profundity of information on 
subjects other than phy~ics; a very popular 
Jecturt>r on occultism, hypnotism and kindred 
subjects; two wholesale merchants of the city, 
who were blessed with extraordinary large 
bumps of self-eRteem, with the percepti,·e 
faculties largely developed; and a state legis
tat or, who had the points down fine, but withal 
a well informed individual. Each gentleman 
was accompanied by his wife, eac-h one of whom 
was accredited with a large share of brilliancy 
in an intellectual way. This composed the cir
cle or "committee" of twelve, sharp and keen, 
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who were to wrest from the blonde, hatchet
faced, gentle-c:>yed "medium," all his secrets, 
whether he would or no. One of the merchants 
was deputized to visit the "medium" and bar
gain with him for his services one evening, to 
be designated by himself. The visit was duly 
made, arrangements satisfactorily concluded, 
and the "medium" was in for it. A few even
ings after the merchant's visit, found the "me
dium" in one of the drawing-rooms of the 
minister's residence, in the presence o£ the 
aforementio~cd dozen of invt-stigators. The 
time set for the '"seance" to open was eight 
o'dock. At half past seven the ladies with
drew to another apartment, and the prelimi
naries began by the minister saying: 

"Mr. Smith," I call the ''medium" Smith for 
convenience, "It is my du,ty to inform you that 
you were engaged fot· this evening for the pur

. pose of more ful1y and carefully "testing" yonr 
claims than possibly has ever yet been under
taken. Will you submit to the means proposed 
to be used by us, in our work?" 

"I will submit to anything reasonable, and do 
all in my power to aid your experiments," re
plied Mr. Smith, "but as to my cl:~irns, I will 
say that I make none whatever." 

"We have understood that you are a Spirit-
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ualistic "medium,.. for materialization and 
phrical phenomena,·· pursued the minister. 

"l believe myseH to he the equal of the best 
of them, and yet do not make any claims for 
the ·plu~nomena' produced in my presence. I 
lea,·e all conclusion:i and de<iuction!i to the in
vestigaton,, and am 1-'utisfted to have them name 
it what thEov choose. \\'hat I do claim is that 
the phenomena is very wonderful and given 
under "test"' conditions that make my partici
pation in its occurence, apparently one of the 
impos~ibilities. It is your business to discover 
whether I do have a hand in it or not,'' replied 
Mr. Smith. 

They now searcht.·d his clothing thoroughly, 
and even took the precaution to explore his 
mouth and ears. After satisfying themselves 
that he carried nothing.(·ontraband, he resumed 
his clothing, the ladies re-entered the room, 
and he proceeded to arrange them in a semi
circle, male and female alternating, in front of 
the <·ahinet, which was constructed hy hanging 
a pair of heavy portierre curtains across a cor
ner of the room and making a coYer to it with 
a pair of blankets. 

The useancc-" now began, it will be minutely 
described lat~r on, and continu('d about one 
hour and a half, to a successful termination. 
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Everythmg, including the ''medium," was ex
amined every few minutes, hythe learned gen
tlemen, who felt the pulse, took the tempera
ture, and atlixed some kind of apparatus on his 
limb for rel·orcling the musntlar activity or 
t.:ontractions, pried into his eyes and mouth, and. 
conducted themselves very much as learned 
mt>n are !iupposed to do in their experiments in 
quest of more light. At the conclusion of the 
"seance" the ladies were a unit in declaring it 
as wonderful as the printed stories of the won
ders worked by the fakirs of the Indies. The 
gentlemen held a conference of their own in 
one corner of the spacious apartment, in low 
tones, while the "medium'' made mysterious 
passes about his own anatomy. presumbly to 
aid in recovering the exhausted vital forces, 
expended during the "seance:' After some 
thirty minutes had passed, the gentlemen, after 
making a last examination of the "medium's" 
conditio~ confided to him that they were posi
tive that "the manifestations were not caused 
by the spirit-world, at all." They also ~tatt>d 
to him, in reply to an interrogation, that they 
did not think, in fact were po~itive, that he did 
not cause the manifestations, knowingly, but 
innocently made the entire entertainment. On 
being asked for an explanation, the lecturer on 
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hypnotism unbunlt·ned himself in the following 
fashion: 

"Our solution to the matter, and I, for one, 
would stake my professional rt!putation upon 
its correctness, is that you throw yourself into 
a self·induced, cataleptic trance, anrl, while in 
that condition, your soul-principle leaves tht> 
body and cause~ all the:: manifestations, "causing 
the pictures hung on the walls twenty feet from 
the 'cabinet,' to rattle and shake and the piano 
to sound, besides the dozens of other manifesta
tions occurring in and about the cabinet. 
Your soul principle can read our minds as 
easily as we could read a printed book, and that 
is the source from whence came the names 
given, of our spirit friends." They expressed 
themselves as immeasurably pleased and satis
fied with the "seance'' and its results. There, 
reader, is an explanation of some really very 
simple operation~, that are, in reality, more 
wonderful than the performance itself, even 
though it was produced through the agency 
popularly supposed to cause it. There is an 
explanation calculated to cause the "medium'' 
to smile right out loud, every time he thinks 
of it. 

Think of the aggregate of intdlect there 
on that evening, using their every faculty to 
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discover the true source of the "manifestations,''. 
bringing in such a verdict. It is the opinion of 
the "medium" of the occasion, that, in reality, 
they were convinced it was the work of disem
bodied spiritl>, but it would never do to admit 
it; hence the ridiculous explanation as the only 
r~spectahle way out of it. It is only the "me
dium" who can enjoy these <lis plays of briJ)iant 
ideas and profundity of the supposed profound 
men and women who undertake to unearth the 
true inwardness of our puzzling ism, for only 
the "medium" is absolutely certain they are 
wrong, and he, alone, could teU just how sim
ple were the operations that befuddled the 
brainy man of science. 

The first "seance" attended by the writer 
was one given in his native city, by a man re
puted so wonderful that he found it impossible 
not to go him just once, anyway. Maledictions 
on that first seance, for it changed the whole 
course of his then honorable life and l<;d to one 
of deception and adventure. 

The "medium" referred to was a young 
man, of apparently twenty-seven years, of 
blonde complexion and slight build, with a pre
possessing face and manners. His voice was . 
soft and low, and pleasantly modulated. He 
was not, certainly, a man from whom you could 
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expect anything resembling dishonesty, from 
his appearan'-·c. 

The "seanct' ., was held in the house of a 
well-known, Wt"althy citizen, a Spiritualist, and 
thorough gentlemt'n. Tht· writer was accom
panied by his sistt"r, and besides themselves 
there were present tt-n couple~. The fee was 
two dollar:-;, or thr('t' doll:trs per ,·ouple. His 
audien,·e on that en-ning netted him thirty-six 
dollars; quite a snuf:{ little remuneration for two 
hours of his time. The company numbered 
two "skeptics" bt!side the writer. At a few 
minutes before eight (l'clock the company were 
ushered into the "seance-room," which was the 
host's dining-room. The "cabinet" was con
structed in one corner of the room, by hanging 
across it two curtains of double-faced canton
flannel, of a dark maroon color. The curtains 
lapped one over the other about six inches in 
the middle of the front. 

A thorough inspection of the "cabinet" was 
dt-sired, and with several of the others present 
the writer did his utmost to discovt"r the "nigger 
in the fence,'' but, after a thorough inspection 
was forced to admit that there was nothing 
stL<;picious in or ahout it. Another gentleman 
and himself then had the pleasure of taking the 
"medium" into an adjoining room and explor-
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ing his pockets, which they did most thoroughly. 
All they contained was a few letters, a breast 
pocket book, his handkerchief, pocket-knife 
and a few coins. As the breast pocket book 
could not contain auy great amount of apparatus, 
they passed it without opening. They were 
sati:stied that there was nothing about his per
son that could aid him in deception, and so re
ported to the audience on their return to t~ 
seance-room. 

Everything now being in readiness, the "me
dium" seated himself in a chair, after first 
bringing a tambourine, guitar, tea· bell, tin 
trwnpet and pair of castanets and depositing 
them inside the "cabinet." After being seated 
he proffered some pieces of rope and stated 
that any one was at liberty to rind hi~; handA 
anu feet or secure him in any way they saw 
fit, in order to predude the possibility of hill 
having the use of any of his members during 
the continuance of the "seance." Again did 
the writer, in company with the only other 
skeptical gentleman in the company, exert all 
his ingenuity in binding the "medium·· so that 
he felt positively assu:rt'd that he would still be 
in the chair when the "seance" closed. After 
the tying was finished, the writer would have 
wagered any amount, that it was an utter im-
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possibility for the "medium" to free himself. 
He would not take those chances with his 
money to-day. He has learned better. "Me
dium" and chair was now picked up and de
po:;ited in the "cabinet" and the cu1·tains drawn. 

W c had no more than reached our seats 
when the guitar was s~n to be gyrating around 
in space over the top of the ''cabinet," with no 
visible contact with anything. The light had 
been shaded until you could just distinguish the 
forms of the sitters, without being able to dis
cern their features. After a few seconds, the 
guitar was joined by the tin trumpet, and out 
of it came a voice, saying: 

"I am the spirit father of Mr B---, and my 
name is J B , " giving his name 
in full. 

This "test" was instantly recognized by one 
of the gentlemen, and there followed ·a com
mon-place message to his daughter-in-law, the 
wi(c of Mr. B., who was present. While thi5 
was transpiring the guitar had disappeared in
to the cabinet again. As soon as the speaking 
had ct:ased and the trumpet fallen to the floor, 
we were requested to examine the condition of 
things in the "cabinet." Again the "skeptics" 
were ·permitted to do the investigating. We 
found the "medium" in precisely the condition 
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in which we had left him at the beginning, it 
not appearing that he had stirred. 

We had not reached our seats, which were 
distant about eight feet from the "cabinet," 
when the guitar again made its appearance, 
and began playing an air of great beauty, the 
entire instrument being visible, but the hands 
that created the music upon it could not be 
seen. The music produced was subdued, soft 
and sweet, as though the :;tring6 were being 
manipulated by very gentle, soft finger-tips. 
The "skeptics" were now very much interest
ed. Again the horn joined the guitar, and 
when the latter had ceased its music, announced 
that its name was W E son of 
Mr. and Mrs. E The hom was cor-
rect again, and after giving a message, in which 
he gave some instructions concerning his pony, 
that the parents still kept, the hom fell to the 
floor of the "cabinet," and an examination dis
closed everything as we had last seen it. The 
"medium" appeared to be in a trance, or sleep, 
his eyes closed, teeth set and breathing heavily. 
We had just turned our backs on the "cabinet" 
after our examination when a shapely white 
hand protruded through the opening in the 
curtains. Before we had seated ourselves 
there were two, three, four, all of different 
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sizes, and doing considerable finger-snapping, 
thus doing away with the idea of rubber hands 
or stuffed glov~a. Then came a bare foot at 
the bottom of the curtain, and in response to a 
request, by one · of the circle, the toes were 
wiggled. No one was allowed to touch the 
hands or feet that appeared; but it was t"vident 
to any one in possession of one of his five 
senst"s that they wE're human hands and feet 
and not rubber or wax, even did we not know 
that nothing of the kind had been carried in by 
the "medium." After a few moments of these 
"manifestations, ·• another examination of the 
•·cabinet" and "medium'' was made, and every-

. thing found satisfactory. Now, the tea-bell 
began ringing, and was soon joined by the cas
tanets and tamhourine. Ever and anon one or 
the other of the instruments would swoop 
around above the ''Cabinet" and disappear 
again. They seemed to be flying about in all 
parts of the "cabinet" and to be traveling with 
great swiftness and force; and it appeared as 
though the "medium's" eyes stood a very fair 
chance of being decorated in black. Another 
examination and everything found satisfactory. 
The writer was wavering, and was most in
tt"nsely interested, to the great delight of his 
sister. The hom now requested that the com-
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pany sing "Sweet Bye and Bye." Whilst the 
company were singing they were joined by tht~ 
horn in a deE'p and powerful voke, which 
claimed afterward that it was at the time, John 
King, the "medium's' ' main "control." After 
the ~ong was finished, a rustling noise was 
heard in the "cabint't'' and presently the cur
tainl'l were agitated, and !'lowly a fa~r present
ed itself at the opening. Plainly, it was a fact', 
but it was not reco~nized. Then other faC't>S 
appeared, but without re~ognition . Once more 
the guitar strikes up its music, and during its 
continuance the (:Urtains ,)pened sufficiently to 
reveal to our astonished gaze a form, draped 
from head to foot in a dazzling white robe. in 
which there .appeared to be a great many 
yards of matt"rial used. The face, in thi11 in
stance, was much plainer, and in fact, was rec
ognized by one of our number, who, however. 
~;aid nothing until the form announced its name 
as "Mrs. E -- - . 1.----, mother of the lady sit
ting next our h•>st." The form spoke in a loud 
whisper, and no movement of the lips were 
villible. It stood stock still, and might have
been mistake-n for a dummy were it not that 
th«- face was so absolutely identified by the lady 
it claimed as daught~r. and the full name it 
gave being t"ntirely corrert . The form re-
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mained in sight for a period of about twenty 
seconds, and after it had disappeared, the hom 
announced that the daughter carried the 
mother's watch, and that it contained the photo 
of her father. This the lady declared to be 
correct, and after the "seance" exhibited the 
watch, with the photo inside, and the name 
given by the spirit graven on the inside of the 
back lid. The lady declared that she had 
never before met the "medium.'' The props 
were being knocked from under the writer's 
materialism in beautiful shape. Other forms 
now presented themselves and four of them 
recognized. One of the faces was in exact 
likeness to an uncle of the writers', and he was 
almost paralyzed with astonishment, and ready 
to throw up his hands in surrender, when his 
sister, addressing the spirit, said: 

"Uncle L--," for she, too, had recognized 
the face, "have you anything to say to brother? 
Tell him something to convince him." The 
writ~r was just ahout to say that it required no 
more evidence to convince him of the possibil
ity of spirit return, when the apparition spok~, 
saying: 

c•Tndeed, I should be pleased to grant the 
lady's request, but not being the spirit I am 
mjstaken for, I eannot do ao. I am the spirit 
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of S-W-- and the cousin of Mrs. 
D--." 

The lady named said she had never seen 
him in life; but there was a resemblance to a 
photograph of him, in their family album. 
None of the forms or faces remained more 
than from five to twenty seconds. 

Now, if this was the work of the "medium," 
why did he not take the opportunity presented 
of palming off one of his dummies on one who 
had already accepted it as an uncle, and make 
an absoh1te test of it, instead of denying that it 
was the spirit supposed to be, and make an un
certain test of it. This thought also struck 
the gentleman skeptic who assisted the writer 

in the examinations. 
Occurring as it did, it certainty went far to

ward sustaining the "medium, as honest, and 
having no part in the presentation of the phe
nomenon. Bolli "skeptics" were, by this time 
pretty well/uws du com!Jat. All that was now 
required was that some spirit friend or mes
sage present itself that could be recognized, 
and the turn was made. The hom now made 
itself heard again and began announcing the 
names of the spirits present. In all, about 
twenty were given, and eleven of them recog
nized. An1ong them were four full names of 
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the author's deceast>d rt-latives, two of them 
gi\-ing date of death and tht' c.:ause thereof and 
st'nding messages of love to members of the 
family not present, in each case giving the 
name of the one the . message wa~ for. My 
sister infonned me that she had nevE-r even 
heard of this particular "medium·· hefort' that 
wee-k, and this was the first vi111it of any mem
ber of the family to him. The writer struck 
his arms and capitulated. Aftt'r anflther E'X

amination of the l'Ondition of things· in the · 
.. cabinet," which result~d satisfactorily, there 
was a regular ht-dlam of noises, begun, made 
by t>ach one of the in!ltruments setting out on 
erratic at"rial t-xcut·sion about the confines of 
the "cabinet.., Occasionally one or two of the 
instrumt'nts would dart up out of the top of 
the "cabinet," and after executing a few fan
tastic movements, go below and join the gen
l!ral rumpus on the inside. Tt was, apparently, 
impossible for the .. medium," even were he 
fret', to put the instruments where they were 
seen, and besides this. the entire instrument 
was visible, and it was impossible to detect 
anything in connectiQn with them, they seem
ing to float about the atmosphere as a balloon. 
Certain it was that thf' guitar could not per
form on itself, and · ther~ was no human hand 
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visible, to cause the vibrations of the strings. 
The only thing appearing strange, regarding 
the guitar, was that only one air was executed 
upon it. Immediately the rumpus ceased an
other inspection of the ''cabinet" was made 
and everything found as il had been. The 
trumpet now 1·equested t.hat a writing tablet 
and pencil be placed in the "cabinet!' This 
was done, and in a few minutes five messages 
of greeting, from the "controls" were handed 
out. One was in English, and signed by John 
King; another in French; another in German; 
another in Spanish, and the last in Hebrew, 
which no one present could reacl. It was taken 
next day, by the writer and others, to a He
brew clothing dealer, who read and interpreted 
it with ease, and stated that it was elegantly 
written. The "medium" claimed to have no 
knowledge of any language save English and 
was unable to speak. that correctly, which was 
a fact, for he did badly mangle the language 
every time he spoke. WhilE' we were waiting 
the thrusting out of the sixth sheet, the "me
dium" was heard to moan and yawn and move 
uneasily. In the course of a nunute and a-half 
he called for light, and stepped out of the ''Cabp 
inet," freed from the rept-~ that had bound him 
less than two minutes before. An examina-
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tion revealed -the fact that the "medium" had 
not only slipped out of the ropes but that every 
knot had been untied, and the ropes lay in a 
heap in the corner. Think of it. Something 
had untied the knots in less than two minutes 
that had required ten minutes of the time of 
two men. The instruments were handled and 
examined and found to be perfectly innocent of 
any mt'chanism not properly belonging to them 
with the exception of a smalJ hole, about the 
eighth-of-an-inch in diameter, bored into the 
neck of the instrument, on the lower side and 
near the body of the guitar. The "medium" 
explained that it was for the purpose of at
tacbing a music holder to the instrument, and 
as he was stopping with our host of the eve
ning, he soon brought the holder and put it in 
position. It answered the purpose admirably, 
and satisfactorily explained the presence of the · 
hole. 

There, reader, is an unvarnished recital of 
the phenomena occurring at the first "seance'' 
witnessed by the writer. In fact, it does not 
sound as wonderful as it appeared. You have 
probably read the statements made by Spirit
ualists that appeared, if anything, even less won
derful than the above narrative, and pooh
poohed the idea. You said it was trickery or 
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the Spiritualist was mesmerize~ or was stretch
ing the truth. You asserted it was trickery,
you knew it was; but knowing it, you could not 
explain the method used to produce the results, 
hence the conclusion is that you knew nothing 
about it. You may have beli'evcd it the result 
of legerdemain, but should ha¥e so stated. If 
you knew how foolish is the theory of mesmer
ism; how immensely it is out of the way, you 
would never advance it again. 

Wonderful, was it? That was the opinion of 
the writer, espedaliy when he had learned that 
the "medium" had never before been in that 
portion of the country and had never before 
met any of the parties present on that evening, 
save the host, and he only within two days. 
The "medium" had a reputation, among the 
Spiritualist organs as being the finest physical 
"test medium" in the country at that time, and 
weJl did he sustain that reputation. 

Reader, how did he do these things? You 
give it up. So did the author, at that time: 
Since that time the writer has been a celebrated 
"medium" for a number of years, and in due 
time it will be his pleasure to tell you how it 
was all accomplished so plainly that you can do 
it yourself. When the writer left that room it 
was as a believer in spiritual phenomenon. It 
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is the writer's opinion that he was not more 
easily fooled than is any other one man in a 
thousand. From that time forward, he dis
cussed Spiritualism at home and elst>where, 
whenever he found anyone who would talk on 
either side of the question. It came about that 
through his talks with others and reading the 
accounts in the newspapers of the expose of 
some of the "mediums, .. he again found himself 
in a state of doubt. The printed accounts of 
the different exposes dici not thoroughly settle 
the matter, for not one of them explained the 
modus operandi of the " medium," and, were it 
possible, tt1ey would have taken a fiendish de
light in so doing. This being the case it left 
large room for doubt in his mind as to whether 
they had really been exposed, · or the reporters 
had drawn upon their proverbially fertile im
aginations for the major portion of their arti 
cles. 

That which had most to do with his doubt
ful state of mind was due lo his attending 
•'private circles," at the houses of various Spir
itualists whose acquaintance he had formed 
since he had become a convert. At these cir
cles there would be assembled from six to fif
teen persons, mostly ladies. There was one 
house in particular that was visited most fre-
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quently, for the purpose of holding these "cir
cles'' where the husband was a retired doctor 
and zealous Spirit.uali~t, whose wife was a (•me
dium" for "tests" and ••inspirational'' lecturing. 
It was there he first learned to doubt that which 
he had so recently learned tv believe was true. 
A description of what usually occurred will aid 
the readt>r to understand what "queered'' the 
new nmvert. 

Operations usually began by tlw hostess, he
coming .. entranct>d .. , This was accomplished . 
by her seating herself in an easy chair, facing 
the sitters, who were ranged in straight rows 
across the room, each clasping their neighbor's 
ha11d. After sitting quietly a few sel·onds, her 
eyes would slowly close, her face twitch and 
her breath begin to C•>me in gasps. Next her 
head would begin to •·wo~ble" from side to 
side, and her hands begin to open and close 
spasmodically. Now her feet begin a tattoo 
on the carpet, and she is endeavoring to swal
low her tongue: She was not a beautiful spec
iman IJf female humanity at best. and during 
these contortions of form and feature, was ab
solutely ugly. After a few taps of her feet on 
the carpet would l~ome a mighty snort, three 
or four deep-drawn sighs, a ~radual cessation 
of the spasmodic sympt•>ms until sht> becomt-s 
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perfectly quiet and the result sought for was 
achieved-she was "entranced." Slowly she 
would rise to her feet, with closed eyes, and 
deliver, at times, beautiful invocations, ad
dressed to "Father and Mother Nature." . 'Tile 
language employed in her prayers and lectures 
was invariably good, and her lectures usually 
eloquent. But the lady was educated beyond 
the point attained by most women; and she 
said nothing but what any one . with the same 
education could have said, with their eyes wide 
open. After the invocation would come the 
lecture, of perhaps thirty minutes ·duration. 
During the delivery of the lecture, there were 
usually from two to five female aspirants for 
mediumistic honors in the company, twitching, 
jerking, gasping and snorting. By the time 
the lecture was con~luded, one or more of the 
amateurs were on the floor, writhing, gasping, 
choking and making unintelligible gutteral 
sounds. They were supposed to be "person
ating" the death scene of some spirit who had 
friends in the assemblage. They would keep 
up their contortions until some one made a 
guess as to who the spirit might be. After 
the recognition the "medium" would regain 
consciousness, and the bewildered, where-am
l-and-what.:.have-1-been-doing looks they as-
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sumed, was acting such as is seldom seen. Af. 
ter "conditions" were restored, the hostess 
would attempt the . "test" giving phase. She 
would open the proceedings by a liberal mas
saging of her eyes, and numberless finger 
snappings, presumably for the purpose of 
throwing off all earthly "conditions" from her 
optics. She would finally settle on the person 
she saw fit to open up on, and go for him in 
this fashion: 

"1 see by you, sir," if it happened to be a 
gentleman, old enough, apparently, to have a 
mother in the spirit world, "a lady. She has 
blue eyes and gray hair. I should say she had 
been a blonde in younger days, with light 
brown or golden hair. As I see her she is of 
medium height, and looks to be about fifty or 
fifty·five years of age-she may be older or 
younger. Do you recognize the spirit by the 
description?" 

"What is the name given?" is the question 
put to the medium. 

"I did not ht:ar the name; but if I get it during 
-What's that? A little plainer, please," break
ing off in her reply and addressing the spirit. 

uJ get the name of Mary, Murray, Mandy, 
Maggie or something like that. Have you any 
friend of that name? Mary?" 
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"No. to my knowledge, 1 havt> not," answers 
the gt>ntlt>man. 

"Nor Murray, nflr Maud, nor any name be
ginning with M? She seems to smile when I 
mentioned the names." 

.. 1 do not remt>mber that I hav«> any spU'lt 
frie::nd by t"ither name," protests the gentleman. 

''Yes, hut she comes to you and smiles. 
Now she lays her hand on your head and sa.ys 
·--what is it she says--my son? Is that it? 
The lady must be your mother. Have you a 
mother in spirit lif~?" 

"No, madame, my mother is §till living.'" 
••Are .you sure? Have you heard from her 

lately, and know sh~ has not pa8sed over? It 
mus( be your mother," pursued the medium. 

"I lt"ft my mother Jess than an hour ago, in 
lu~r usual health," he replies. 

•·Strange-Oh; your mothcr•in-law, is it not? 
She has pas~eti over within tht> past two years. 
Js it not so?"' she asserts, with brightening 
manner. 

"Ye~,m_v mother-in-law latel.v died," assented 
the gentleman; "but her name was Almira." 
obj~cls he. 

"There! 1 knew 1 was right," she triumphant
ly exclaims. "She is so very mu~·h pleased 
that you recognize ht-r, and has her arms about 
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your neck. She says she brings--you have a 
child in spirit land, have you not?!' 

"No, madame." 
c. She says she brings your grandfathe-r, who 

is pleased that you are investigating the glori
ous truths of Spiritualism. •• u()h, my?' she 
exclaims, and sinks into her chair apparently 
very much exhausted. . Her husband gives her 
a cool drink and fans her until she is able to 
tackle another, which she does thusly: 

Spying a lady, dressed in mourning, one who 
has not been present previously, sitting on the 
back row, she rises and pointing her finger at 
the lady says: 

••There is a gentleman comes to you--" 
"Me?" interrupts the lady addres11ed. show

ing the feelt>r was a true shot, a.nd she was 
probablyseeking word from ner husband 

"Yes," answers the medium, "and he ap
pears to be a very near relative or friend-he 
comes so close--I should say, your husband," 
declares the seert>ss. 

u()h; my husband, have you come?., wails 
the grief-stricken w~dow. 

"I see written above his head George, ---
0-f'-o---" 

"0h; my poor George, continues the lady, 
showing the medium she had struck it right." 
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"George A.-is it A?" queries the medium. 
"0h, yes; oh, yes. Why had you to leave 

me in such a dreadful way," moans the poor 
·lady, not realizing that her words were loud 
enough to be heard. 

"Who is it?'' is inquired one of another. 
Why, that is Mrs. Smith, answers some one 

who knew her, and the "medium" caught the 
name . 

.. y cs, it reads George A. Smith," announces 
the medium, and putting what Mrs. Smith had 
said and a recent railway wreck together, drew 
the conclusion that he met death in that acci
dent, and the surmise proved correct. "He 
says to tell you not to mourn him--that he is 
happy and will watch over you. It seems, from 
the influence that comes over me that he was 
killed in a railroad accident about three weeks 
ago. Is that correct, lady?" 

"Yes, in every particular." 
"Did you ever see me before?" asked the 

medium of Mrs. Smith. 
"No, ma'am," declares she, and another spell 

of exhaustion is in order, and this time quite a 
severe one. 

But Mrs. Smith is to be further entertained 
for one of the "personating mediums" has col· 
lapsed again, and is lying on the floor, making 
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all possible motions and noises to indicate that 
she is suffering from wounds rec~ived in a rail
way accident. Nobody seems to recognize the 
spirit, and as the hostess wants to do another 
act, she brings her clairvoyant powers to the 
re~~Cue and announces that the spirit controlling . 
the "medium" is Mr. Smith, and if Mrs. Smith 
will take the hand of the "medium'' for a mo
ment, she will aid him in getting complete 
"control'' so that he can speak. Mrs. S. does 
as is suggested~ but the medium being an ama
teur and not yet "developed" to that point 
where the spirits can speak through her, grad
ually eases up on the contortion act, her eyes 
open, and after the hostess has made a few 
mesmenc passes over her head, she sighs, 
arises and resumes her chair, with the look and 
air of one who has just achieved a wonder, and 
no amount of awed admiration is more than is 
due her. It may be remarked that she is not 
much of a medium, yet, but it will not be long 
until her shingle will be swung to the bree~ 
announcing "Mrs. -- --, Test and Busi
nes,s Medium. Clairvoyant." If not too 
illiterate, she may, at some future time, be 
found on the Spiritual rostrum, delivering 
Spiritual discourses, at from five to twe-nty
five dollars per discourse. Mrs. Smith, how-
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ever, has received that which will make her a 
Spiritualist, rank as it was. It is not that class 
of "mediums'' that convince and convert. in
telligent, well~informed people. Our hostess, 
after the "personating" has concluded, sea~s 

· herself, and proceeds to make use of her clair
audient accomplishments. 

After the indispensable massaging and tin
ger-snappings she announces that she "hears 
the name of Erastus." "Does anybodyrecog
nize the name?" she asks. 

Nobody answers, and she continues : 
uThe spirit throws its 'influence' about the 

four persons sitting on the ends of the second 
and third rows of seats. It is either for one of 
them or somebody sitting very . dose to them. 
The spirit desires recognition for he continnes 
to repeat the name." 

"ls the name Eraslus." asks one of the par
ties designated. 

"It soundslik.e that, or something very sim
ilar," said the "medium." 

"Can you describe the spirit?" pursues the 
person. 

·"I can not see him, at all--only hear the 
name," declares the "medium," "but since you 
have spoken, there has a beautiful spirit light 
appeared above your head, and from the 
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•influence' I get, I am sure the spirit comes to 
you." 

"Well, I have a friend in spirit Jife, whose 
name is Erasmus, and it is possible that is lie." 
admits the party. 

"That's i_t," quickly adds the .. medium"
"Now I see the name E-r-a-s-m-u-s-· written 
over your head in letters of white----" 

"How wonderful!'' exclaims the party, 
"Erasmus ,Wh.U was his name. How truly 
wonderful.'' 

Yes, and the "medium" was as much aston· 
ished as any one present at the luck that made 
her say the letters wt-re whzie ones. 

••Yes," continued the "medium," "Erasmus 
White, and from the "condition" thrown about 
you, I sh()uld say a very intimate friend or 
relativE'." 

"Yes, he was a very dear friend," admits 
the person, and the "test" was declared very 
wonderful. After more mesmeric business, 
the ''medium" rises, ~nd, pointing to a gentle
man iri the audience, savs, in her most positive 
tones: 

"You, sir, have lately met witl1 a disappoint
ment in some business transaction. I see you 
in very angry conversation with a gentleman 
of low stature, dark complexion, eyes and hair, 
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and perhaps fifty years of age. You seem to 
be disputing over money matters, or the pay· 
ment of money due from some business tran· 
saction between you. Have you had any such 
thing as a business disappointment, in the way 
mentioned?" she queries. 

"Yes, I failed to collect some ~oney due 
me, on making lhe attempt, lately," assented 
the gentleman. 

"Well, I see by the brightening of the 
"aura'' !lurroundmg you that you will get the 
money afte.r some considerable trouble. I see 
also that you are to be more than usually suc
cessful in your business, very soon, and pros
perity, such as you never knew before, will be 
yours. You are to get money from an unex
pected source, and by making a wise invest:
ment, this condition of things is to be brought 
about. You have a grandfather in spirit-life 
who will guide you, and you can not go astray. 
Am l acquainted with you, or your affairs, 
sir?" she asked. 

"Not to my knowledge, Madam," he re
plied. 

Another wonderful and indisputable "test" 
of the "medium'~" wonderful gifts. But what 
man lives who has not had business disappoint
ments, and bad debts to coUect almost daily? 
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That is reasonably a safe subject to essay a 
test upon, with anybody. 'f'he latter part of . 
her statements could not be denied, and stood 
good {or an indefinite length of time. Yet, 
those things are looked upon as wonderful 
by a great many persons, Nothing was said 
as to whether the description fitted the de-btor 
or not, but the admission of the truth of a part 
of it made the whole of it go as correct in de
tail. The "medium" being careful not to re
fer to them, after an admission of correctness 
of the main point. After three or four such 
"t.ests" had been given, the "medium's" Indian 
"control" who was supposed to be a maiden of 
seventeen ~ummers, and whose name was 
Prairie Flower. Prairie Flower controls a 

. great many different "mediums" in a gre:tt 
many parts of the United States. Prairie 
Flower always announced herself through the 
"medium's" organs of speech by suddenly ex
claiming : 

uHow d'"-e do? squaws and braves. Me's 
tummed zis night time to take tare of my 
•medy'. "Say, chief,'' addressing a gentleman 
in the audience, "does zoo like injun dirls? 
'Cause ef yoos does, me·~ glad, tause me like 
zoo. Me's glad me's pt":epers · sees so much 
braves and stwas here dis night time . . Oh! 
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such heaps of beautifulum spiritum here zis 
dark." She would continue this style of talk 
for ten or fifteen minutes, tbe "medium" all the 
time ntbbing herself and making the passes 
that were supposed to recuperate their vitality 
after such wonderful efforts as has just been 
described. When Prairie Flower had said 
•'<iood-bye'' the circle was at an end. 

Men and women attendE'd these .. circles, 
who from manner, dress, conversation and in
telligent appearance~ you would suppose could 
not only not find anything of interest. there, but 
would instead be disgusted-men capable of 
successfully engineering the affairs of . large 
business institutions and receiving and t"XecU

ting large contracts, requiring more than an 
ordinary education and knowledge of men and 
affairs. Yet you would find them regular at-

. tendants along with lady teachers and business 
women, deeply interested and firm bt-lievers in 
the genuineness of all said and done by various 
"mediums." As I said before, this class of 
"mediums" do not convert the man or women 
of brains; but after their conversion through 
other "mediums," they come to believe any
thing offered in the name o£ Spiritualism. 
This is the "bosh" that is met with at every 
"private circle," and which set the writer 
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doubting what he had witnessed at the first 
and really wonderful "seance" of the test and 
physical "medium." Why the "mediums" will 
do these things, is a question hard to answer. 
They open their houses once and twice a 
week, allow the pu~lic to tramp out their car .. 
pets and fill the room with dirt, making extra 
'\\ork,, knowing that the majority of their com· 
pany will go away jeering at what they have· 
seen and heard, making all manner of sport of 
them, besides the ridicule and "roasts" of the 
newspapers. · They invite and receive just 
such treatment without one penny of money as 

· a balm for it all. Many of those who have 
these "circles" at their homes are beyond the 
reach of want or the wolf, even did they live a 
thousand years. They are frauds of the most 

. thorough description and know it. It appears 
to the writer that the most plausible explana
tion is,. that they are endeavoring to work up a 
reputation to do business on in the future, in 

· the case of those who are not well off in 
worldly goods. · The other class may be self
deluded; for it must be admitted that outside 
their miserable mediumsbips mey are excellent 
persons, in the majority of cases . They give 
to charity freely, are honest and fair .in· their 
~eatings with everybody, live upright lives, and 
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are in every way desirable as friend!!. I have 
attended dozens of the class of ·•medium 's 
circles" named, and have proven each and 
every one to be fraud~. The friends and sup
porters and helie\·ers in ~my one of them will 
ask, with an incredulous .sneer: "By what 
means did you arrive at your \:Onclusion, my 
friend? I have known h~r for years and never 
knew her to be guilty of any act unbecoming 
a lady, or dishonest or deceitful in any way, 
and since she has been blessed with these 
powers, she has never received a rent of 
money through it, nor does she want any. 
She is doing this work solely for the benetit 
that will accrue to benighted humanity. I am 
sure that she has at no time asked pay from 
you, that you should thus desire to do her an 
injury. I my!elf have tested her genuineness 
for the past two years and have found her to 
be honest and conscientious." 

ln reply to the above interrogatory and ar
gument, which, by the way, has been ·put to 
the writer, in the language given, he will say 
that the operation was simple enough, and will 
succeed every time it is tried. In dfect, he 
allowed them to expose themselves. He will 
relate the method, as it occurred in one case, 
and that will answer for all, as the same prin .. 
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ciple wa8 used in each expo~e. B~ing in at
tendance at one of the "circles" m~ntion~, 
wherein the "medium" was working for the 
benefit of benighted humanity, he was pointed 
out by the "medium" and the following tt'sts 
given and received: . 

••Ry the young man sitting nt-.xt the window, 
there comes the spirit of a gentleman past · 
middle age, ;Mth light hair, having a bald 

·front and crown, blue eyeR, blonde complexion 
and more than six feet tall, with medium, slen-
der form. He has in his hand one of the 
Masonic emblems of their order. The other 
hand is on your shoulder, and he says that he is 
your father and that he passed ~:~.way ahout two 
years ago." I had, previous to the meeting 
being o~ned, stated to a gentleman sitting 
next me that I should be pleased to receive a 
communication from my father, dead about 
two years. I said this in the "medium's" 
hearing, without appearing to be aware of her 
proximity. 1 also wore a Masonic emblem on 
the lappet of my vest. ''Does the gentleman 
recognize the description as being correct?" 
asked the "medium.'' 

She was answered that he did, with the ex
ception of the eyes, they being gray instead of 
blue, and that he wat:J just six feet tall and not 
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more. Otherwise the description was perfect, 
he )laving been a Mason. 

She replied, "that of course she had only 
guessed the height, and the mistake was ex
cusable, it being a very close guess. The 
gray eye would be hatd to distinguish from 
blue at this distance/' explained the medium. 

This being conceded, the "medium" con
tinued, by saying: 

"He brings with him a young lady who might, 
· from appearances, he your sister." My face 
brightened so perceptibly and' rr•y manner be
came so attentive that she . was sure she had 
struck it right, hence she went on : "She ~ow 
says she is )'OUr sister." 

"Does she exhibit anything that might have 
been a present?" was asked. 

"She holds out her hand, on which is two 
rings.---" 

"Right," interrupted the writer, uis either of 
· them set with a di- stone of any kind," she 
was asked. 

"Yes, one of them is set with a beautiful 
diamond," she answered. · 

"Right again, what is the other one like?~ 
plain gold band?'' was again at~ked 

uli is a plain gold band, worn on the fore
finger,'' was the reply. 
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A message was given by her in which she 
stated, on being asked, that she . was with our 
brother, and had frequently met with a friend 
by the name of Bard. My father, also on 
being asked regarding it, stated that he was 
satisfied with the disposition that had beer 
made of the property he left, and expressed 
himself as pleased that I had kept his favorite 
horse. 

I attended several of the "Circles" held at 
this place, and my father and sister, who gave 
her name as Effie, and was recognized as cor· 
rect. never failed to come and give me some 
word of love and instructions concerning the 
horse. In addition my brother Robert fre
quently came along with several friends, in 
eluding Mr. Bard, who is still living, while the 
others never had existence except in my mind 
and the medium's. "My father. was stiU in the 
flesh, hale and hearty, and a brunette of short 
stature, my sisters were all living, ~d a 
brother I nt-ver had. None of. my living sis
ters were named Ellie and none of them pos
sessed a diamond ring. My friend Mr. Bard 
has nt-ver been dead, and is doing business to
day on our earth. The five other friends who 
gave so many communications and described 
how different they found matters to what they 
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had expected when they used to ·talk to me 
about it, when I lived in N~w York City with 
them-a place I had never \'isited up to that 
date-were merely names, that I have forgot
ten. • The favorite horse was also a Plythical 
one, my father or self never having owned one 
of any description. Yet, many were the in
structions received from my spirit father and 
sister concerning him. They even went so 
far as to say, on different occasions, that they 
were with me on drives I was supposed to 
have taken since last they communicated with 
me-~hind this favorite piece of horse flesh 
that had no existence. 

As to the argument that their friends had 
never known of their being guilty of a dishon
est or deceitful act in long years of acquaint
ance, it is only necessary to say that the most 
hardened crirQinal committed a first crime at 
some time, in order that it be possible to com
mit a second. Again, many women have 
lived for years with loving husbands, who 
would strike you dead at their feet did you 
even hint that their wives were not what they 
~hould be, yet was grossly untrue to them 
every week of those long years. ·They did 
not discovf'r it, and probably went to their 
graves believing their wives as stainless as the 
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lily. All deceptions and crimes, in fact, a very 
small percentage of either, or the perpetrators 
are ever detected. Another argument is that 
the writtor was, himselft under the eye, and in 
the pay, as medium, of a gentleman investiga
tor for three years, not only not being detected 
at any tricks but making a firm Spiritualist of 
him. I will guarantee, too, that of all the phe
nomena produced in that time, that the writer 
was the sole pmprietor thereof, 'not ~ng in 
league with the devil, as has often bt!t~n said of 
him, by ignoramuses, nor yet having any spec
iai pull on the spirit world. More than this, 
the writer during his mediumistic career was 
never heard to claim that his phenomena was 
the work of spirits, always dodging the ques
tion, · However, he never objected to persons 
other than himself, calling it whatever they 
chose. His little speech, before taking his 
seat in thf> cabinet being in these wordR: 

"Ladies ~d gentlemen: You are here to
night, and pay your money, to witness and 
pass judgment on the phenomenon presented 
in my presence-phenomenon that have been 
occurring through m.e since I was eighteen 
years of age. I am not here to proselyte any 
one to Spiritualism, simply to present to your 
notice the phenomena that is described as won-
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derful by all who have witnessed it. I make no 
claims for it, and you are welcome to explain 
it in any way you choose after witnessing it. 
I will say that it is not the work of the 
Devil." 

If, after hearing that, they persisted in claim
ing that he was a medium and the phenomena 
the result of spirit work. I fail to see that he 
had any business to do anything · but "saw 
wood and say nothing." It was left entirely to 
their judgment, and no claim made for it except 
that it was not the work of the Devil. There 
were no pretenses of any kind ---simply a CasE' 

of non-committal cunning. It is a fact, though, 
that, without a solitary claim being heralded, 
he rose from a disgusted hackslider Spiritualist 
to an individual mentioned and written of as 
the finest . .. medium" for "physical manifesta
tions," materialization and independent slate
writing in the United States. Did the hun
dreds who have visited his ''Seances" but know 
through what simple means they were deceived 
they would make grimace at themselves every 
time they caught sight of their reflections in 
their mirrors. Especially would this be true 
of the scientific gentlemt•n and other wp-he-avy 
investigators, as well as the "~xpert'" com
mittees of the Spiritual Societies throughout 
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the country before .. whose august presence l1e 
had to appear and demonstrate .his "medium
istic" qualifications, before he had the indorse
ment of the organued Spi.ritualistsof .their city. 
Oh! ye experts! You have been given a 
description of the style of Spiritual work that 
''queered" the writer, and if you are a Spirit
ualist, of very long standing, you will know, 
by the perusal, that he has been there. The 
description will answer for many an experience 
of your own. He will now relate an exper· 
ience with the otner kind of a medium, and the 
experience that started him on the highway to 
"medium ship." 

There·came to the writer's city, during the 
ye~r of '7 I, and after the · time of visiting the 
circle just described a· professional, traveling 
"test medium." In this instance I will give the 
name, for there is- nothing to be said. concern
ing him as a reason I should not. His name 
was . Frank T. Ripley. A glance at the 
"Movements of Lecturers and Mediumst in 
the pages of the Banner of Light, today, will 
disclose his name. He is still doing business 
in the old line. · He was to occupy the rostrum 
at the Spiritualist's hall four Sundays, afternoon 
and ev~ning. A .lecture at 2 :Jo p. m. and 
"teats" beginning at 8 p. m. The. writer 
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visited each lecture and "test" tournament. 
Mr. Ripley's professional work did much to 
strengthen his weakening faith. The partic
ular meeting that made a "medium" of him 
was on Mr. R'~ third Sunday evening. A 
description of the proceedings on this evening 
will suffke for all, as they were aU very similar. 
The festivities would open with singing by a 
choir, then Mr. R. would offer an invocation; 
then more singing. During the singing of the 
second song Mr. R. would make passes before 
his face and t-yes with his hands and his hands, 

· limbs and body twitch and jerk convulsively. 
As soon as the singing ceased, he rose from 

his chair and . came hesitatingly forward to the 
front of the rostrum with one hand spread open 
across his forehead and the other raised aloft 
and seemingly feeling for some object. Arriv
ing at the front of the platform he stood some 
second~t in silence and then with a start his 
hands dropped to his sides and he began to 
speak, saying: 

''1 feel an influence, as though 1 were sinking 
in salt water. I am drowning. I have fallen 
from the yard of a vessel that is moving be
fore the wind in mid-ocean. I ~ad been sent 
aloft to make fast a brace that was playing 
through · its thimble, lost my footing and fell. 
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1 have a brother in the audience. My name 
lS-- -- , Does my brother recognize 
me?" 

"He does, beyond any doubt," answered a 
gentleman in the audience having the appear
ance of a working man. ulf you are not my 
brother, you are some one who knows me and 
and all the circumstances of my· brother's · 
death." 

"Now", said Mr. R, "I see standing in the 
aisle, beside you, sir," addressing a gentle
man, "an old gentleman, with gray hair, gray 
eyes, one eye being sightless; he is bowed 
with age and has a cane on which is inscribed, 
'From -·- -- to -- --, his father, on 
his sixty-fifth birthday. He says you are his 
son and the donor of the cane. He passed 
away about three years ago, of paralysis. Is 
what I have said correct, sir?" 

"lt is, sir, in evt!ry particular," declared the 
gentleman. 

"Now," continued the "medium," "there 
stands by you, sir," addressing the writer, "a 
gentleman of apparently thirty years of age, 
tall, slender and lithe of form, with light hair, 
blue eyes, fine features and even, white teeth. 
He served a few months in the army and came 
home sick. He did not pass over through the 
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sickness but was accidentally shot.. He says 
his name is L A , and that he is 
your uncle. That you mistook another spirit 
for him at a "seance" not long ago. He says 
to tell you that if you will sit for developinent, 
in the ''Cabinet" you will get "manifestations" 
as wonderful as any you have witnessed. Do 
you recognize the person as the one he claims 
to be?" The author could not have told the 
story better himself, and as everything he had 
said concerning hirn was correct, there was 
nothing to do but admit it as a fact. After 
from ten to twenty o{ such "tests" the meeting 
would dose. What would you think, reader, . 
to sit in a public audience and have a man single 
you out and tell you all about some loved spirit 
relative, when it appeared impossible that he 
should know even yourself and much less your 
spirit friends. The writer had been careful to 
take a seat in some remote part of the room, 
and never to enter or leave in company with 
his sister. He avoided an introduction to him, 
and had never exchanged a word with him, 
arriving at his meetings at the last moment and 
taking his departure during the singing of the 
closing hymn. It was very satisfactory to him; 
but the memory of those private "circles, would 
present itself and he was in a quandary. One 
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hour he would feel that there was a truth in it 
and the next he would declare to himself it was 
all "bosh". Had tho writer never came in 
contact with other than finished, professional 
"mediums" the chances are excellent that he 
would not have become an adventurer. It 
finally struck him, that, in order to make certain 
of the truth of the matter, it would be the pro
per thing to sit for the development of a "medi
umship" of his- own. He would use every 
endeavor to obtain some "mediumistic" gift, 
and if he succeeded, that would finally and in
disputably settle the matter. If he did not suc
ceed he would, of course, have the same uncer
tainty about it as before he attempted his devel
opment. It would cost nothing but a small . 
portion of his time, and even if it was a failure 
there would be no loss. Accordingly, after 
seeking for the proper instructions until they 
were obtained and he had been assured that if 
they were carefully observed, there was no such 
thing as failing, a ''Cabinet" was erected at the 
home of the writer and the attempt begun. 
The instructions were obtained through a 
"trance medium" and were as follows: 

Construct a cabinet in the comer of one of 
your rooms by hanging across it a pair of heavy 
curtains, fastening them to the walls of the 
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room where they touch at the sides but leaving 
them open in the middle of the front. Put in
to the cabinet a guitar or. banjo, tea-bell, tam
bourine, pair of slates and tin trumpet. Have 
four or six persons to sit with you, equally divid
ed between the sexes. They are to sit in a 
semi-circle about the front of the "cabinet" t~e 
sexes alternating, clasping each the other's 
hand. You are to sit inside the "cabinet" 
alone, and remain one hour, in as passive a con
dition as it is possible for you to attain. The 
sitters, those outside, should sing about four 
songs during the hour; you are sitting. You 
should sit twice per week, always on the same 
evening and hour, Tuesday and Saturday eve
nings, and from eight until nine o'clock. 
These instructions are all that will be necessary 
until you are able to get further advice through 
your own "mediumship." There is no such 
thing as failure if you persist in following out 
these instructions, and you will begin to receive 
demonstrations within three months. 

That was satisfactory, and he began his 
"development" sittings in as handsome a "cab
inet," and as good instruments as the purses 
of his friends, who would not allow him to go 
to any expense, would permit. Those who 
sat outside were Spiritualists, six of them, all 
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interested in seeing the prospective "medium" 
developed to the fullness o£- his capabilities, 
whatever they might be. They were friends 
of his family, and the writer found the devel
opinent business quite pleasant. The ''sit
tings" continued the three months named as 
the time that the "manifestations'' would be
gin, but none had put in an appearance, 
neither had the would-be "medium" experi
enced anything that led him to believe that any 
progress had been made. He was abjured to 
be patient, by the "sitters,'' who told him that 
it wa." an easy matter for the spirit to be mis
taken as to the length of time required to 
bring about results, but that they were pro-
bably not far wrong, and possibly the next 
sitting would see the first of the "manifesta
tions." Thus encouraged, he continued the 
"sittings" until the sixth month had passed into 
the months that are gone. Nothing had oc
curred, except a healthy desire on the part of 
both "medium" and sitters that the "manifesta
tions" be forthcoming, begetting in the 
"medium" an inclination to cause some phe
nomena on his own hook. The more he 
thought about it the stronger became the de
sire to practice a little deception on his friends, 
then, after telling them of it, drop the matter 
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entirely. After turning it over in his mind for 
some time, he concluded he would see what 
effect a few spurious "manifestations" would 
have on his friends. It would be easy, they 
having unbounded confidence in him. His 
mind made up to do it, he hardly knew what 
to try, and finally concluded he would wait un
til the "sitting'' came around and, after getting 
jnto the "cabinet" s.ee what suggested itself. 
This was the course he pursued, and on one Sat
urday evening, after the first song had been sung, 
the "sitters" were delighted to hear sharp raps, 
seemingly on the walls of the room, within the 
"cabinet.'' Of course, the "medium" had to 
be happily surprised, or appear so, which he 
did, and his first act of deceit was done. He 
was forced to deny the authorship of the raps, 
also, and the first lie had been given birth. 
The "sitters" endeavored to get answers to 
questions; but did not succeed; for the rapper 
did not care to go to that length with his de
ception, and, besides, did not know what 
answer to make to the inquiries. Nothing oc
curred but the raps, although every eye and 
ear was alert to catch anything that might 
transpire. The "sitters" also displayed- a ten
dency to connect any noise occurring to Spir
itual agency. Noting this the ccmedium" 
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could not help reflecting with what ease one 
could deceive them. It also gave him an idea 
that the average "medium" had pretty smooth 
sailing when he had none but Spiritualists in 
his "circle.n If he could not readily offer an 
explanation for anything occurring, some one 
of the "sitters" would do it. for him, thus edu
cating him in the business. When nine 
o'clock had struck and the medium come from 
the "cabinet," you may rest assured he felt 
strange. He was sure that every time one of 
the "sitters" looked upon his face they knew 
he had not only made the raps, but had after
ward lied a bout -it. A dozen times was he on 
the point of peacl:itJg on himself, but as many 
times did a sense of shame overcome his reso
lution, and he told himself he would tell them 
one at a time, as he met them, laugh it down 
and dismiss any further "sittings." The 
''sitters" were so delighted, and offered so 
many unselfish congratulations and encourag
ments, shaking his hand and patting him on 
the back, it is no wonder he felt his smallness. 
One of the ladies remarked: 

"There~ I am sure none of us need ever 
have any doubts regarding the 'physical man
itestations' after this. I am sure Mr. 
would be guilty of no act of deceit." 
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Think of it, reader. A respected lady 
friend offering such an expression of perfect 
confidence in him regarding the very thing in 
which he had just been deceiving her. Would 
you have felt perfectly at ea8e in his place? I 
think not. He was glad when his "sitters" had 
departed and thought long ·and deeply on 'his 
deception of the evening and concluded not to 
eay a word to any of them about it, but just 
shut down on any more "seances." His wits 
were at work the entire time that elapsed be
tween the regular "sitting" nights, trying to 
concoct some plausible reason why he discon
tinued the development course. The evening . 
came however, and no excuse· that the "med
ium" could offer without exciting the suspicion 
that the "manifestations" of the previous "sit
ting" were a fraud, had been formulated. 
After the '"Sitting·'' had gotten under way, the 
requests by the "sitters" for phenomena were 
so frequent and entreating that the "medium's" 
conscience smote him again and again for his 
previous deception. However, he soon found 
himself rapping again. This time he essayed 
answers to the questions regarding_ the pro
gress made in the "medium's" development, 
rapping an affirmative answer to the question: 

"Is the development proceeding satisfactor-
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ily, and will he develop good physical 
powers?, 

Nothing but raps occurred at this "sitting," 
and the ''Sitters" were much pleased that the 
raps had been made to answer their questions. 
This was looked upon as a decided improve
ment over the preceding "sitting." The 
"medium" was not so much abashed at their 
compliments and encouragements as on the 
previous occasion, and during the week actually 
caught himself wondering what new thing he 
could do, that would create more interest and 
enthusiasm than the raps. The omy things he 
could think of, was to produce "spirit lights." 
This he tried with match-heads. It was suc
cessful, and the sitters delighted. The lights 
and raps were all that were produced for some 
dozen or more "sittings," for the reason that 
the "medium" could think of nothing more 
wonderful. On one evening he went to sleep 
in his "cabinet," and on waking found that he 
was supposed by the "sitters" to be entranced, 
and it struck him as the proper thing to allow 
them to remain undeceived, which he did. 
Now, the sitters were sure that some new phe
nomena was about to occur. It did not, how
ever until one evening he found about twenty 
feet of rope that had been concealed in the 
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"cabinet, without his knowledge. He found it 
nicely coiled and tied with thread to the under 
side of the cane chair seat in which he sat. 
He had no knowledge of rope tying 
feats, but undertook to bind himself with 
the ropes, which he finally succeeded in doing. 
He now essayed his first speaking under "con
trol'' by exclaiming, "Look, look, look," until 
the "sitters" understood that the spirits wanted 
them to examine the "medium's" condition. 
They were delighted beyond measure at find
ing · the "medium" apparently so securely 
bounc'l. The"light was so dim that it was im
possible to detect anything wrong with the 
knots or manner of tying. The "medium," 
though, was fearful all through the examina
tion that some of them would discover his de
ception, and only breathed freely when the ex
amination had been completed and he was ad
mitted to be "most securely bound, and in a 
way that it was impossible to have accom
plished himself." The "medium" realized, 
however, that the absolute confidence of the 
"sitters" in his hone~ty had as much to do with 
th.e successful termination of his rope-tying 
"test" as anything else, and that, with a 
"circle" of skeptics, it would have been an en
tirely different matter. It was also his inten-
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tion to stop his ''Sittings" and deceptions after 
he had satisfied himself as to what length he 
could go in the deception of the persons com
posing his "circle." We shall see how he sue-; 
ceeded. It now became a study with him to 
invent new phenomena or duplicate that which 
he had witnessed. He could not account for 
what he had witnessed nor evolve a satisfactory 
theory as to how it was accomplished. Never
theless, it was becoming more of a certainty in 
his mind each day that it was all the clever 
work of the "medium." His success in de
ceiving his "sitters" as to the rope tying feat, 
crude and incomplete as it must have been, 
compared with the finished and expert ·work 
of the "medium," led him to believe that with 
practice he could become expert to that degree 
that he could deceive the elect. This impres
sion led to the spirit's writing on the .slate, at 
the next sitting, that one of the gentlemen 
should bind the "medium" at the next following 
"sitting:'' and they would see what they could 
accomplish. This was done, as he thought, 
at the time, in a tolerably thorough manner. 
His hands were tied to the top of his knees, as 
he sat in the chair, and the rope continued 
down, binding his ankles to the legs of the 
chair below the bottom rung. He was put into 
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the "cabinet," and while the circle was engaged 
in singing, he found it very little trouble to free 
the right hand by putting his knees close to
gether, thus making the use of the left hand 

·possible in securing the release of its neighbor. 
But, could he get back into the ropes again so 
as to .avoid detection? He made the attempt, 
and found he could get back -easily enough, 
but, the best he could do, the ropes were not 
so closely drawn as they had been before he 
had released himself. Here was a pretty state 
of affairs, surely. Just as certain as the gentle
man examined the ropes, just so surely would 
his efforts be discovered. What was to be 
done? He did not see any way out of his 
dilemma until it occurred to him that he could 
remove the rope entirely, if he could (}o no 
better, thus removing the evidence of having 
unsuccessfully attempted any trickery. He 
concluded to do so, but the thought struck him, 
why not go on and attempt to put himself in 
the condition in which the gentleman left him, 
until he had either succeeded or proven to him
self his inability to accomplish it. It was inky 
dark in the "cabinet" and the sense of touch 
was his only mode of ascertaining the condition 
of things. The song was concluded and the 
"medium" found it necessary to discontinue his 
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experiments, until the second song was began, 
on account of the creaking of the chair at every 
move that was made. Questions were put to 

- the spirits to which no answers were obtained, 
the "medium" still having his hand in the ropes, 
hence it was inpossible to produce the raps. 
He ean get raps today, no matter how he is 
secured or watched. Such are the advantages 
of experience and practical education in any 
line of business. The failure to get raps was 
accounted for on the theory that the spirits were 
werking to overcome the "condition" of the 
ropes. They were correct in regard to at least 
one spirit, closely related to their "medium." 
The second song was started and again the 
"medium" essayed to complete his task. After 
a few minutes he struck it. Later on he will 
explain,. in detail, just what he struck. Now, 
that he accomplished it once it was an easy 
matter to do it again and again as he discovered 
by experiment. It was his intention, now, to 
stir things up lively-to make as much of a 
noise and rumpus with the instruments as pos
sible, and call for an examination of the ropes. 
On a second thought, however, he concluded 
it would be better to do but very little, as the 
development might be considered too sudden 
to be of a healthy variety, and, in comparison 
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with the time required to obtain the raps, it 
certainly would appear bad. Therefore, after 
a few raps, a light or two and two or three 
very light thrums on the guitar, an examination 
was called for, and the gentleman expressed 
himself as very thoroughly satisfied that not a 
rope or knot had been touched or tampered 
with. · This statement created quite a murmur 
of pleased satisfaction among the '(sitters," and 
the prognostication of two or three of them 
that the "medium" was destined to become one 
of the finest and most satisfactory ''physical 
mediums" in. the world. This was calculated 
to cause the "medium" to "feel his oats," and 
he declared to himself that he would furnish 
them more food for thought ere another year 
had passed, and would endeavor to fulfill their 
predictions. He had no idea why he came to 
any such conclusion, it not being, as yet, his 
intention to follow anything of the kind as a 
business. Nothing more was seen or heard at 
this "sitting" and at its close the "medium" 

·was found freed of the ropes, all ~mots being 
untied and lhe rope, neatly.coiled, lying in the 
corner. Great was the speculation indulged in 
regarding the probable results of the next 
"seance." He was now,sincethe success of this 
''Seance," firmly convinced that the "physical 
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medium,. he had visited was simply an expert 
manipulator of ropes, and had means of his 
own to cause the "manifestations,. he had 
witnessed, notwithstanding the seeming impos
sibility of such being the case. 

The one thing that puzzled him most, was 
the source of the information he had regarding 
persons who were absolute strangers to him. 
How came he to know that· Mr. and Mrs. 
E had a son Willie E , and that 
he had owned a pony thatthe parents still kept 
and that the pony was called "Midget?" From 
when came the faces that were recognized in 
every feature and spoke so certainly on sub
jects the "medium" could not possibly know 
anything about? How came he to know the 
names of my spirit friends and the names of 
members of my family not present? Even if 
he did know them, how came he to know that 
I was their relative? I had not had an intro· 
duction previous to the "seance." When ·he 
would think of these things he would be fear
ful, for a time, that he was perpetrating these 
deceptions on his friends, and under the eye of 
his sorrowing spirit relatives, and was inviting 
all kinds of catastrophies to blight and ruin his 
prospects and life. Again he would explain 
the whole proceeding, to his satisfaction as the 
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result of mind-reading, and determined, within 
himself, to acquire that power if it were a pos
sibility. He has since learned how to accom
plish those same feats, and if the reader will 
peruse this book to its close, he or she will 
know enough of the methods employed to be
come, in a very short time, one who can work 
the same wonders and become a celebrated 
and much sought after "medium." At the 
ne~1: meeting of the "developing circle" each 
one was in a state of pleased expectancy, and 
some very intemperate predictions made as to 
the wonderful nature and vast amount of phe
nomenon that would be presented. From the 
oxpressions of what was expected to occur, the 
"medium" was positive that there would be 
some disappointed "sitters" present after the 
"seance." By no possible means could he fill 
the bill they had prepared in their minds, and 
was so confident would be produced at this 
"sitting.'' They appeared more anxious than 
the "medium" had ever been, even in his most 
impatient momentS. However, after being 
bound, and this time in a manner different to 
the previous occasion, and in a way that 
created a healthy doubt in the "medium's" 
mind as to whether or not he would be able to 
free himself, the singing was begun. This 
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. time his hands had been tied to the front legs · 
of the chair, at his sides, and there was no 
possible way to get them together. However, 
after a dint of hard work and much experi
menting, he found his right hand free, and that 
the tactics employed on the previous occasion 
would restore the ropes to their original condi
tioQ. He had been careful to place in the 
"cabinet" a chair that was sound in all its parts 
and would not creak with every movement. 
and he was enabled to work when the "sitters" 
were not singing. At this "sitting" raps were 
produced, the guitar twanged, louder than ~
fore, the tea bell was heard to skip across· the 
fioor of the "cabinet" with considerable force, 
lights appeared at the opening in the "Cabinet,'~ 
three or four at a time, arid a message written, 
declaring that the "development" was pro
gressing favorably, and signed Jno~ King, con
trol. At the "seance" previously witnessed by 
the "medium," Jno. King was the "control" 
and seemed to be quite well appreciated by the 
Spiritualists present, there.fore the "medium,'' 
in this case, concluded he might as well have .a 
"control" of favorable mention, as not, as all 
that was necessary to procure him was to sub· 
scribe his name to· the communications written 
This he did and great was the pl~asure ex-
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pressed by the "sitters," all of whom had at 
tended the "seances" of the aforementioned 
"physical medium.;,. They were now positive 
that full-form materialization would be the ul
timate outcome of the "sittings," as Mr. King 
was identified with nearly every "medium" . 
getting that phase of ••p~ysical" phenomena. 
On the gentleman entering the "cabinet" to in
spect the ropes, he declared he smelled phos
phorus, brimstone or matches. The ••med
ium's" heart jumped, and he was sure that his 
manner of making lights was about to be ex
posed. However, it was passed by as pro
bably being an odor induced through some . 
chemical proceedings on the part of the spirits 
in producing the "manifestations." That 
theory was accepted and restored the "med
ium's" peace of mind, but he swore to never 
make any further use of matches in producing 
spirit lights, ~ut would fin.d some safer way or 
dispense with them entirely. After a few 
more "sittings," of substantially the same 
osmanifestations," except the lights, and being 
secured with the ropes in a different manner 
each time, the lights were missed by the "sit
ters" and their absence remarked. The 
"medium" saw that · he must either furnish 
lights, in some way, or lay the previous ones 
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open to suspicion. An idea struck him. He 
procured a flat, two-ounce druggists' bottle, 
and filling it about one-fourth full of water, cut 
the heads off about one hundred parlor 
matches and dropped them in. When the 
composition was dissolved he poured off the 
water, saving it, and threw away the bits of 
pine left in the bottle. He now returned the 
brown fluid to the bottle and corked it. After 
labelling the bottle "Cough Medicine," he put 
it in his pocket and sought a dark closet to sec 
how his ''Cough medicine" would work. Get
ting into a dark place he took the bottle from 
his pocket and was not disappointed to find 
that it was not at all luminous, and of course a 
failure. However, he thought he would smell 
of it and see if it would have passed for a 
cough mixture in odor as well as appearance. 
What was his surprise, on admitting a little 
air, in the effort to extract the cork, to have 
the bottle become a beautiful yellowish lumin
ous shape. Ha! now he could furnish all the 
lights they wanted without any betraying odor 
being able to fill the "cabinet"' or escape into 
the room. He actually exulted over the suc
cess of his experiment and was as pleased as 
though it was an invention for some useful pur
pose and would win for him fame and fortune. 
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Really, it has won fame of a certain kind, 
and money .enough to travel and live comfort
ably upon. But he did not yet know of the 
possibilities of his · ·~cough medicine,, and in the 
course of a few months had discovered a way 
in which to produce a great deal of interesting 
phenomena with its aid that was new to most 
Spiritualists. Try it, reader-you . will be 
astonished at the results you can obtain from a 
bottle of this "cough mixture/' a white hand
kerchief and a dark room. More concerning 
it presently. After having been tied in several 
different ways and easily freeing his right hand 
and replacing it again so as to present the ap
pearance of not having been removed or tam
pered vdth, the "medium" began to have a 
pretty good opinion of his abilities to deceive, 
and a feeling of pride in his deceitful work 
took possession of him. By this time it had 
become noised about the city that some won
derful "manifestations" were occurring through 
him under "test" conditions, and many persons 
were clamoring for admission to the "circles." 
It was denied them on the ground that to ad
mit strange "magnetisms" at this juncture 
would have a tendency to retard the progress 
in "development." So many of them impor
tu~d so lustily and incessantly that it was finally 
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agreed that the ''sitters" would ask Mr. King, 
the ''Control," and be guided by what he said. 
Accordingly, at the next ''Sitting" Mr. King 
was approached on the subject with ~he follow
ing question: 

"Mr. King, do you favor the admittance to 
our "circle" of. per8ons other than the regular 
members thereof?" 

"The medium" being anxious to see what 
would be said of the "manifestations" by others 
than his "developing sitters" caused Mr. King 
to reply that they could admit four at the next 
"sitting," two ladies and two gentlemen. They 
were to sit by themselves, in a row back of the 
regular "sitters." One of the strangers would 
be permitted to do the tying. One of the ladies 
then asked Mr. King if he did not think it 
would be the fair thing to charge them an ad
mittance of twenty-five cents for wear and tear 
on the carpets. Mr. King, after thinking a 
few moments, said he thought that would be 
about right. The "medium" knew his "mani
festations" did not compare at all with those he 
had witnessed, but that they were worth one
eight what was asked for the better ones, 
besides, since burying his conscience, he was 
of the opinion some one, other than himself, 
should pay the funeral expenses. The night 
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arrived and with it the four ·persons 
privileged to attend. They were Spiritualists, 
all of them, but exercised the privilege granted 
of maldn.g an examination of the ''Cabinet." 
As the "medium" did not invite an investigation 
of his pockets, none was made. A. twenty
five cent "medium" could not be expected to 
submit to such indignities and reflections on his 
uprightness. The hour for the "seance" to 
open arrived and the "medium" seated himself 
with the ropes in his lap in front of the curtains. 
One of the regular "sitters" assumed the 
management of the "seance" and announced 
that either of the gentlemen strangers would be 
permitted to bind the "medium'' in any manner 
he chose. After some hesitancy and protesta
tions that neither of them cared whether the 
"medium" was tied or not, one of them came 
forward and undertook to make him fast. The 
"medium" had learned a thing or two about 
this time about stealing some of the slack of 
the rope for future use, while being tied. By 
sitting well forward on his chair when the ends 
of the rope were made fast to the back rung, 
he could, by sliding back in his seat afterward 
have the use of as much slack rope as any 
ordinary, unselfish "medium" could wish. The 
coat fa1ls close up to the back of the.chair, thus 
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hiding a move of that kind. When the wrists 
have been tied and are being drawn down to 
the knees, to the chair·legs or together at the 
back, one twist of the hand, and, consequently 
the two ends of the rope, and by a reverse 
twist, when the time arrives, you have all the 
slack you need, or you should go out of the 
business. There is never any occasion to free 
but one hand. It will astonish you to know 
what a number of thinr;s you can accomplish 
with one hand, your mouth and elbow. If you 
fail to get in the twist do not allow it to discon· 
cert you, and resnlt in your being helplessly 
tied. But, if they proce"ed to tie your hands to 
your knees, sit up straight, thus compelling 
them to tie around the fleshy part of the leg. 
All you have to do to obtain the coveted slack 
ia to lean forward and force your hands toward 
your knees where the leg is much smaller and 
the slack is yours to command. If they 
proceed t9 tie your hands to either the front 
or back legs of the chair and you do not have 
an opportunity to twist on them, without their 
observing, which sometimes happens, sit very 
erect and shorten your arms by not allowing 
them to entirely straighten and by elevating 
your shoulders as in shrugging, thus making 
the distance from the point on your wriat where 
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the rope is tied to the top-most rung about four 
inches. It will always be their endeavor to 
tie below the top rung around the leg. By 
slipping down in your seat you ought to have 
all the slack you could possibly make use of. 
If they are tying behind you, t~m the inside 
edges of your hands together, and when they 
make the ends fast to the bottom rung, or any 
point below the hands, sit up straight, drawing 
the hands up just far enough to avoid it being 
observed, and there will be plenty of slack. 
You can, by reversing the tactics used to free 
yourself, get back and leave every rope 
taut and drawing by giving an extra twist to 
the ropes where they pass around the wrists. 
Never furnish a soft, cotton rope or you are a 
"goner" except your hands will permit of your 
drawing them out of any loop as large as your 
wrist. Even if you succeed in doing that you 
cannot possibly get back again. The fact of 
the matter is, if you practice a few weeks, it 
will be an exceedingly difficult matter to tie you 
so that you cannot readily get . out. More on 
this subject later on. As a matter of course, 
there are very few experts at tying and the 
gentleman who tied the "medium" on this 
particular evening was no exception to the rule, 
and before he had finished his undertaking to 
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his satisfaction, the "medium" was as good as 
free. Before he reached his seat the tea-bell 
was violently ringing and the guitar sounding. 
Now a hand was thrust out at the opening and 
the fingers snapped. The trumpet was thrust 
out and an unintelligible sound made through 
it. One of the g.entlemen strangers mistook 
the sound to be the word William and ex
claimed. 

"William, is that really you come to see 
your old father?" 

"Yes, replied the hom, and the old gentle
man stated it was the first time he had been 
able to get his son's name through a "medium., 

Once more the "medium, made a noise 
through the horn that could be mistaken for 
Charles or Clarence or almost any name begin
ning with C, and again was it recognized as a 
son, this time of one of the lady strangers. 
She mistook the sound to be Clarence. The 
horn was dropped, and a communication written 
from Clarence to his mother. It proved satis
factory, and the "medium" concluded that was 
"tests" enough for the initial "seance., An 
examination was now made of the condition of 
things in the "cabinet," and the gentleman who 
did the tying stated that he was positive the 
ropes were in precisely the shape he had left 
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them. M:. King now requested t.hat the room 
be made dark, as they desired to illuminate 
their hands. The lights were turned down 
and a screen put between it and the "cabinet." 
The "medium., brought forth his "cough med
icine," and, after wrapping his handkerchief 
about it to conceal the shape of the bottle, gave 
it a dash up and down the front of the "cabi
net." This .light was different from the former 
ones, being the size of a man's fist, while the 
first ones had been only small specks. The 
lights were the hit of the "seance," and drew 
forth many expressions of wonder and delight. 
Especially were the regular "'itters" delighted. 
After showing the light three or four times, 
always in motion, he loosened up the handker
chief, making it stand away from .the bottle on 
all sides, thus producing a light about the size 
of a human head. This he slowly pushed 
through the opening in the "cabinet" and al
lowed it to stop a few seconds and then he 
drew it back and put it away. The "sitters" 
now claimed that the last light was a human 
head and frlce, the features being distinguish
able.· It was set down as a case of etherializa
tion, as they declared they could look right 
through it, and see the · curtains behind it. 
One gentleman, a doctor, declared he could 
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see the whole convolutions of the brain. Thus 
they helped out the show with their im!lgina
tions and made a reputation for the "medium." 
Another examination was made of the ropes 
and all pronounced satisfactory, another song, 
the "medium" is untied and the "seance" is at 
an end. Many were the congratulations re
ceived by the "medium" over the progress 
made and the wonderful "manifestations" just 
received. The strangers paid their admission 
fee and expressed themselves as well pleased 
that so wonderful a "medium" was being de
veloped right there in the city, and they should 
not have to depend upon the traveling "med
iums" when they wanted communication with 
their friends. After his visitors had departed, 
the "medium" took the dollar from his. pocket 
and wondered what he should do with it. He 
had made up his mind, now, to become a pro
fessional "medium:: aud concluded ·he would 
keep it for the purchase of articles he would 
require in his business. Since his "sitters" had 
mistaken his handkerchief for a human face, 
he had an idea that he could provide some
thing that would not require so much of the 
imagination to make it appear a face, and to 
that use was put the doUar received at his first 
public "seance." Repairing to a toy and 
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novelty . house he purchased one of those wire 
gauze masks, which would. permit a light to 
shine through it. This he trimmt:d down un
til it could be put into the breast pocket, and 
yet enough remained to make quite a good 
spirit face. By putting this mask in front of 
the luminous handkerchief a luminous face and 
head was presented. It was bald of course, 
until he discovered that with a small piece of 
black cloth he could put hair on the gentleman. 
That wire mask has been recognized by 
dozens of persons as fathers, mothers, sisters, 
brothers, cousins, sweethearts, w_ives, husbands 
and various other relatives and friends. None 
but the "medium" knew that it was only a 
fifty-cent wire mask, hence none but the 
"medium" could enjoy the humor of the oc
casion; His fame rapidly spread, now, and the 
people became even more clamorous than be
fore to get in, His first "sitters" had gone 
away and told wonderful stories of the strange 
phenomena they had witnessed at 'the 
"seance," and it went from one to another un
til it appeared the whole city knew of it and 
wanted to witness it for themselves. The 
"medium:• concluded that now was the time to 
make it pay in that particular city if he ever 
intended to attempt it. Accordingly Mr. King 
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was made to say that he would admit eight 
persons in future, and that the fee for admis
sion should be fifty cents. He would also ad
vise holding an additional "seance" on Thurs
day evening, each ·week. He also selected 
one of the regular "sitters" as master pf cere
monies, who was to have charge of the 
"seances," without other recompense than the 
glory he could get out of the positioa. He 
was much pleased at the confidence manifested 
in his ability, and all that kind of thing, and ac
cepted the position. Our "medium" was now 
in the business for. what there was in it, in a 
financial way, and for several months he had 
all he could do. By that lime, not having been 
detected at his tricks, he was fully persuaded 
to undertake his "mediumship" as his profes
sion an4 make his living with it. Articles had 
appeared at different times in the various Spir
itualistic journals from the pens of those who 
had attended his "seances," descriptive of what 
occurred and the "conditions" under which the 
"seances" were held, and, the "medium" was 
in receipt of a number of letters, the writers of 
which were desirous of engaging his services 
as a "medium" in their respective towns. He 
gave up his position, had some cards printed 
and set out on his career of travel and ad· 
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venture. He has been continuously on the 
road ever since that day, stopping nowhere 
more than a few days at a time, and having 
never as yet figured in an expose. To be 
$Ure his "seances" are much ·different to what 
they were when he started out, they improv
ing each time he sat. Hemet many "mediums" 
the first year and from each one gained the ad
mission that they were frauds. They would 
also tell him who to look out for in the towns 
from which they had just come. His "mani
festations" were pronounced "out of sight" by 
every "medium" who ever witnessed them, 
and many were the entreaties to tell them how 
it was done. He would not reveal the sim
plicity of his operations, however, as he did 
not want any opposition in his particular line, 
and having the reputation, now, of being one 
of the finest ''physical mediums" in . the coun
try, did not care to have to share it with any 
one. He made it a point to learn all possible 
from the "mediums" which he met, but to give 
up nothing himself but what they already 
knew. By following up this plan, of taking all 
the information possible and at the same time 
keeping a still tongue, he came to know the 
methods pursued by a great many "mediums" 
which was of much use to him in his own 
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work. He will say, just here, that of all the. 
"mediums" he has met, in eighteen years, and 
that means a great many, in all phases, he has 
never met one that was not sailing the_ very 
same description of craft as himself. Every 
one; no exception. Of course, the lecturers 
he has met, who do not lecture under "in~ 

fluence," and who have no phase of "medium
ship," are probably honest in what they teach. 
They are not different to any other convert to 
Spiritualism who does not lecture. There 
may have been a few of the "inspirational 
speakers," too, who were honestly mistaken as 
to . the inspiration. It is a fact that he has 
"developed" inspirational speakers, for a finan~ 
cial consideration, who have taken to the plat~ 
form, and who believed themselves ·inspired. 
It is true too, that in some cases he was not 
very proud of the quality of it}spiration he had 
developed. He was proud of no part of it, 
save the financial consideration which reposed 
in his wallet. Reader, if you become a "med
ium," be very careful to give the female pro
fessional "mediums'' a wide berth, and no pos
sible knowledge of the methods of your work. 
They are universally selfish and jealous, and 
will leave no stone unturned to do you an in
jury. · When you meet a female professional 
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who is a lecturer and "test medium," and who 
has a hall rented . in. which she gives her al
leged "tests" and the harangue in poor Eng
lish, that she dubs a le~ture, and advertises her
self and her ·clairvoyant powers in her "test 
and business sittings~' at her ho~e, look out 
for her. She is as rank a fraud as you can 
possibly be, but is jealous of your powers to 
obtain ••physiCal manlfestations," and although 
she may not say anything against you in pub
lic, be sure that every individual she meets 
will have a "hug in his or her ear" concerning 
the genuineness of your "manifestations." 
Her "tests" usually are very rank, and all re
semble the "tests" given by a married profes
sional in a northern city, whose reputation was 
anything but savory, and whose "tests" ran 
something like the following: 

"To the gentleman sitting there," indiCating 
the individual she referred to by pointing to 
him, "there comes a condition of prosperity. I 
see that his business will be prosperous in the 
future, and he will not meet with certain un
pleasant . conditions that are troubling him. 
Now I see a white dove that circles about his 
head and now it has alighted on your shoulder, 
indicating a condition of peace for you. I see 
that a change in buSiness will be the cause of 
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your prosperity, and that change will be in
But, if you desire to know more about it, you 
must come to my rooms, as there is so much 
of it that I can not take the time in my public 
meetings." 

If he goes it ·will cost him one dollar and 
that is the purpose of the hall meetings. This 
same woman is supposed to be "controlled" by 
one of the ancient sun worshipper~, and whfle 
under his control she is supposed to be fire
proof. Anything she holds in her hands is 
supposed to be fire-proof also. She handles 
heated lamp chimneys in her bare hands, holds 
her fingers in the blaze of a lamp for a few sec
onds, passes her little son's hair through the 
blaze, also a handkerchief, and borrows a gen
tleman's neck tie, which also withstands the or
deal. During this performance, she throws 
back her head, rolls her eyes upward until only 
the whites are visible, and contorts herself in 
various other ways, besides giving tongue to 
some outlandish gibberish, supposed, and 
claimed to be, the language of the aforemen
tioned sun worshipper in his adoration of the 
sun. I will wager, that if a sun worshipper 
should happen to hear the lingo she claims as 
his language, he would never again open his 
mouth and give utterance to an audible sound 
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In order to duplicate this woman's performance 
prepare the following: 

Dissolve one-half ounce of camphor in two 
ounces of aquavit~; add one ounce of quick~ 

silver and one ounce of liquid styt"ax, which is 
the product of the myrrh. and which prevents 
the camphor igniting. Shake and mix well to~ 
gether, Bathe the inside of the hand and the 
fingers in this preparation, allowing it to dry in 
and you can duplicate the performance with 
the lamp chimney and hold your fingers in the 
blaze quite a while without any bad effect. 
You will also be able to accomplish it without 
any grimaces or gibberish or rolling of the 
eyes. 

For the remainder of the performance, dis
solve all the salt a tea-cup of water will contain. 
In another cup dissolve a tablespoonful of soda 
in warm water. Now pour the two together, 
and after they are well mixed wash the little 
boy's hair, or that portion you intend using in 
your experiment as a sun worshipper, combing 
it until dry. Now take the neck tie of a gen
tleman friend, and your confederate, and after 
washing it allow it to dry. You are now ready 
to accomplish the feat in its entirety, the only 
other thing needful being to roll your eyes, 
throw back your head and male e sounds that 
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would shame a Siwash Indian, with your voice. 
You could go the lady one bett~r by adding 
to the first preparation two ounces of pulverized 
red stone. After stirring it well together rub 
the bottoms of your feet with it and you can 
walk several steps on a bar of red hot iron. 
Usually, these women have only "clairvoyant'' 
and "trance mediumships," which require no 
skill of execution, and which, as a matter of 
course, you cannot expose. You can state that 
nothing they have said is correct, and that mis
takes of magnificent dimensions have been 
made in what they have told you, but what 
matters that? They will say t hat~<cooditions" 

were not good, or that you came in a "condi
tion of decept.ion" yourself, and that tht!y onlv 
told you what they saw and heard. 

They have not the nerve, or what is more· 
probable, ar~ not smart enough to attempt any· 
thing in which there is more risk, and decidedly· 
object to anybody else doing it. Female me
diums" o£ the description just mentioned are 
generally the most depraved in their tastes) and 
life behind the scenes. Many of them who 
ha'le had much to say in opposition fo the 
writer, were themselves reeking with fraud 
and morally rotten from center to oircumfer· 
ence, and if any of them discover the identity 
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of the writer and want him to specify, he will 
do so in another book, in which names will be 
given, and most of the scenes laid in San Fran
cisco, and the cities on the railway lines be
tween that city and the Eastern States. The · 
writer has not, up to date, met a female "me
dium he would trust, nor has he yet met one 
who was not as fraudulent as himself. There 
are a few who are lecturing and giving "plat
form tests" who attend their own business and 
are laying up something for a rainy day. But 
none of them give the satisfaction that the male 
.. mediums" give, in the same line, for the very 
reason that they cannot be entrusted with any
thing, and are continually wondering how Mr. 
so-and11o, manages to givf' so many positive 
and undeniable "tests"--full names, dates, inci
dents and places, instead of doves, ''Conditions 
of prosperity" and symbols; being able to dis
pense with psychometric handkerchief readings 
and to give testa that are counted as such. 

Be wary, I say, of the female, professional, 
"medium." She is as full of deceit as you are, 
but has not the good business sense that ought 
to keep her mouth shut when. her jealousy is 
aroused. She will lay herself open to suspicion 
m order to excite a feeling against you. Not 
so among the boys. If they have a grievance 
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they punch· each other's noses, but do not go 
and give away any professional secrets, thus 
lessening their opportunities for getting a 
livelihood, easily and comfortably. 

The writer's ''Seances" had, by this time, 
grown to be quite wonderful exhibitions, and 
attracted much attention and comment wherev
er he gave . them. To be sure the news
papers cried trickery and humbug, but forgot 
to explain how he accomplished it, hence they 
only made more business for the "medium," 
the people v1siting his seances to verify, if pos
sible, the newspaper statement that it was all 
a trick. The part of the "seance" that puzzled 
the "sitters" most was a new idea the "medium" 
had worked up. It was like this. 

After he had finished the work in the 
"cabinet" and had untied himself, he would 
come outside, and, seating himself to one side, 
the left, of tlre middle, with his back up close 
to the curtain, he would request that two. of the 
audience sit with· him. This would make three 
persons, sitting in a row, with their backs 
against the curtains forming the "cabinet" 
front, the "medium" being at the left hand 
end of the row. He would now allow the 
middle man to take his left hand in his left, 
while he would take firm hold of the "sitters" 
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left arm above his elbow, with the right hand 
He would have the "sitter" at the opposite end 
place and dispose himself similarly. It will be 
seen that as they now sat the middle "sitter" 
would know if either of the others made a 
movement of any kind. After getting in this 
position in the sight of the audience and 

· instructing the mtddle "sitter" to report if either 
of the others moved, the "medium'' would 
have a curtain d1·awn across the front and 
pinned to the "cabinet" behind thus hiding all 
of the three sitting there with the exception of 
their heads. The man in the middle held both 
the other "sitters" and was requested to report 
j£ either of them let go or moved. •<Manifes· 
tations., wouid now occur in the ''cabinet" back 
of tb~ ccsitters. '' Tunes would be played upon 
the guitar, the tambourine, tea-bell and oth~r 
instruments would fly about the "cabinet" as 
thongh possessed of llfe. Hands w~uld appear 
at the aperture between the curtains and also 
over the top of the '1cabinet', ·which wa.~ six 
feet high. Those sitting next the "cabinet, 
would be patted on the back and their hair 
and ears pulled by a hand through the curtain. 

The middle man, on being asked would 
invariably reply. that the "medium" had not 
stirred, and that he still had both his hands. 
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. 
Many would say that the 11 medium" might pro-
duce the "manifestations" while he was alone 
in the "cabinet" but it. was an impossibility that 
he- caused the "manifestations" while being 
held on the outside. Certainly, that appeared 
to he the facts in the case, but the righthancl of 
of the "medium" did all the work nevertheless. 
Ho~ did he get it away without the gentle
man knowing it, Easy enough. 

You will remember that they took their 
positions in view of the audience and are not 
supposed to have moved until the close of the 
''seance" and the taking down of the curtain. 
But they have, just once. While the curtain 
was being pinned, the "medium" let go the 
gentleman's arm to indicate to the person put
ting up the curtain where to put a pin. His 
hand was away only a.n instant." The gentte:.. 
man knew when he took it away also when it 
was · returned agam. But, when it was 
returned it contained a th;n piece of sheet lead, 
cut about the size of the "medium's" hand. 
When the "mediums" hand closed on the 
gentleman's arm, the lead was inside it and as 
his fingers closed it was bent around his arm 
giving the impression of the grip of a hand. 
You can see, now, how easily the "medium," 
could have the entire use of his right hand and 
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yet have the sitter declare · that his hand had 
not moved. 

As this "medium" had not yet arrived at 
that state of perfection in which he could allow 
himself to be searched, he went into his pocket 
for a small article resembling a lead pencil, but· 
when rightly· manipulated transformed itself 
into a tapering steel rod about four feet in 
length, with a small hook and a slot in the end. 
Into the slot. he slips a pasteboard hand that he 
has also fished from a convenient pocket, and 
the next you know it is visible just over the 
top of the "cabinet," where, as the astonished 
spectators admit, the "medium" could not 
reach, even were ne . free. · Next a hand is 

. seen at the aperture and the fingers move and 
are filliped. The fingers of the hand seen at 
the top of the "cabinet" did not move nor were 
not filliped, but the last hand did, and if asked 
about it afterward ninety-nine times in a hun
dred either one of the "sitters" will declare 
that the fingers were moved and snapped in 
each case. 

There is a way to make the fingers on a 
painted, pasteboard hand appear to spread out 
sideways and close again. To accomplish 
this, paint on a piece of cardboard an open 
hand with the fingers spread out. Do not cut 
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out on the outline of the hand, but fill in be· 
tween the fingers with black, just trimming oft 
the card that is in excess of the width or length 
of the hand. . Now tum the card over and 
proceed to paint the same sized hand with the 
exception that the fingers are not spread apart. 
Paint all the card remaining, black. Now, put 
it into the slit of your reaching rod, and by 
quickly turning first one side, then the other to 
your audience, in the dim light, it presents the 
appear~nce of one open hand with the fingers 
spreading and closing. By the same means 
you can make a hand appear to be opening 
and closing. 

It is the same principle that causes a series 
of drawings in different positions in the act of 
climbing a ladder, appear to be one image, go
ing through all the motions and actually climb
ing the ladder, when seen through a narrow 
slit, and in rapid succession. 

After puttmg the pasteboard hand into view 
in different. places distant from himself and 
snapping the fingers of his own hand, thus giv
ing the impression that the fingers ofthe paste
board hand were snapped, he hooked .the bell 
to the end of the rod and it was rung and 
shown in distant parts of the "cabinet." After 
closing the rod and concealing it as well as the 
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hand, he proceeds to shake up the guitar, tam
bourine and bell, to pt·eseot the hand in differ
ent positions giving the impression of different 
sizes of hands. It is wonderful what a number 
of "tnanifestations,. you can produce with one 
hand .and not disclose your connection with it 
by a perceptible movement of head or body. 

If you think these are only tlleorus of one 
who never made use of the ideas,.try them and 
see how beautifully they will work, and the 
amount of astonishment they will create among 
your friends. · 

The "medium" now requested some one to 
hold a slate up to the front of the "cabinet." 
On its being held as directed,'a hand appears 
from the "cabinet" and writes ''Good Night." 

This ends the "seance," and after 
the curtain is taken down disclosing the 
"medium}s" hand just where it had been when 
he sat down, and the gentleman states posit:J.vely 
that it has not been removed during the "se
ance," the "medium" removes hand· and lead, 
palming the lead, and, reaching into his side 
coat pocket drops it, brings out his handker
chief, innocently mops his brow, replaces the 
kerchief, and i' is done. 

There are no really smooth, expert and fin
ished female "mediums" for "physical manifest-
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ations,'' notwithstanding the fact that they are 
eminently fitted to carry a great many articles 
about thern without discovery, in their clothing 
or hair. They are universally bunglers, which 
accounts for so many exposes. It is not the 
male ''medium" who has his u~tenalization" 
exposed, ·one time in a hundred . 

. The sharpest, quickest and most expert fe
male "materializing medium" the writer ever 
met is a resident on the Pacific coast, not at 
this time in the business. She did her wotk 
without the aid of a confederate, and work 
good enough to fool everybody who visited her 
"seances." People wete there who could not 
believe it was the work o£ spirits but who could 
not offer uny othtr solution. 

It was during tht> third year of the writer's 
travels that he became a member of an organ
ization of "mediums" that discovered to him 
the manner in which the first "medium" visited 
by him came by the information he possessed 
regarding the writer and the writer's family . 

• 
It was made clear to him, how, without any 
mind-t'eading powers, he could probably have 
given a "test" to every spiritualist or investiga 
tor in the city who had ever received a "test" 
prior to his visit to the city. 

The writer was asked how he was fixed for 
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"tests," and bad to admit he had none that he 
had kept track of. Well, the organization was 
for the purpOse of keeping each other posted · 
on "tests" ·in the territory in which we trav
eled. 

The writer was not long in discovering that 
it was an excellent organization to belong to. 
He was supplied with all the "tests" known by 
from one to twenty "mediums" who had done 
the territory he intended covering, and was 
expected to make notes of any new "tests" he 
should discover. 

You can see, reader, what an impression a 
"medium" so prepared could make in Cincin
nati. He would have, say, five hundred tests 
for Spiritualists and frequenters of ''Seances" 
in a city of that size, and could give three or 
four to a dozen wonderfully accurate "tests" 
each night so long as he ~emailled. Here is 
what a page of those note books look like: 

FOR CINCINNATI, OHIO. 
G. A. Wr,LsoN, (Merchant). 

Spt. · Dau. Elsie-Died '76, age 14 mos. diphtheria, 
blonde, blue eyes. 

Spt. Moth. Elenor Wilson-Died '67. consumption, 
age 56, dark. 

Spt. Fatb. Nathan E. Wilson--Died '71, pneumonia, 
age 64, light. 

Spt. Friend. Andy Nugent, schoolmates at Ober· 
lin, 0. 
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S. 0. WILBUR., Shoe Dealer. 
Spt. ·Son. Albert E., '74, lung fever, 19 years, 

blonde, only child. His parents keep bis ·books 
an<J clothing. He is always described a.s a student, 
with book ill band. Good mark for private sittings. 

R. B YouNG, rich~ 
Spt. Dau. Alice E., aged 19, pne-umonia, '79, upper 

front teeth cold filled. Extraordinarily long hair. 
Quite an artist. and one of ber landscapes hangs 
in parlor in gilt and plush frame. Spirit painting 
of her iu the ,itting·room, that is kept curtained. 
She is an artist in spirit world. Supposed to 
have a son in spirit that had no earth life named 
Egbert 0. 

Spt. Son. Egbert 0. never bad earth existence, an 
inventor in spirit life and supposed to work 
through Thos. Edison. Is especially interested 
in electrical work. 

Spt. Fath. Robert B., Died '69, paralysis. Mann· 
facturer of machinery, two fioget"s off left hand. 

Spt. Moth. Sarah-Died when be was a child. 
Spt. Broth. James and Samuel. 
Spt. Aunt. Lucy Wilkinson, Mary Wilkinson and 

Eliza Shandrow. 
Remark&-A good mark for private seances at his 

home, and will pay well. Dead gone on physical 
manifestations and materialization. Will get up lots 
of seances. Acree with everything he says and you 
are all right. 

A. T. You"XGBR. 
Spt. Son. Albert F., drowned under suspension 

·bridge, May, '87. Sends meRSage of greeting to · 
Aunt Mary and Cousin Harry. 
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Spt. Fath. A. 0 . Younger, died '84, railroad acci· 
dent in Illinois. Is Jook1ng for private papers 
supposed to have been JeCt by him. Sends lo"e 
to his wife Kate in Covington. 

There, reader, is one page out of sixty
three similar ones all relating to Cincinnati 
Spiritnalists and investigators. 

Could you not go to Mr. Young, having ar
rived direct from Denver or the Pacific coast, 
and never having previou.~ly visited Cincinnati, 
and astonish the gentleman as to your know
ledge of his family and affairs? Would it not 
be possible to give him a number of absolute 
pointed tests?" 

Suppose you were giving a useance," and 
should put out a face. Nobody rec-ognizes it. 
Mr. Young is in the audience. All that is 
necessary to have a grand "test" out of the 
unrecognized face is to cause it to announce in 
a loud. labored whisper the name ''Egbert 0. 
Young. My father, R. B. Young, is pres· 
ent!, 

If, as is sometime! the case, Mr. Young de
sires to make a still stronger "test" he is likely 
to ask: 

«How old were you when vou passed 
over?" 

The spirit now replies, ,q had no e.xtstence 
on the earth plane.,, 
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"What are you engaged in on your side," 
continues Mr. Young. · 

"1 am still working on electrical problems 
through Mr. Edison." · 

The 11pirit might now di,ch the proof of its 
identity by saying: 

'-Grandfather Robert B. Young, and great 
aunt Lucy Wilkinson are with me to-night. 
Uncle James Young has something of impor
tance to saY. to you at first opportunity.'' 

It may be that Mr. Young has heard nothing 
of the spirit Egbert for a year or a greater 
length of time. and on your causing him to 
"manifest his presence," it being the first time 
you have met Mr. Young. and your first visit 
to his city, it is likely to place you high in the 
esteem of that g~ntleman. 

As he is rich and in the habit of ha'Ving 
"private seances" at his home and paying well 
for them, as you will leant by referring to the 
Y's in your note book, it is quite desirable 
that you make an admirer and champion of 
him. Many will be the twenty dollar "seances" 
given at his home by yourself, and frequently 
will you be called upon for slate-writing, if you 
are doing that ''phase"' at two dollars per 
writiog. 

If you are a close observer you will manage 
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to pick up many new "tests." In looking 
through the family album you will probably 
find the faces of many of his friends and 
relatives. · 

It is your duty to yoUJ'Self and brother 
"mediwns" to be at all times armed with the 
twenty-five cent cameras. These cameras are 
made of paper or pasteboard. In order to ob
tain a copy of a photograph, pull the two ends 
as far apart as they will go, which is the . pro
per focus for an object one foot di6tant. Now 
place the photo to bt' copied in position and 
tear the small square of bl&ck paper from the 
aperture, retaining the end thathWlg loose. 
Count fifteen, and stick the piece of black paper 
over the aperture-it was already mucilaged, 
all you have to do was lick it-press the ends 
together, put it in your pocket, and you have 
a fair copy of the picture. 

Copy all the pictures of which you can get 
the names and relationship. What for? For 
the money there is in it. 

In order to get your money out, you must 
take them, with their names and relationship 
to a "spirit photographer," tell him all about it 
and give him the camer~s. He finishes the 
work you begun by developing the copies and 
again copying them on his own plates, leaVing 
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them undeveloped. Of course he does not 
copy all of them on one plate, but perhaps one 
and then four or five other faces, including an 
Indian or two, that may or may not be recog
nized. 

If they \\'ere all copied on one plate, there 
would be only one "sitting" necessary, and . of 
course, only one five dollar bill in the transac
tion. As it is there are from one to five plates 
with one and two faces that can be positively 
identified. He will take "sittings" as long as 
faces are produced that he recognizes, and, at 
times will pay for several after the "mediwn" 
operator has ran out of material. It is now 
the slate-writing medium's play to cause the 
Spiritualist's spirit friends to declare that they 
want to furnish him with their spirit photo
graphs, and if he will visit Mr.---, 
"medium''for that phase, he will get them. 

Of course he is delighted with the idea, and 
is soon in your friend's studio. He sits. The 
first plate developes two of his spirit friend's · 
faces. He is delighted, but all that promised 
to appear are not there. Another 4•sitting" is 
suggested by the operator, who declares that 
there are others present who are frantic for an 
opportunity to be photographed. He sits 
again. Another face appears that he recog-
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nizes, and, more than likely he will sit from 
four to six times. 

If he has fout sittings, at five dollars per 
sitting, he is indebted to the operator in the 
sum of twenty dollars. Now, on the next day, 
you visit the photographer and receive ten 
dollars as your share of the results of the tran
saction. 

We will presume that the Spiritualist becomes 
enthusiastic on the subject of "spirit photog
raphy" and sends to another "spirit photog
rapher., in a distant city to see what success 
he will have. He sends his own photo, and 
the fee. The "medium, applied to writes to 
the "medium,. living in the city and asks if he 
has anything for Mr.- Of course he has 
and forwards them. He gets one-halF of the 
profil.s of the transaction, and, in the language 
of the "medium" the Spiritualist is again 1 

"nailed to the cross.'' 
Another benefit to the "medium'' is a copy, 

life size of one or more of the faces in water
color, that will answer to present from between 
the curtains at one of his "seances." It will 
be recognized as a matter of course, and great 
wilt be the wonder and surprise. It is possible 
to palm off these paper faces in the dim light. 
When you quit the city, leave them with the 
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photographer for the use of the next brother 
''physical medium., that stops in the city. 

The writer was now "in it" all over. His 
"seances,. were . equally as wonderful as the 
one he had first witnessed. He could now 
have the instruments floating about in space 
over the top pf the .. cabinet" without visible 
support. He bad, also, a guitar that would 
play on il~!f and .was a wonderful instrument 
in more ways than one. It had, also, the 
small hole bored in the neck, for the music
holder. It would contain a music-holder, but 
was also useful for other purposes. 

He could, without any danger of detectioa. 
permit .a thorough search of his clothing and 
person for apparatus that might be accessory 
to his ••manifestations." He could produce 
"full-forms, with faces that could be recog
nized beyond doubt by various visitors to his 
"seances." He could clothe his .. spooks'' with 
robes that appeared to have a great number 
of yards of material used in them, and still no 
piece of white larger than his handkerchief 
could be found about him. It had been long 
since his 1ast lingering doubt, but what there 
might be something in i4 had disappeared. 

His guitar waa an innocent appearing but 
wonderful affair: It was decorated by dividing 
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the sides into smaU panels by gluing strips of 
ornamental molding from top to bottom. The 
panels thus formed were further decorated by 
inlaid designs in pearls. One of the panels on 
the large end of the instrument could be dis
placed leaving an aperture sufficiently large to 
comfortably insert the hand an fore-arm. In
side it was arranged for holding various ar
ticles, in such a way as to be impossible of dis
covery except through the defective panel. 
Besides this the machmery from a small one
tune spring music box had been affixed to the 
wood forming the ~op, just under the strings. 
\Vind this up, set it in motion, take your reach
ing rod and insert it in the hole in the neck of 
the instrument, raise it mto view, slowly turn
ing it round and round and waving it back and 
forth and you present the strange phenomena 
of a guitar floating in the air and performing a 
tune upon itself. It does not. sound exactly as 
though the the music was produced on the 
strings; but near enough so that the true 
explanation, or any explanation other than the 
one the ~'medium" is supposed to offer has 
ever been advanced for it. 

In this guitar was kept the flowing robes 
with which the "spooks" were clothed. The 
robes were of white netting so very fine that 
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enough of it could be compressed into a space 
no larger than an ordinary tin blacking-box to 
furnish a full evening suit for the largest spirit. 
Enough more can be carried in a hollow boot
heel to dress up a couple more with an abun
dance of clothing. In the other boot-heel can 
be carried an assortment of netting-masks with 
which to transform your own face half-a-dozen 
times. In the envelopes supposed to contain 
letters you have the water-color faces for com· 
pleting the forms, when their relatives are in 
attendance. If the reader is a Spiritualist, who 
has attended "full-form materialization seances" 
in New York, Brooklyn, Cincinnati, Chicago, 
Denver, San Francisco, Los Angeles or New 
Orleans, he or she will say: 

"0h, pshaw l that don't explain it at all. I 
have never seen any "materialization" in 
which the explanation given would answer, in 
any way. In all the '•full form materializa
tion" I have seen, the forms have· come out 
from the "cabinet," walked and talked. with 
the "Sitters," and the "medium" could be seen 
sitting in his chair. I hav.e seen as many as 
ten "spirit forms" out at one time and of differ
ent sexes and sizes. They were not all dressed 
alike by any means. You can not stuff that 
down me as an explanation." 
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It may be possible that you have not visited 
the writers• "seances" in years past, but he 
gave scores of them JUSt as have heen de- · 
scribed and he is personally aware of several 
others who gave the same •'manifestations,,. 
making use of the same apparatus and methods. 
However, he will come, in due time, to the 
class of "seance," you have seen. He ~a 
participated in many a one~ Mission St. in 
San Francisco, at one time harbored some 
very fine "mediums., for ••full materialization.,. 
It is poS&ible you have shaken the writer's hand 
at some of the full-form ''seances" you have 
vaited, and called rum hJ1Sband, father, brother, 
and, possibly sister. Many rich stories could 
be told by various "mediums," did they dare 
open their mouths 

The apparatus just described is quite costly 
for the reason that you must go to the 
manufacturer to have your guitar made. It 
would be a very aimple matter to remove a 
piece of the guitar so that it can be replacod, 
but it is entirely another matter to so accom
plish it that the instrument will not be ruined 
as to its musical qualities, and in such a manner 
aa to avoid detection of the defect. 

It must be so arranged that the apparatus 
concealed inside will be immovable and will 
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not rattle, in handling the instrument, thus dis· 
closing the fact that it is "loaded." Seventy~ 

five dollars wilJ pay for an instrument that will 
be perfection in its way and dety detection 
under a most critical examination. 

The shoemaker, for twenty dollars, will 
make you a pair of congress gaiters with 
hollow, steel heels veneered with leather, by 
raising the insole of which discloses quite a 
roomy "cellar." Of course these shoes are to 
be worn only while at work. 

The writer has alsocarriedeffectiveapparatus 
in his elegant gold watch. The watch was with
out a m<;>vement, and a watch only in appearance. 

At one time in his career the writer ran afoul 
of one of nature's sharp newspaper men, in a 
southern city who proposed to stop all the "hom 

. manifestations" given during one of ·hit 
"seances!' He did not succeed in it, but tried 
to the best ot his ability. 

In order to stop the voice through the hom, 
he brought one of ln''t own, and after the 
"mediuM" was tied, he produced a · flask of 
wine and had the "medium" fill. his mouth. 
After the "manifestations" on the hom, if any 
occurred, he was. to spit out the wine, thus . . 
·sb•wing concluSively that the "mediurn's" voice 
wa1 not the one heard. 
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Here is the means by which the "medium" 
beat the reporter's game. Freeing his hand, 
he obtained possession of the tea-bell. Turn
ing it upside down, he emptied the wine into 
it and held it betv.·een his knees. It is needless 
to say that the hom put in its "best licks," and 
in addition a quick tune was performed on a 
mouth-organ. The wine again taken into the 
mouth and spit out in the presence of the 
"sitters," including the reporter. 

His "'conditions" would not hold, and he 
went away wondering what did do the talking 
through the trumpet, anyway. 

The writer, after some three years of "phy
sical seances," concluded that the phase of 
"independent slate-writing" would be an addi
tional source of revenue that would possibly 
be easily worked. He proceeded to investi- · 
gate and soon he was "in the swim." He did 
not confine himself to any one method; but in 
the course of time came to make use of a great 
many systems of obtaining it. The most suc
cessful for a long time was obtained through 
the use of acid. He will give the explanation, 
and you can try it, yourself. 

Procure one ounce of muriatic acid and into 
it drop about one-half ounce of pure zinc shav
ings. When the zinc has been dissolved, write 
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your communication upon a slate with a gold 
or quill pen. 'Vhen it dries it will r~semble 
writing done with a pencil. Once the writing 
is on the slate there is no such thing as getting 
it off. 

When your usitter" comes, wash the slate 
containing the writing and it appears a perfectly 
clean slate. Allow your ''Sitter" to examine it 
then hold it with ·one hand under the top of a 
kitchen table, keeping the hand in view. When 
the slate has dried, take it out and hand it to 
your "sitter," who will be pleased with the 
beautiful, even writing thereon, and astonished 
that the full name of one or more of his 
relatives or friends are inscribed thereon. 

In order to give these "tests," you must pre
pare in advance of the coming of the ''Sitter." 
This.is easy enough as you have your "sitters" 
make an engagement on their first visit. Look 
at your note-book and see what you have in 
the way of "tests" and names on the gentlernan 
or lady, and prepare your slat~ accordingly. 
If you have nothing, visit any other "medium" 
or "mediums" in the city and perhaps they can 
fix you. If not, write for him in one of the 
different ways that will be described or dismiss 
him by saying his friends cannot make use of 
your organism and refer him to other "mediums." 
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Another way is to rna~ use of a silicate 
flap. To prepare for this method procure a 
silicate slate, and a pair of ordinary slates four 
by six inches inside the frames. Cut, from the 
siJicate a piece that will fit snugly inside the 
frame of one o£ the slates. Paste on one side 
of the silicate flap a piece of newspaper. 

ln operatidg with this apparatus, you write 
your communication on the side of the ordin
ary slate that the flap fits. Now place the 
flap in position with the papered side next the 
writing. Have a newspaper lying on your 
table. Pick up the prepared slate and wash first 
the flap and then the opposite side of the slate. 
Now lay it down on the newspaper, the .ftap 
side down, and proceed to wash both sides of 
the remaining slate. As soon as you have 
finished, pick up the first slate, being careful 
that you leave the flap lying on the newspaper. 
As the papered side . is uppermost, one ·can 
stand quite close and not observ.e it. Now put 
the two slates together, writing inside~ and re
quest your "sitter" to assist in holding it. 
When yeu see fit, allow the "sitter" to take 
the slates and open them. While he is read
ing .them carelessly fold up the paper and put 
it safely out of harm•s way. 

Another system is to exchange a clean slate 
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for one that is written upon. The apparatus 
cons&sts solely of a chair with -a wooden seat, 
underneath which has been . fastened two 
pieces of grooved wood, such as is used for 
sliding tills and small drawers. These pieces 
have two grooves, into the bottom one has 
been placed the prepared slate. 

In operating this system· the ''Sitter" is given 
a seat on one side of a small square table. 
The "medium" takes a seat on the opposite 
!4ide. Both "sitter" and "medium" are sitti~g 
with their sides next the table, the "sitter's" 
left and the "medium's" right side. The 
"medium" now takes the clean slate in his right 
hand and thru~ts it under the table. There 
is a co\·er on the tcabJe that falls about a {oot 
below the edge• The "medium" now engages 
in conversation with his "sitter" and carefully 
slips the dean slate in the upper groove and 
puJis out the prepared one. After sitting a 
sufficien~y long time he withdraws the pre
pared slate and -ielivers it to his "sitter." 

This, and other change acts is the system 
principally used in getting '"variegated writ
ings" or writings that are written with differ
ent colored crayons. Female "mediums" have 
convenient pockets in their skirta for effecting 
the change of slates. 
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Another feat that is astonishing and con· 
vincing is accomplished with two clean slates. 
They are thoroughly cleaned and laid side by 
side upon a table, on one side of which sits the 
"sitter" and opposite him the "medium." The 
"sitter is now furnished with a small square of 
soft white paper and requested to write the 
name of some deceased friend or relative and 
with it a question. This being done he is re
quested to fold it up small, similar to the phy
sician's powder papers. The "medium" has a 
blank one, folded in the same way and palmed 
between the index and middle finger of the 
right hand. When the "sitter" has folded his 
pellet, the "medium" reaches forth his right 
hand and takes it between the thumb and in
dex finger at1d carries it to his forehead. 
While raising the hand to the head, he slips 
the written pellet down and the blank one in 
view. After holding it to his forehead a few 
~econds he requests the "sitter" to take it and 
hold it against his own forehead for a moment. 
Of course the "sitter gets the blank pellet and 
the "medium's" hand drops to his lap. He 
now opens the pellet and reads it. We will say 
it reads--

"John Smith. Will my business succeed? 
George." 
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Having read it and palmed it again, he now . 
requests to hold the pellet to hls forehead 
again. He effects the change and, ~ays to: the 
sitter: 

"you now hold the pellet in your left hand 
and I will write the answer." 

This time the "sitter" has the pellet . he · 
wrote and holds it while the "medium" takes 
up a slate and leaning well ·back holds the 
slate with his left hand and body and writes 
with the right hand in such a position that the 
"sitter" can not see the writing. He writes: 

"Dear George: Your business jg sure to 
succeed beyond your expectations. John 
Smith." 

He now states to the "sitter'" that he does 
not feel at all sure that he has written the cor
rect answer, and reads aloud: 

"The papers will never be found. Harry 
White." 

Of course it is not an answer to the question 
and the "sitter" so states. The "medium" re
quests that he open the pellet and see if it is 
plainly written with no omission oi words. 

While he is dbing so the slate is deftly 
turned the other side up. When the "sitter" 
reports that the question is properly and plainly 
written, the '•medium" apparent~ rubs off the 
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line of writing and lays the slate on the table, 
writing underneath. He now announces that 
he will Jet the spirits do their own writing, and 
putting the other slate on top of the one con
taining the writing lays his hands on top of the 
slate a few seconds when he opens them, and 
of course there is no writing. 

He now states that he does not believe he 
can get anything--but, wait, he says, we will 
put the pellet inside--that may help them. 

The pellet is placed on the blank state and 
the one containing the writing laid on top. 
Now the writing is between the slates. ln 
picking up the two slates together, he turns 
them over, and the writing is on the bottom 
slate. He now allows the "sitter" to hold the 
slates alone, and indicates when to open them. 
They are opened, and much astonishment 
created by the pointed answer to the question 
inside the pellet. 

Another method that appears very wonder
ful is to produce . writing between ·slates that 
are locked together. It is usually accomplished 
by placing a marked sheet of blank paper be· 
tween the slates ar:td the writing occurs on the 
paper, after the slate has been locked shut. 

The slates are prepared b_y getting two of 
the same size. Around the frame of each slate 
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nail a strip of wood one-half-inch thick and 
three-quarters-of an inch wide, so that when 
they arc placed together there will be a space 
between the slates of abcut an inch-and-a-half. 
Now prec~re a three-quarter-inch draw lock 
and staple. The lock is fastened to one of the 
slates and the staple to the other. · You can 
put on the lock, but the staple must first be 
"doctored." 

"Doctor' it by filing the staple until it will 
come out of the flat piece of iron it was fastened 
in. Save the piece it came out of and solder a 
piece of soft iron to the shank of the staple, 
about one-half an inch in length. This will 
make the shank about five eighths of an inch 
long. Taper the point of the shank so that it 
will readily enter a mortise prepared for it. 
Now drill a hole large enough to accommodate 
a half-inch escutcheon pin, about three-six
teenths of an inch from the point of the shank. 
Now take the flat piece of iron from which 
vou took the staple and be sure that the shank 
will go through easily but fit snugly. Cut a 
mortise for the flat piece of iron in the frame 
opposite the lock. Screw it down and so 
mutilate the screw heads that they cannot be 
taken out again, for should the investigator 
take off that bit of iron be would immediately 
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see through the whole bulrineu. ·You will now 
bore a hole in the frame through the hole in 
the ftat piece of iron you have St.-rewed to the 
frame, large enough to accommodate the shank 
of the staple. You will find, when .the shank 
is pushed into the hole until the staple comes 
snug up against the flat piece of iron, supposed 
to hold it in place, that it appears an ordinary 
staple, fastened in the ordinary way. Now 
that you have made the staple fit properly, you 
will bore a hole from the ends of the piece 
containing the staple to and in a line with the 
hole in the shank of the staple. ~e diameter 
of this hole muat .be the same as the one in the 
shank. The corners of the slate are to be · 
strapped with thin sheet brass nailed in place 
with half-inch brass escutcheon pins. Take 
one of the pins and solder to the end of it a 
piece of brass wire of the same diameter as the 
pin, thus makir1g it loog ~nough to reach 
through the frame from the comer and through 
the hole in the shank of the staple. Put the 
hinges on your slate and lock it. r 011 can now 
open the slate by forcing the thumb nail under 
the head of the pin at the corner and drawing 
it out until it frees the shank of the staple. 
Olhers will find it necessary to first unlock it. 
This description of slate will admit of a most 
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critical examination at the hands of the stientific 
or professional exposer. 

The writer has a sentiment of deep disgust 
for the scientific, the reverend and the news
paper exposers. The scientist may be versed 
in certain Jines of scientific subjects, but their 
knowledge in those lines will not be of service 
to them in their investigation of the "medium." 

In what way is the chemist better fitted to 
discover the defect in the slate just described 
than the ordinary clerk or day laborer? 

The writer has a double slate of the style 
just described, and it has passed scores of critical 
examinations at the hands of scientific and 
other investigators, and came through them' all 
with its secret undiscovered. 

The slate j~t described is suitable for private 
••sittings," where you have made an appoint
ment with your ••sitter" previous to his visit for 
obtaining a communication. Its greatest value, 
however, lies in its peculiar fitness for public 
work. A description of the methods pursued 
in its employment in public Spiritualistic meet
ings for the purpose of advertising the 
"medium's" powers will be interesting. 

After the regular services the "medium', 
announces that he will now give the audience 
an exhibition o£ his "independent slate-writing, 
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powers He produces ·his double slate and 
passes it to the · audience for their inspec\ion. 
After a thorough e.lflimination has ·been made 
one of the audience is invited on the. rostrum 
to assist and keep both eyes open for fraud 

After the investigator has been seated, the 
"medium" produces a pencil tablet about four 
by six inches in size. He tears off a leaf, and 
tearing an irregular shaped piece from the 
comer hands the sheet to the investigator that 
he may satisfy himself that it is a clean sheet 
and perfectly clear of writing. 

After the investigator has satisfied himself 
that the paper is clean, he is instructed by the 
"medium" to fold it, place it in the slate and 
lock it, keeping the key. This he does, be
sides stuffing the key-hole full of paper arid 
sealing it over with letter wax. He i8 now 
handed the piece torn from the comer of the 
sheet, which he holds for the purpose of identi
fying the paper or demonstrating that it is the 
same sheet he put inside the slates. 

The "medium" now takes the slates between 
his open hands and holds them out in front of 
him, and a curtain is thrown over both hands 
and slates. After standing thus a moment or 
two, he instructs the investigator to take the 
3lates and open them. 
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He complies, and is astonished to find the 
sheet written full on both sides. 

It is possible, and more than probable, that 
the communication will be signed by some 
one weU known to several of the persons in the 
hall, or it may contain a message to some partic
ular one of the audience, in which from one to a 
dozen positive undeniable "te~ts" are giYen. 

To the investigator ·and the company as
sembled this is a very wonderful feat. Ad
mitting that the "m~ium" could open the 
slate otherwise than through the lock, how 
would it be possible that he write the com
munication standing in full view of the audi
ence and without a perceptible movement of 
hands or arms. More puzzling still is the 
"tests" given, . and the full name of the spirit 
signed. The "medium" iS careful to cause the 
recipient of the message to admit the truth of 
the statements made, the correctness of the 
signature and the relationship claimed. · He 
also draws from him the admission that he has 
at no time in the past met the "medium" or 
had any communication through him, from any 
spirit friend or relative. 

These being facts the "medium's" perform
ance is certainly wonderful. The skeptic will 
probably say: 
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"0h; that s easy enough. He exchanged 
the sheet of paper for a prepared sheet; or the 
sheet was prepared with chemical writing that 
was developed after placing it inside the 
slate." 

How about the "tests?'' How did the 
"medium" know that the one receiving the 
communication would be in attendance? How 
does he know all about his spirit friends when 
he has never before met the gentleman? 
Those are the questions that puz;zle the 
"skeptic.,. 

He rnay satisfy himselt with the thought 
that the recipient of the message was a confed
erate, and will probably continue to flatter 
himself that that is the correct solution of the 
matter until he receives the same experience 
himself, when he will be forced to drop the 
confederate theory. If he becomes a regular 
attendant at the meetings he is sure to get a 
similar dose of "skeptical antidote." 

It is just such persons that the umedium" 
lab~rs to convert, and once they undertake it, 
you may be sure there will be some fine 
"tests" given him, and no stone left unturned 
to bring him into the fold. Especiallv will 
this be the case if he be rich or has a good 
business. The more difficult it is to convt!rt a 
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man the stronger will be his faith in Spiritual
ism 

As to the medium's having exchanged the 
sheet for a prepared one, that is an impossi
bility since the investigator held the piece torn 
from the corner, and when the writing was 
'taken from the slate the piece he held fitted 
exactly, thus proving conclusively that no . ex• 
change had been made. You must admit that 
the "medium's" work was wonderful, but won
derful as it appeared it was, in reality, very 
simple. 

His result was attained through an exchange 
of sheets of paper. You will probably say: 

n Why, certainly. I knew that." 
But did you know it? I think not. You 

may have . thought so, but did not know it. 
Knowing would imply your ability to explain 
it, and, after fitting the torn corner to the sheet 
you would be at a loss to account for the ex
-change~ Scores of persons have felt sure they 
knew the means by which the writer produced 
his ''manifestations ... but on attempting to put 
their theories into actual use they found they 
eould not make them work. 

An explanation is now in order, and after 
reading it you will be able to tell the "med
ium, how he effects the change of sheets. 
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Here is the way the medium does it. On 
his arrival in town he gets out his note-book. 
On one of its pages he finds the following: 

. JoHN CORDRAY (Publisher). 

Medium size-wears black clothing always-silk 
hat-dark complexion-brown eyes and hair-index 
finger off left hand at first joint and middle finger of 
same hand is rigid. Skeptical but inclined to believe 
-Solitaire diamond ring on nght hand. 
Spt. Fath. John W. Cordray. Died in Baltimore, 

'67, bilious fever. Manufacturing chemist. Age 
54 at death. Gave his son John his diamond ring 
arid his brother Charles his watch and chain. 
They are wearing them. Charles lives in St. 
Louis and is in the drug business. 

Spt. Moth. Mary J. Cordray. Died in Cincinnati, 
'74· Was living with John. .Aged 66. Had 
been blonde. 

Spt. Dau. Mary--Died '87. Croup-three years 
of age-blonde. 

Remarks-Has a son living four years of age. His 
wife affected with rheumatism. Mediums all tell 
him he will make a materializing "medium." 

Our "medium" now sits down and writes 
the following message: 

"My dear son, John: It is with great pleasure 
that I meet you at this place this evening. 
Continue your investigations of this philosophy 
and you will find the truth. We t:a11 and do 
return to earth and visit the loved ones we left 
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on the earth plane. Your mother is with me 
and bids me give you her greeting. · Little 
Mary is also here to see her papa. She is 
progressing nicely on this side of life and al- . 
though she loves her parents she has no desire 
to return to earth life again. I am pleased to 
see that you still wear my last gift to you, as 
does your brother Charles in St. Louis. My 
dear son, the "controls" of this "medium" tell 
me you would make a fine "materializing me
dium," and I would advise that you get instruc
tions from some "medium" and develop the 
phase. Your wife will have her rheumatism 
cured through Spiritual healing if you will have 
her visit a "medium'' for treatment. Good 
bye dear son, I, and all your spirit friends will 
be continually with · you, guarding you to the 
extent of our power. Do not give up the in
vestigation of this subject, but go on until you 
have all the proofs of its truth. Your affec
tionate father and mother, 

joHN W. CoRDRA v, 
MA.R.Y J. CoRDRAY. 

P. S. Send our love to St. Louis. 
For fear Mr. Cordray may not be present 

at the meeting the "medium" prepares another 
communication, purporting to be from his 
"controls" in which a knowledge of differenf 
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members of the Society is disclosed, that it is 
not supposed possible the "medium" can know 
of. If Mr. Cordray is not present the "cen-' 
trol'a" communication will be given instead. If 
Mr. Cordray is present, the "medium''· teani 
a small comer from the communication. The 
small piece he places in his vest pocket. The 
communication he folds in convenient size, us
ually two folds acroSs the sheet, and places it 
in his shirt cuff where it is out of sight but very 
convenient when the cover is thrown over his 
hands and the slates. When the time arrives 
for him to give his demonstration he takes the 
small corner from his pocket and palms it in 
his left hand. He now tears the sheet from 
the tablet. and tears out of its corner a small 
piece and hands the sheet for inspection. When 
it has been examined and put into the slates he 
hands the investigator the small comer from his 
left hand. He now puts his right band into 
his pocket bringing" out a nail to stuff the key· 
hole of the slates with and leaves the comer 
torn from the sheet of paper contained in the 
slates. 

After the slates are covered with the cleth 
he opens them just wide enough to admit his 
fingers. extracts the sheet and places it in his 
sleeve. He takes the prepared sheet from the 
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other cuff, places it in the slate and locks it, 
and all is ready. 

When the investigator takes the paper from 
the slate, he finds the comer fits and must ad-

.mit that it is the identical sheet he placed in
side. Besides this Mr. Cordray has received 
some very fine "tests" outside the "physical'' 
part of the operation, thanks to the note-book 
of the "medium." 

Another method, but a very bungling one, is 
to lock a pair of slates together with a small 
pad-lock. The slates are then hekl beneath a 
table and unlocked with a duplicate key and 
message written on slate. It is so simple that 
it is scarcely worthy of mention. 

Another dodge of the "medium'' to advertise 
himself or herselr, that is effective, is this: 

The "medium" advertises to give indepen
dent slate-writing in the hall, and instructs 
everybody to bring a pair of slates, fastened 
together. 

After the usual exercises the "medium" an
nounces that he will now attempt "independent 
slate writing;, in public, but does not expect 
that more than one out of all who came up will 
get anything. 

Those having slates are now requested to 
step upon the rostrum, one at a time. As they 
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come .the "medium" will grasp one end of their 
slates in both hands, and stand a moment wit.h 
closed eyes. If the owners of the slates are to 
get any writing the "medium" will begin to 
writhe and twist and moan. This will be kept 
up for perhaps thirty seconds when the · 
"medium" will sink into a chair, as though he 
was much exhausted. On opening the slates 
they are found written full, and many extra
ordinary "tests" given. 

Out of twenty attempts the medium will have · 
produced perhaps fourto six communications 
between the sealed slates. 

It is needless to say that he would not have 
succeeded in obtaining a solitary communication 
were it not that his confederates were present 
with their communications, self-written and 
sealed between the slates. 

A very effective and astonishing method of 
obtaining slate-writing is through the carpet 
trick. We will say you are seated in the 
"medium's" presence after having stated your 
desire to obtain a written communication from 
your spirit friends. 

The "medium', seats you at a small table on 
which is a damp sponge and dry towel. He 
now goes to the opposite side of the room, and 
from a pile of slates that are stacked up against 
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the wall he takes up six of them. He now 
stands at your side and partially behind you 
and hands you one of the six slates with the 
request that you clean it thoroughly and return 
it to him. When you have done so he hands 
you the second one to clean and so on, wttil 
you have washed the six slates. He now 
throws them, one at a time on the carpet in 
different parts of the room, and, sitting at the 
table opposite you, takes your hands in his. 
He now proceeds to do the snorting and jerk
ing act for the space of from five to ten minutes. 
When he has ''Snorted" a sufficiently long time 
he releases your hands and allows you to pick 
up the slates which he had thrown on the floor 
after you had carefully washed them, and 
which have, since then, been under your eye. 

In picking them up you discover that one or 
two of them are written full, the writing having 
been done between the carpet and the slate. 
It may have been written with a slate pencil or 
written with several colors of crayon, one line 
red, the next one blue, the next yellow, and so 
on, until ten to twenty colors appear on your 
slate~ From whence came the writing, reader? 

I ' know what you will say. You will ac
count for it through the acid writing, but not 
so. You will ple~se remember the "sitter" 
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cleaned the slates himself, and they were 
dry, when he received them, hence it could 
not be produced either by the acid or flap 
method. 

Some of my readers may have ran afoul of 
this method and have been unable to account 
for the writings through other sources than 
spirit power. 

That ''phase" or method has made many a 
convert to Spiritualism ,through the writer 
However, he now has no further use for the 
secret and here it is: 

Prepare your communication, and i£ on one 
slate let it be on the fourth slate from the top 
of the pile, with the writing on the undermost 
side. Seat your "sitter" and pick up four slates 
from the top ot the pile. The bottom-most 
slate will contain the communication. Stand
ing at the side of your "sitter" and a little be
hind, hand him the top-most slate to clean. 
When that one is_ cleaned pass the second one, 
putting each one on the bottom as it is cleaned 
until you reach the third, while he is cleaning 
that one slip the fourth on the bottom again. 
When the third is cleaned, take it, put it on the 
bottom and hand him the top one. He has 
cleaned it before but does not know of the 
change you made in the position of the slates, 
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hence he cleans it as the last of the four Now 
scatter your slates on the floor and sit for a few 
moments, doing any amount of "snorting" you 
may think the occasion requires. Allow your 
"sitter" to pick up the slates, collect two dol
lars, and you are ready for the next. 

If the communication is written in colors you 
account for it by saying that the spirits wrote 
with a substance extract~d from the colors in 
the pattern o£ the carpet. 

Of course you must know in advance of the 
coming of your «sitter" in order to give satis
isfaction in this "phase." However, when you 
become a "medium" your visitors will be 
amazed at the amount of business you must 
be doing, for they will find, that, in order to 
get a ••sitting" with you they must leave their 
name on your book and call in a day or two, 
your time is so fuUy occupied. This ·he will 
do, and if he has ever visited a "medium" 
before, it wiJI not be very long until you know 
enough about him, through your note-books 
and the brother and sister "mediums" of your 
diocese to give him quite a "testy" reception. 

H you can flnd nothing regarding him you 
may fix up some kind of a communication re
garding his future affairs, which., of course, he 
can not deny; also write him t~t he will de-
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velope into an extraordinarily strong "material
izing medium," that his financial conditions 
are to change for the better, (that will always 
be a pleasant bit of information) that he has 
incipient heart trouble, but by bathing his 
chest with salt water when the moon darkens, 
his life will be spared, etc., elaborating and 
polishing off each piece of information until 
you. have quite a lengthy communication. 

After witnessing the marvelous manner in 
which the writing is obtained he will, more 
than likely, go away believing the whole thing 
true. 

Spirit pictures obtained on slates bring the 
"medium" many dollars. To get them you 
visit a "medi~m" who is "gifted" with that 
"phase," pay him or her two dollars and he or 
she wiU produce the pictures of your "spirit 
band," and, possibly, some of your relatives or 
friends that have passed over. 

They will do so by seating you on one side 
of a table and taking a seat on the opposite 
side themselves. They will now hold, under
neath a table, a slate that you have examined 
and found to be clean. After sitting a few 
moments ~he slate is taken out and handed to 
you. 

It is not dean, now, but will have from five 
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to twt:my faces drawn upon it, with the names 
· under some of them. The names are omitted 

from the balance for the reason that it is pos
sible you may find a resemblance among them 
to some relative or friend, and a name written 
under it would show clearly you was mistaken, 
and the slate be leSs satisfactory. 

When the slate comes from under the table, 
it appears to have beeo covered with a white 
powder and the faces are produced with 
black lines on this white surface instead of 
white lines on the black slate. From whence 
came the pictures? You can not believe the 
"medium" could execute the dra\vings un4er 
the table without seeing the slate. Yet they 
are there and well executed, too. It may be 
that you know for a certainty that the "med
ium" can not draw or make a picture of any 
kind. 

Well, reader, it is another case of exchang
ing the slates. Any child can execute the 
drawings. if they will follow these instruc
tions: 

Wash your slate clean, and, with a pencil 
rub it all over until it is white, then with the 
ends of the fingers rub lightly until the powder 
is evenly spread. Now cut from newspaper or 
magazine the faces you desire to copy. You 
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must not cut out the face on the lines, but cut 
out a piece of the paper with the face on it, 
leaving a margin of about an inch all around. 
W ct the side of the paper opposite the picture 
with the tongue, being careful to wet it evenly. 
Lay the paper on the slate, wet side down. 
Hold it finnly in place ·and with a round 
pointed pencil trace over all the lines of the. 
face, putting a good pressure on the pencil 
Now take off the paper, and when. the slate 
dries you will find an exact reproduction or 
copy of the face on your slate. 

The picture is made by the powder on the 
slate adhering to the wet paper wherever your 
pencil touches, and the surface of the slate 
shows where the powder is removed, making 
a black line through the white powder. Pro
ceed as above until you have all the faces 
wanted on the slate, slip it in the slide on the 
bottom of your chair and wait for a "sucker." 

The writer knows of one woman who is lay
ing up something for a "rainy day" from this 
one deception. She is called the "picture 
·medium." 

It would astonish you, reader, to know what 
a large number of the faces are recognized as 
friend:t and relatives by the people who re
ceh·e them. 'fhe writer knows of at least five 
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people who have reoognized Lydia Piokhatn's 
newspaper cut as relatives, ~ter it had been 
transferred to the "medium's" slate. 

Another phase of . slate writing that h~ 
puzzled and converted many an investigator 
was the finger-writing or "materialization" of 
a pencil on the finger of the "medium." 

These ''Seances" were given to "circles" of 
from five to thirty ~·sitters" and mvestigators 
at one dollar per head. . He would arrange his 
"sitters'' in a circle in a room, and request each 
"sitter" to write a question addressed· to some 
spirit friend on squares of paper furnished by . 
himself. They were instructed to . fold them 
into pellets. When this was done he would 
have one of the "sitters" coUect them in a 
plate, take the.m. into an adjpining room and 
empty them out on a table. He would now 
work the ''dummy" pellet until he had read 
three or four of them, when he would go to 
th~ door opening into the "seance-room" and 
announce the answers to half the pellets he had 
read giving the names they were addressed to 
as the Qfle answering. The. ones he drd not 
answer he would ~t down in his memory for 
use later on. He -would now take · a different 
watcher into his "cabinet-room, "and rep~at the 
~boye performance until he had :read all the 
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pellets and answered one-half of them. The 
watchers would invariably report that the 
"medium" had n';,t seen the contents of any of 
the pellets, nor had he taken any of them out 
of their sight for a .single instant. He read 
them all by the method described before. 

After he had read all the pellets he would 
come into the room with the "sitters" and seat 
himself in the center of the circle with half-a
dozen clean slates on the floor at his right and 
a pitcher of water on his left. Taking one of 
the slates on his lap and holding it in place with 
his left hand he would offer his right hand for 
examination. 

When all were satisfied that his right hand 
and fingers were perfectly clean and innocent 
of any ap"paratus, he would close all the fingers 
but the index, and, after swinging It above his 
head for a few seconds he would bring the end 
of his finger down on the slate and proceed to 
write a message in answer to one of the pellets 
that had not been answered during the earlier 
part of the "seance." \Vhen the message had 
been completed he would give to some one of 
the "sitters" tbe ::;mail bit of pencil, about the 
si2e of a pin head that would be found clinging 
to the end of his finger. They were in great 
demand, for had not the lucky possessor seen 
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it materialized from the air? Another exam
ination of his hand would be made and another 
message written. This would be repeated un
til all the pellets had been answered, and, when 
there were those present who were mentioned 
in his note-book a few "tests" independent of 
the pellets would be given. 

This "medium" had been repeatedly "tested" 
by investigators, but his trick was never de
tected. His fingers had been washed with 
acids so frequently that the nails were almost 
eaten off. He converted a great many to a be
lief in Spiritualism. 

His trick was simple enough, the trouble 
being all with the investigators. They invari
ably searched in the wrong place for the bits of 
pencil. There was no use in washing the fin.
gers of his right hand for his pencils were not 
kept in that hand. 

The pencils were made by pul,•erizing a 
slate pencil and mixing the powder thus ob
tained with ordinary mucilage, forming a thick 
paste. This was cut into small squares about 
the size of a rice grain. These squares were 
allowed to dry perfectly hard. He also kept 
a few of the pencils made by . simply breaking 
small bits off a piece of slate. When he seated 
himself to give the writings be would deposit 
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about a dozen of the mucilage pencils on his 
left knee. His pants were black, hence they 
were not visible; besides, the slate was nearly 
all the time over the knee. They could not 
fall off, for he held thein a few sec~ds in his 
dosed hand before sticking them on his knee 
This warmed them and made . them sticky to 

that they stuck where he ·. put them. Four or 
five of the pencils not made with mucilage he 
put into his mouth. 

In picking up a slate with his right hand, he 
stoops over with his left hand on his knee. 
When he takes up his left hand one of the pen
cils is sticking to his thumb. He grasps the 
slate with his left hand in such a way that the 
thumb is across the frame on the uppermost 
side; 

He now offers his right hand for inspection 
and while everybody's attention is attracted to 
it he scrapes the·piece of .pencil off his thumb 
on the slate. Both the pencil and slate being 
black the pencil is not seen in the dim light. 
All he needs do, now, is to place the index fin
ger of the right hand on the pencil and proceed 
to write. ·But, suppose he drop the pencil and 
has ·no opportunity to get another from his 
knee. He will simply do a little snorting and 
contorting and drop one from his mouth and go 
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. on with the message. The reason he does not 
put the mucilage pencils in.h.is mouth is because 
they would melt. The reason he does not use 
his mouth altogether is because he is too Jiable 
to detection. In or<ler to add to the appear
ances of his act, he . would usually drink a gal
lon of water during the hour and-a~half that 
his "seance" reqwred. 

This man traveled all over the country on the 
one deception and · always had all the money he 
required. He is now dead, and his phase is 
being worked by others. 

He used tooften remark to the writer that he 
wondered what there was for man. beyond the 
grave if anything, and what kind of punish
ment, if any, the "mediums" would receive. 
He is dead and it is the writer's turn, now, to 
wonder whether he knows any more about it 
th3n ·he did when he was playing his tricks in 
the flesh. Oh, for some absolute proof of a iu
ture existence, if there is one. 

The writer has furnished positive proof of 
life everlasting to scores of skeptical minds 
that the .church did not reach. It was very 
satisfactory. proofto them but the writer knew 
justhow much it was worth, and for his own 
satisfaction it did not fill the bill. 

It is very pleasant to believe that you do not 
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atop in the grave, if you can; but a large 
majority of the people do not want to believe 
it any longer-they want to know it. 

Many persons will tell you that they have 
obtained slate-writing from the "medium" and, 
besides furnishing the slates, which were 
screwed together, they were not out of their 
own hands a moment from the time th~y en
tered the "medium's" room un~il they reached 
home. They will also tell you that a list of 
questions secured between the slates were 
answered. Your informant will believe that 
every word he is telling you is the truth, for 
he has himse!f been decei ... ·ed. Don't laugh at 
his seeming gullibility for were you to have 
the same experience he has passed through, 
it is more than likely you would he telling the 
same story. There are many men and women 
in the Spiritualistic fold who are just as intelli
gent as you may imagine yourself to be. lt is 
only the fool who will· deny the truth of any 
proposition when he is utterly ignorant on the 
subject. 

The \Vriter has had men, who were supposed 
to be intelligent, say to him that they ••would 
not believe in Spiritualism if they knew it was 
true." Others have said it was not true "be
cause I can not get ••manifestations." 
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There is not much intelligence displayed in 
a statement of that kind. He might as well 
say there is no such thing as a watch because, 
being a car-driver, "/ can .not make a 
watch." 

No man ever received "independent slate 
writing" between slates fastened together that 
he did not allow out of his hands a few 
seconds. Scores of persons will tell you that 
they ltave received writing under those condi
tions through the "mediumship" of the writer; 
but the writer will tell yon how he fooled them 
and how you can do so if you see fit. 

In the first place you will rent a house with 
a cellar in connection. Cut a trap-door one 
foot square through the floor between the ~ills 

on which the floor is laid. Procure a fur floor 
mat with long hair. Cut a square out of the 
mat and tack it to the top of the rrap-door. 
Tack the mat fast to the floor, for some one 
may visit you who will want to raise it up. 
Explain the presence of the fur by saying it is 
an absorbent of magnetic forces, through 
which you produce the writing. Over the rug 
place a heavy, pine table about four feet 
square, and over the table a heavy cover that 
reaches the floor on all sides. Put your as
sistant in the cellar with a coal-oil stove, a tea-
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kettle of hot water, different colored letter
wax and lead pencils, $Crew driver; a pair ot 
nippers, a pair of pliers, a pair of scissors and 
an assortment of · wire brads. You are now 
ready for business. 

When your "sitter" comes in you will notice 
his slates, if he brings a pair, and see if they 
are secured in any .way that your man in the 
cellar can not duplicate. If they are, you can. 
touch his slates with your finger and say to 
him that you can not use his slates on account 
of the "magnetism" with which they are sat
urated. He will know nothing of "magnetic 
conditions," and will_ask you what he is to do 
about it. 

You will furnish him a pair of new sla,tea 
with water and cloths to clean them. You 
also furnish him paper to write his questions 
on and the screws, wax, paper and mucilage 
to secure th('m \Vith. He will write his ques
tion and fasten the slates securely together. 

You now conduct him to your "seance
room" and invite inspection of your table and · 
surroundings. After the examination has been 
made you will seat the "sitter" at one side of 
of the table with his side and arm next it. If 
he desires tokeep hold of the slate a signal 
agreed upon between yourself and your as-
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sistant will cause the spirit in the . ce!iar to open 
the trap door, which opens downward, and to 
push through .the floor and into a position 
where the "sitter" can grasp one end of it, a 
pair of dummy slates. This dummy. your as
sistant will continue to hold untir the "sitter" 
has taken hold of it after the following per
formance: 

Your assistant lets you know everything is 
ready by touching your foot. · You now 
reach and take the "sitter's" slate and · put it 
below the table, and under it, telling the "sit
ter" to put his hand under from his side and 
hold it with you. He puts his hand under and 
gets hold of the dummy slate held by your as
sistant. 

Your assistant holds on until you have stood 
the slate on end, leaning against the table leg, 
and have g,ot hold of the dummy. · He then 
·takes the "sitter's" slate below and closes . the 
trap. He proceeds to open it, read the ques
tions, answer them and refasten it. 

You will be entertaining your "sitter" by 
twitching and jerking and making clairvoyant 
and dairandient guesses for him. 

When your assistant touches your foot you 
will know that he is ready to make the ex
change again, by which the "sitter" will get 
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hold of the slates he fastened. When you get 
the signal you give a snort and jump that jerks 
the end of the slate from the "sitter's" hand. 
He is now given the end of the slates held by 
your assistant, and you will allow the assistant 
to take the dummy. After sitting a moment 
or two longer, you will tell the "sitter" to take 
out his slates and examine them if he chooses. 
Many times they do not open the slates until 
they reach their homt.·s. · 

This, reader, is the man w~o will declare that 
he furnished the slates and did not allow thern 
out of his hands a minute. 

The usual method of obtaining the writing 
is for the "medium" to hold the slates alone. 
When this is the · case, the "medium" passes 
the slates below, and receives in return a 
"dummy" which he is continually thumping on 
the under side of the table for the purpose of 
showing the "sitter" that the slates are there 
all the time. 

It is not necessary that you should use a 
cellar to get this "phase" of "independent 
slate-writing." You could place your table 
against a partition door and by fitting one of 
the small panels with hinges and bolts, would 
have a very convenient way of obtaining the 
assistanceof the "spirit" in the next toom. It 
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is also possible to make a trap in a room that 
has a wooden wainscoting. 

Another way is to have in the room a bureau 
and place the slates in one of the empty 
drawers, locking them in. Of course the 
bureau stands against the wall, and a sliding 
trap gives access from the next room. 

You must keep both eyes wide open if you 
would avoid all the impositions practiced by 
the slate-writing "mediums." 

The very latest "fake" that is being worked 
on the Spiritualist as the evidence of the power 
of disembodied spirits is the work of Lulu Hurst, 
the Georgia Wonder, and Mrs. Abbott, the 
electrical woman. Her feats have recently 
been demonstrated very easy of performance 
by anybody strong enough to carry a three
gallon pail of water, once they know the law of 
mechanics governing her feats. 

Preliminary to describing the tricks, attention 
is called to certain points. It is claimed that 
Mrs. Abbot cannot exercise this strange force 
when standing on the ground or on metal, and 
but sligh~ly when on carpet. The surface must 
be dry ( not wet ) wood or other similar sub
stance. The reason is apparent when the tricks 
are understood. On earth, smooth metal or 
carpet, the surface is unyielding and proper 
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purchase cannot be obtained; the feet slip and 
the cc:mditions of muscular rigidity are rendered 
impossible or precarious. On wood, rubber, or 
other similar yielding surfaces safety is secured. 
This is of great importance. Again, she ca~ 
not work except with animate matter. Why? 
Because withoutanimate matter she cannot get 
that concord of action, that unconscious or in
voluntary aid necessary to a performance of 
the tricks. 
· c:The pushing of a man while holding a chair 

in his anns is a trick older than this generation, 
having been performed by all the old "me
diums." If the holder allows all the muscles of 
the body to become lax or limp, md merely 
stands and holds the chair without atteinpting 
to resist any external force, the trick cannot 
be performed. He is requested to hold tightly, 
which he does; he braces himself to resist 
some strong force. She, by a slight, and to 
him imperceptible pressure, takes deft advan
tage of his straining and he is thrown about 
(by himself) at . wilL Any one can do it with 
a person not familiar with the two ca~ses. 

''The lifting of a man in a chair is equally 
iimple. She presses the fingers against the 
sides of the chair and is supposed to raise it by 
her force. · By gently pre8sing upon the· back 
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of the posts with the ball of the thumb, the 
chair rises-apparently · lifted. No pre8sure 
need be exerted by the fingers, in fact the hand 
·of a third person may be placed between hers 
and the chair, and no pressute 'be felt, or an egg 
may be placed there and not be broken. The 
thumb wliich isbehihd the interposed hand 
does the business. In doing this, certain con
ditions are absolutely indispensible: First, that 
the sitter lean. back so as to throw the center of 
gravity exactly ov~r the hind legs of the chair; 
secondly, that the toes be braced in front ofthe 
chair and as near it .as possible; and thirdly, 
that he grasp fir:mly the hind legs of the chair 
in order to bind the body down to the .$eat. 
If the chair rests on all four legs, if the man's 
feet are not on the floor, if they are ·.on the 
floor~but back of the front legs-or if his 

. grasp on the chair is relaxed . or is on the front · 
ie.gs, or hi$·body bent forward, the trick is im
possible. . The center of gravity is shifted or 
the mechanical conditions so altered as to render 
it impossible. The toes. are · the fulcrum. and 
'that cJtnnor be moved. · If t.he force as repre• 
sented were real, these changes. would not be 
material. The· f.ollowing 'modifications might 
be suggested and could not reasonably be o~ 
jected to, were it not a fake, for they retain all 
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the elements of contact and circuit claimed as 
essential: 

Let the sitter lean back as requested, and on 
the floor in front of him place a board resting 
on two wooden rolling pins, and on the board 
let him rest his feet. Notice now that the toes, 
the fulcrum are not stable; as soon as any 
pressure is thrown on that point it rolls away, 
proving conclusively that it is upon that point 
she throws the whole weight of the body, and 
that there is no "unknown force" operating to 
lift it. It lifts itself and is self-supporting. 
The trick of pushing her off her balance, whiie 
more complicated, mechanically considered, is 
only mechanical. If she stands squarely on 
both feet any child can push her over, or if on 
one foot or heel, with the other in front instead 
of behind the leg upon which she stands, then 
she can be easily pushed over. The raised 
foot must be thrown back and used as a coun
terpoise to maintain the center of gravity at the 
proper point. It her force were real, she could 
hold the cue horizontally and prevent it being 
pushed up or down, or she could hold it behind 
her and resist being pressed forward, but these 
changes alter the mechanical conditions, and, of 
course, will not be entertained by the manager. 

"The pressing of a cue downward through 
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her open hand is the simplest of all. You 
rriust grasp the cue at some point between her 
hands and press hard. She then presses up at 
the-lower end thereby bending the cue and 
neutralizing yqur force. She will not submit 
to any of the following modificatiOns since they 
destroy her mechanical advantage. Reverse 
the cue so the small end is up · and it is less 
easily done, or use a rake handle which will not 
bend. tf the 011e pressing grasps firmly, but 
does not bear down-just pressing gently so as 
to create no leverage, it13 movement cannot be 
prevented, nor can it if pushed at the top with 
one hand or with both, or if merely pulled at 
the lower end. In order to be resisted success
fully one must press hard at some point be
tween her hands. 

~'The trick of lifting her from the floor is 
that upon which they put special value as in
dicating the operation of the force, but, as · in 
all the other tricks, there is a mechanical ad
vantage taken by the lady which renders it im
possibie to lift her. The trick lies entirely in 
the position of the body. The elbows are 
thrown slightly out and back, the shoulder 
blades are slightly drawn together, the spine 
elongated to its full extent and the body slight
ly inclined forward. In this position no man 
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on earth can lift her or any other lady or per
son who will practice the trick until the proper 
position is learned. The trick of holding her 
after the chair on which she stands has been 
drawn from under her is likewise dependent 
entirely upon the positioo of her arms. Her 
elbows are thrown either forward or backward 
sufficient to permit of her easily dropping to 
the floor. Those attempting to ·hold her up 
are thrown out of balance and all power of lift· 
ing is lost. She will not submit to a straight, 
fair, vertical lift, but invariably drops out of the 
vertical line. In lifting her from the floor she 
will not permit any but one certain hold. If 
the lifter could put his arms around her, grasp
ing her left wrist with the right hand and her 
right wrist with the left hand, then she could 
be easily lifted, for her power of squirming 
would be killed. All the element of flesh con· 
tact may in this case be preserved, but she will 
not permit it. So, tpo, in holding her up, if 
the lifter could have one hand under her arm 
at the shoulder joint, any two boys in the land 
could lift her up. 

The tricks where a boy places ~is hands on 
hers, or where he holds one end of t silk hand
kerchief and she the other end, while a person 
tries to lift the boy just as she is lifted, are the 
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same as trying to lift her. She deftly man
ages to get the boy's arms into position so he 
cannot be lifted. In this trick she must use ex
cellent judgment but as a safeguard against 
possibie failure she announces that she cannot 
operate on all persons equally well. 

The trick of pressing her against the wall 
· when her fingers only touch it, her hands rest

ing on those of committeemen, is purely me
chanical and one of the easiest tri~ks to do. 
Let any lady try it aright and no man or com
bination of men can press her against the wall 
if she supports herself by but the tips of two 
fingers. . 

The trick of lifting a man on top of a billiard 
cue is purely mechanical. The more men you 
have to hold down the cue the easier one can 
lift it, for when a man is on top each holder 
lifts up although he intends to bear down and 
thinks he is doing so. Take the man off the 
top and the trick fails as it will, too, if a short 
cue is used, or if but two or three men grasp 
it, or if they grasp at the middle point of the 
cu~. 

Finally, there is the tumbler trick, which ~ 
the greatest fake of all, and the easiest to per
form. It will.be noted that at each perform
ance Mr. Abbott steps out prior to this trick 
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and gets a fan for Mrs. Abbott, who thereupon 
holds it but does not use it. From contact 
with its handles, which have probably been 
covered with resin her hands are coated so as 
to stick to a vibratory surface, such as glass. 
When the glass is held between both hands 
note that the axis of one hand is at right angles 
to the axis of the other, and that then, by an 
imperceptible twist in a rotary manner, the 
faint rappings are produced. When a glass is 
beld in a silk handkerchief the sound is still 
easier to produce by merely pressing the tips 
of the fingers on the glass and gently drawing 
them in a succession of pulls. A noteworthy 
fact is that Mr. Abbott always says that the 
vibrations of this force are irregular and less 
rapid than the pulse. This trick may be blocked 
in any of the following ways: Let the com
mitteemen watch the hands closely and see that 
she does not move them, or hold them, or have 
the glass held by a companion. 

Read the explanation just given carefully, so 
as to thoroughly understand the ideas the writ
er meant to convey, and do a little experiment
ing on your own hook. See if your wife or 
aister cannot exhibit feats of wonderful strength 
or "magnetic" power without a very great 
outlay of muscUlar energy. You will be as-
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tonished at the apparent great strength she has 
suddenly acquired. 

It is possible there may be some virtue in 

animal magnetism as an agent for healing the 
sick and diseased. but of all the Spiritual and 
"magnetic" healers the writer has become ac
quainted with in fifteen years, they were all as 
deep in the "faking business" as the writer 
himself. 

The most successful one he ever met did 
busine~s in an Eastern city. He was more 
than usually sucessful for the reason that he 
was more than usually clever in his methods 
of deception. His deception lay in his ability 
to cause his patient to feel the magnetic current 
during his treatment of them. He · accom
plished it in this way: 

Procuring a sheet of zinc about eighteen 
inches wide and three feet long, he placed it 
under the carpet, just back of an adjustable 
reclining chair. The arms of the chair had 
strips of copper along their under side. The 
foot-rest was also covered with a sheet of cop
per fastened in place with large brass tacks. 
To the zinc beneath the carpet was attached 
the positive pole of a small electric battery, 
and the copper strips on the chair arms were 

·attached to the negative pole of the battery. 
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The battery was charged with some five or six 
grains of the hi-sulphate of mercury. 

When a patient was in the chair for treat
ment the "doctor" would step into the battery 
room, drop the zinc into the solution, start the 
vibrator to buzzing, slip on · a pair of slippers, 
the soles of which were paste-board and damp
ened with water. Taking up a wet sponge 
and entering the treating room he was ready 
for business. He would proceed by slyly 
wetting the carpet over the zinc sheet, and 
instructing the patient to lay out straight in the 
chair. 

In doing so the arms of the chair were so 
convenient the patient invariably grasps them. 
If, by any chance he does not, his feet, from 
which the shoes and stockings have been re
moved, at the "doctor's" request, are touching 
the plates on t~e foot-rest. 

You will see that the instant the "doctor" 
touched his patient, he would experience a ting
ling sensation under the doctor's hand. The 
current was always a very mild one, so that the 
patient could only just distinguish the prickling 
sensation and no nl()re. It was enough, though, 
to convince the patient that there was some
thing in the "doctor's" hand not common to 
every one. 
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If there 'Wt1S something 'there not possessed 
by others, it was possible that it might result 
in the cure of the disease affiicting him, and he 
would generally give it a pretty thorough trial 
at two dollars per treatment in advance. 

At times the "doctor" would catch a patient 
by absently lighting the gas jet with the end 
of his finger . while the prospective patient was 
looking his way. This act would generally 
excite some remark giving the "doctor" an 
opportunity to explain that the agent that 
lighted the gas was "animal magnetism," the 
same force that overcame disease in his 
patients. 

This doctor also gave alcohol baths and mas
sage treatments. In massaging his patients he 
would pour into his hand frorri a small phial 
about a teaspoonful of alcohol in which was 
two or three drops of the essential oil of mus
tard. He would now place his hand on the 
bare back of his patient, and by holding it 
there and excluding the air for twenty or thirty 
seconds his hand would appear to the patient 
to become almost red-hot. 

Our friend, the "doctor," would explain this 
aa a "manifestation" of his wonderful "mag
netic" and curative powers. The patient mWJI 
believe it, for he knew nothing of the trans-
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action with the phiat of the oil o£ mustard,sup
posing that the hand was wetted with plain 
alcohol, which he had been using. 

It may be there is something in magnetic 
healing but the writer's experience would lead 
him to think not. 

He hils made some wonderful cures himself 
in a magnetic way, when he knew for a po~i
tive certainty that the agent in the cure was 
the patient's own faith, imagination or mind. 

There is no doubt that many persons become 
sick or diseased through contin~ally thinking 
they are, or dreading some certain disease. 
fhat being the case it would naturally follow 
that the imagination or mind might be a factor 
in the cure of di.sease. 

It appears to the writer that gaining the con
fidence of the patient would be the difficult part 
of the transaction. It is a hard matter to talk 
yourself into another's confidence; but . when 
you are prepared, as was our "doctor," to 
demon~trate undeniably that you are gifted 
with some power out of the Ol'dinary, it would 
seem that you are armed with a very effective 
advantage. 

Another source of profit to the "magnetic 
healer" is the sale of magnetized paper and 
belts for the cure of disease. These things 
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are magnetized and kept in stock for sale to 
those who do not think they can afford the 
money for a course of treatments, for they 
come much cheaper than the treatments. 

Tissue paper is generally used, and it is sup
posed to be saturated with the healer's mag
netism, so that if you have kidney trouble you 
can have a magnetic treatment by binding on 
the small of the back one of the sheets, wear
it about ten hours and replacing it with a fresh 
sheet. 

Treatments are two dollars each while the 
paper sells six sheets for a dollar. The belts 
are usually made by folding a piece of white 
canton flannel until you have a belt two inches 
wide, three or four folds of the cloth in thickness 
and thirty-six inches long. Quilt this and 
magnetize it and it is good for five dollars. 

«Table-tipping'' is accounted for by some 
persons on the "magnetic" theory. They can 
not stuff that explanation down the writer, for 
he has tipped too many tables in his career as 
a "medium .. , There is one strange thing 
about ''table-tipping." It is this: 

You can hear wonderful stories as to how 
the table ftoated in mid-air or walked across 
the ftoor with no human · being touching it. 
You can hear these things, yet you are never 
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lucky enough to be present at. a "table-tipping 
seance" where anything of the kind occurs, al
though you may be in attendance on those 
"seances" almost nightly. 

It has been reported of the writer's "tipping 
seances" that the table walked without human 
aid when he knew better, although, for busi
ness reasons he did not deny · the entire correct
ness of the report. 

In a company of ten or twelve "sitters" even 
when there are no "mediums" present~ it is no 
trouble to get "table tippings." If there are 
not two or three who will do all in their power 
to produce the "tippings," the whole company 
will unconsciously make the "mani{estations." 

Is is possible the reader has read the sczlnti
/ic explanation offered for the "rappings" of the 
Fox girls. It was claimed that the "raps" 
were produced by snapping the toe joints and 
by throwing small shot against the walls and 
ceiling. The claim was also made that the 
ladies suspended leaden weights with elastic 
braids beneath their skirts, and by a slight 
movement of the limbs these weights could ·be 
set bobbing up and down, striking the fioor on 
the downward movement, thus producing the 
mysterious "raps." 

It is possible that such tactics would answer 
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the purpose, but, in view of the fact that there 
are much more simple methods, the writer is 
of the opinion that the learned gentlemen were 
entirely wrong, in fact it has been demonstrated 
by the Fox girls that their theories were wide 
of the mark. 

When the writer desires to produce "raps" 
for the investigator he does not find it neces-. 
sary to make any SJ>(cial preparations in order 
to do so. He merely seats himself at the ta
ble, spreads his hands on the top, and the "raps" 
ccme without the least particle of trouble. 
You, reader, can perform the feat just as easily 
as the writer if, in spreading the hands on the 
table you will be careful to bring the thumb
nails in contact, one with the other. Press 
them together tightly and sHp them a little at 
a time. You will find that every time you 
slip them, one against the other, quite a loud 
"rap" will be the result. 
· Another way is to place your shoe against 
the leg of the table, and by slipping it back
ward or forward "raps" will be produced that 
will appear to proceed from t.he table top. 
Your knee will also furnish "raps" if presaed 
against the table leg and moved slightly one 
way or the othet. You can produce "raps'' 
on a slate or book by holding it in such a way 
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that the nails of the forefingers are in contact, 
one with the other, and slipping them as in 
"rapping" on a table. 

In your own room it is an easy matter to so 
fix a chair or table that by wrenching it one 
way or another you can get an elegant variety 
of "spirit raps." However, "raps" are rather 
out of date now, since the "medium" has 
evolved so many other more wonderful mani
festations. 

If you intend to become a professional "me
diu.m" the most agrf'eable and remunerative 
"phase" is that of answering sealed letters. A 
few hints as to the manner in which others 
have "got to the front" in that "phase" may · be 
of use to you. 

Sit down and write an article describing the 
wonderful phenomena you have witnessed at 
your own "seances" for "physical manifesta
tions." In this communication or article for 
publication by one of the Spiritual Journals, 
you will describe yourself as having been very 
skeptical previous to your having visited your 
own "seances" and witnessed the wonderful 
proofs of '•spirit return." Auer describing the 
wonders of your "physical seances," you will 
mention the fact that you are a "medium" for 
answering sealed letters and describe some 
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wonderful "tests" you have received from your
self in that line. Lay it on thick and be sure 
to get your name and stteet number incorpor
ated into the article so that people will know 
where to address you. Now sign any name 
but your own and mail it to one of the leading 
Spiritual Journals. 

If your article is well written and you have 
described the •:phenomena'' as unusually won
derful, besides giving them to understand that 
you are now, through what is described in 
your manuscript, a firm believer in Spiritual
ism, your article will surely be printed. 

As certainly as it is printed just so sure will 
you be overwhelmed with letters of inquiry 
from all over the United States. The letters 
will be asking information as to your fee for 
answering sealed letters and the method they 
should pursue in communicating with their 
spirit friends in that particular way. You wi11 
receive hundreds of letters to answer at one 
dollar each. You will receive letters sealed in 
all manner of curious ways, in order to prevent 
your opening them. If you will exercise 
plenty of patience no letter will come to your 
hands so' securely sealed that you can not read
ily open and replace it in its original condition 
so as to defy detection. 
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The writer knows of a "medium" who, at 
one time, received a letter to ·answer that re
quired him to earn his dollar before . he. had it 
in shape to return to the writer without dan· 
ger of detection. 

This particular letter was enclosed in three 
·opaque envelopes. The letter itself was folded 
to fit the smaller of the three envelopes, and 
the edges glued together. • It was now stitched 
with silk thread, red in the needle and blue in 
the bobbin or shuttle. · It was put into the first 
envelope, with two. or three spots of glue on it 
causing it to stick to the envelope, and the 
"medium" to swear. Not being content to 
let this end their precautions they now stitched 
through envelope and sheet, and, after putting 
mucilage all over the side on which the seams 
were, inserted it in the second envelope. This 
envelope was mucilaged and placed in the third 
e.nvelope which was sealed with furniture glue, 
besides being waxed with letter wax and 
stamped with some kind of die that the "me
dium" could not duplicate without going to 
more expense than it would be worth. 

The "medium" succeeded in getting the 
letter out and back again. How did he manage 
it? 

He began by prying the wax off the outside 
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envelope with a thin knife-blade. It came off 
in pieces from the size of a pea . to pieces as 
large as a five-cent nickle. He took good care 
not to break the wax containing the impression 
of the die, the balance did not matter, for it 
could be melted again. Now he got up steam 
in the teakettle, and after first dampening the 
seams soon steamed off the outside envelope. 
When it came off it was put carefully to one 
side to ·dry. The second envelope was disposed 
of in the same manner. After examining the 
third envelope and finding he could duplicate it 
he steamed and cut it from the letter. He now 
had a good hour's work to pick the silk thread 
from the letter. It was finally accomplished, 
and the letter read and copied. The letter 
was folded on the old creases, and taken to the 
sewing machine and stitched with red and blue 
silk in the same needle holes from whiCh the 
thread had been taken. He now gets a dupli
cate for the envelope he had destroyed and after 
gluing the sheet it was inserted in the envelope. 
It was necessary to put the thread back into 
this envelope by hand for the reason that it 
must be held between himself and the light in 
order to see where the holes were in the letter 
inside. These could not have been seen with 
the envelope under the machine needle. You 
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can imitate machine work very nicely by hand. 
The last envelope was now folded over it, after 
giving it a liberal coat of glue, so that it would 
be impossible to do much investigating without 
destroying the evidences, if any were left, of 
the "medium's" having tampered with it. 
Now comes the fine work. The wax has left 
a stain on the envelope which will guide you in 
putting bacK the pieces of wax on which are 
the impressions of the die or seal. Give them 
a good coat of glue, stick them in place, being 
careful not to allow the glue to show beyond 
the edges of the wax. Allow the pieces to 
dry on befon· replacing the remainder of the 
wax. After they are fast, melt the remainder 
of the wax in a vessel and pour it where it had 
been before, being careful to make it cover all 
the stains and marks made by it in the first in
stance. See to it that the wax you have melted 
does not show a joint where it joins the pieces 
that you glued on. This can be remedied by 
heating a knife blade and holding it close to the 
wax until the two edges melt together. 

This letter came from what is called a "Bun
dyite, Spiritualist, viz : one who believes that 
all "mediums" are frauds and all phenomena 
fraudulent until they have demonstrated it dif
ferently to their own satisfaction. His questions 
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were satisfactorily answered and quite a compli
mentary letter was received by the ''medium." 
This, though, was not the only complimentary 
Jetter he has received from persons who had 
received entire satisfaction through the sealed 
letter "racket." 

To be sure, he has received letters on the 
other side of the question, but the ''medium:, 
was entirely blameless in the matter. No 
"medium, can be blamed for not giving satis
faction when questions are asked that it is im
possible that he can answer. 

Such questions as: How old am l? Where 
did my father die if he is dead? Did my father 
or mother die first? Have I any children, 
and if so how many? Where was I born? 
Have I any children in the spirit world? is 
calculated to "knock silly" any "medium," 
especially when those questions are insisted-on, 
and there is nothing outside of them to talk or 
write on. If you think that you can do it, try it. 

But in this case the "medium" had notes on 
the gentleman, and his questions were not only 
answered but considerable information given on 
private matters that he had not menticned. 
besides three or four names of his spirit 
relatives being given. 

Those note-books are a grand institution. 
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It is the writt-r's intention, now, to leave two 
or three of them at the office or the publisher 
of this book, that the curious or Spiritualist 
who doubt the existence of such books may go 
:.tnd examine them and wade iht>ough the end
less bits of information conteined in them 
regarding persons and their deceased relatives 
in various parts of the United States. 

But the smoothest thing in the sealed lf'tter 
reading and the one that has pu-zzled the peo
ple for yean, is usually done in connection 
with "sla.te writing., The ''sitter" is furnished 
a heavy wh1te envelope, of small si:~e, and a. 
white card of the size of an ordinary visiting 
card. He is requested to write the name of a 
spirit friend on t~e card and to write one or not 
more than two questions with it. After he bas 
written as requestt>d, he is instructed to place 
the card in the envelope with the writing next 
the smooth side and aw;ty from the glue. This 
being done, he is furnished with letter-wax 
with which he seals the seams to prevent the 
envelope being opened. 

The "medium" now takes his seat at the 
table opposite his sitter and near a window. 
Placing the envelope on a slate he thrusts it 
beneath the table. After sitting long enough 
to do his work, raps are heard on the slate and 
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withdrawing it he hands rt to the "Sitter." The 
envelope still lies on the slate and there is no 
evidence of its having been touched. The 
seals are intact and there is not a mark or mar 
on it. 

On the state is written the replies to his 
questions and the name of the spirit addressed 
is signed at the bottom of the message. There 
is a "manifestation" of spirit power that is gen
erally admitted to be a "corker." 

Really, it is wonderful, or would be were 
not so simple of performance, once you lcnow 
how This is a feat performed by only a few 
"mediums," as but few know the secret. It 
has captured many a dollar for the "mediums" 
who have worked it. 

In order to perform this trick, do just as the 
"medium" did up to the time he placed or held 
the slate beneath the table. Instead of holding 
it there with your hand, slip one corner be
tween your leg and the 8eat of the chair. Thus 
you are holding it by sitting on it. Your hand 
is now free to do as you choose with. Your 
"silter" can not see your movements for the . 
table is interposed. Put your fingers into the 
ticket pocket of your coat and bring out a small 
sponge that is saturated with alcohol; dampen 
the envelope over the card and you can easily 
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read the name and question. Write the an
swer and sign the name addressed, and your 
"sitter" will be "paralyzed" with astonishment. 

Nothing will serve to dampen the envelope 
but alcohol Nothing else will allow of your 
reading the writing on the enclosed card and 
nothing else will dry out quickly enough and 
leave absolutely no traces of any manipulation. 
Water will not dry out quick enough, and when 
it does dry leaves the envelope shrunken where 
it was applied, thus ·leading your "sitter" to 
suspect that you have not played fair. 

This deception is also useful in giving "clair
voyant sittings," for by its use you can learn 
what particular thing has brought your "sitter" 
to your presence. 

There are other methods for learning the 
contents of a sealed envelope that is written in 
your rooms. The next best one is accomplished 
by furnishing your "sitter" with a tablet of 
sf!!t pencil paper and an extra hard lead pencil. 
You instruct the "sitter" to write the name of 
a spirit friend on the tablet, together with one 
or two questions, in a plain, large handwriting. 
When he has done so, have him tear off the 
sheet and seal it in an envelope. You will now 
hold the envelope between your fingers, just in 
front of your "sitter," and proceed to answer 
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his questions by "clairvoyantly" seeing the an
swers written on the wall. You will know 
what questions he has written by examining 
the tablet from which he has torn the sheet. 
The paper being soft and the pencil hard, you . 
will find that his questions are impressed quite 
plainly on two or three sheets of the paper. 

When your next "sitter" comes, you must 
tear off all sheets having the impressions, else 
it may puzzle you somewhat to read 'his ques
tions. 

Here is a good place to give the blood writ
ing test. Do it in this way: Wet the forearm 
with strong salt water, allowing it to dry. Now, 
after having answered his questions, give him 
the envelope and begin a nervous walk up and 
down the room, behind him. Take a sharpened 
stick from your pocket and write the name on 
the arm, pressing hard on the skin. Wait 
until the red lines have disappeared and then 
announce to your "sitter" that the "controls" 
will write the spirit's name on your arm. • Al
low him to examine your arm. When he has 
satisfied himself that it is not fixed, rub briskly 
over the writing a few times with the open 
hand, and the name will appear in bright red 
letters. It makes a good finish to a sitting and 
the "sucker" gives up his money with more 
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satisfaction. Try it, in the way of a joke, on 
some of your friends, and see the amount of 
wonder and surprise it will create. 

Another way is to write the name on your 
arm with varnish that has been made very thin 
with alcohol or turpentine. Now have the 
"sitter" burn his envelope~ and, taking up the 
charred paper, rub it over the writing. It will 
not stick to the skin save where it has been 
written dn; thus giving the name in black let
lers. A sponge and a few drops of alcohol 
will remove it. 

Reader, have vou ever attended "dark cir
cles?" If you have, and were not convinced 
it was the work of the spirit world, the writer 
would enjoy hearing your theories as to how 
the "manifestations., were produced. You 
have probably explained them to your own 
satisfaction in a hundred or more impossible 
ways. it is the simplicity of the operations 
that protect the ''medium" from exposure; for 
the reason that you will think that such won
derful "manifestations" can not be the result 
of any but the most complex manipulations. 

You will accuse the members of the house
hold where the "Seance" is held of being ac
cessories, and imagine that the room is strung 
with wires so nne as to be invisible and worked 
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by some one in an adjoining room ot' closet, 
or even in a house next door or half-a -block 
distant. You will think that electricity or mes
merism is at the bottom of the whole affair. 
It does not appear pomble to you that the 
"medium" can, alone and unaided, cause the 
"manifestations" you have witnessed. A des
cription of a "dark seance" as given by a cel
ebrated medium" for that phase of "manifes
tations wit be given and explained afterward 
You will recognize the description as substan
tially the same as you have heard from others, 
if you are not a Spiritualist, and set it down as 
a fabrication or the narrator as the most con
summate fool you ever encountered. If the 
narrator happened to be a respected friend of 
yours, you concluded he had been mesmerized, 
hypnotized or bamboozled in some way that 
he could not exercise his senses, and only,.,. 
ogined he saw the things he described. 

If you are a Spiritualist and have ever visit
ed a "dark circle" you will realiae that the 
writer is not guessing at anything · in the de
scription, and if you will read the explanation 
and experiment on the methods ¢xposed vou 
wiU be forced to admit that he is correct as to 
the causes and had probably been there him 
self as the "medium." You will be amazed at 
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the simplicity of the means used to produce the 
phenomena that had seemed so marvelous, and 
astonished that you can so easily produce the 
same re~ults. It is possible that you may feel 
disposed to hire a large, strong man to pound 
you on the head with a rail-splitters' maul for 
f\ few hours, or exercise himself by kicking 
you all over a ten-acre field. 

Do not swear vengeance on the poor '~me
dium" who has fooled you out of fifty or a 
hundred dollars; but give him the credit due 
him in having so completely deceived you. 
Do not come the baby act and ask the law to 
restore to you the money you had not brains 
enough to keep. Be a man and catch even by 
beating some one else. The best man is he 
who wins, and if the "medium" has beaten you 
doff your hat to him and be careful in the fu-
ture. 

There are few persons who will read this 
description, but will recognize to what particu
lar "medium" the writer refers. He is cele
ebrated and his "seances" have been given and 
written of all over the United States. 

Into a room that has been darkened so that 
not a single ray of light can penetrate is placed 
a large dining table and chairs sufficient to seat 
the persons in attendance. On the table is 
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placed a. guitar and a tablet of pencil paper. 
The investigators are now seated in · ,a . circle 
around the table, male and female altemafing. 
The person sitting on the medium's" right, for 
he sits in the circle, grasps . the "medium's" 
tight wrist in his left hand, while his own right 
wrist ia held by the •'Sitter" on his right, and 
this ia repeated clear around the circle: This 
makes each "!itter" hold the right wriSt of his 
left-hand neighbor in his left hand, while his 

· own right-hand wrist is held in the .left hand 
of his neighbor on the left. Each one's hands 
are thus secured and engaged, including the 
"medium's." 

It will be seen that no one of the "sitters" 
can have the use of his or her hands without 
one or the other of th~ir .neighbors knowing 
of it. 

Directly behind the "medium's" chair is 
placed a musical instrument, usually a dulci
mer, on a stool. There is also a tin trumpet, 
tea bell, tambourine and accordeon. The "me
dium" cannot use them for his handsarelteld. 

The light is turned out and after ·a song has 
been sung, lights arc.> seen darting about near 
the ceiling. They fall toward the "medium" 
and disappear, raps are heard on the table and 
the guitar is twanged. The "sitters" are per-
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mitted 1o ask questions that are answered by 
raps on the table. Should you ask those sit
ting next the ''medium" they will tell you that 
they still have his hands. Presently the trum
pet is fe1t by those sitting farthest from the 
"medium." It is traveling about the circle 
where the "medium" cannot possibly reach. 
Out of it comes a voice announcing l name. 
The name is recognized by one of the ('sitters" 
as belonging to some friend or relative. The 
voice may or may not give a message, but af
ter the hom has been heard scraping along 
the ceiling it falls on the floor behind the "me
dium's, chair. Touches are now felt by the 
"sitters" and the table jumps up and falls down 
several times in S\Jccession creating quite a 
noise. More lights are seen darting about 
and keeping time, in their motions, to a air be· 
ing whistled by the "medium.1' 

After the music or whistling has eeased, a 
light is seen over the table and the sound of 
writing is heard. Presently the sheet of paper 
is put into the lap of one of the "sitters " who 
wilt keep it until the "Seance" closes before he 
can read it. Usually every member of the 
circle gets a message before t.he close of the 
"seance." Some of them contam ntests" of an 
indisputable nature, while others are merely a 
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name or some advice as to mediumship or 
business from the "medium's" ucontrols." 
The teabell is heard ringing in diff'~rent parta 
of the room, against the walls and ceiling from 
eight to ten or twelve feet from the "medium. n 

It touches the "sitters" on the shoulders and 
head and skips about from one locality to 
another with remarkable quickness. Now a 
luminous hand appears above the heads of the 
'tsitters." Hands of different sizes are seen, 
and 6nger snapping heard. The "medium" 
now begins whistling and the guitar strikes up 
an accompaniment, and travels all about the 
room, apparently. When the guitar stops its 
accompaniment the delcimore takes it up and 
continues to play as long as the "medium" will 
whistle. When he has stopped it strikes up a 
tune on its own hook and executeii it in admir
able style. At different ti~es during the 
"Seance" the person sitting on the "medium's" 
left has been ~xchanged for another, so that 
no claim of their having been a confederate 
would stand 

The changea would be rang on these "man
ifestations" until an hour and..a-half or two 
hour's time had been consumed, when the 
"medium'' would announce the dose of the 
''seance." 
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On turning up the lamp the instruments that 
had been placed behind the "medium" would 
be found piled up on the table in the middle of 
the cir:de. 

From what you have read regarding the 
"cabinet seance" you could understand how 
the "medium" accomplished these things if he 
only had the use of one hand. As each hand 
was held by a separate person, you can not 
understand how he could get the use of either 
of them except the one on his right was a con
federate. Such was not the case and he did 
have the use of one hand, the right one. But 
how? He took his place before the light was 
turned down and those holding him say he did 
not let go for an instant during the "seance." 

He did, though, after the light was turned 
out for the purpose of getting his handkerchief 
to blow his nose. After blowing his nose he 
requested the "sitter" to again take his wrist, 
which is done, but this time it is the wrist of 
the left hand instead of the right. He has 
crossed his ]e gs and there is but one knee to be 
felt, hence the "sitter" on his right does not 
feel that she is reaching across the right knee 
and thinks the left knee which she does feel to 
be the right. He has let his hand slip down 
until, instead of holding the "sitter" on his left 
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by the wrist he has him by the fingers, thus 
allowing him a little more distance, and pre
venting the left-hand "sitter" using the hand to 
feel . about and discover the right hand "sitter's'' 
hand on the wrist of the hand holding his. 
You will see, now, that although both "sitters" 
are holding the same hand each one thinks he 
is holding the one on his or her side of the 
"medium." 

The balance of the "seance" is eas'y. His 
hands are made of pasteboard, painted black 
on one side and with luminous paint on the 
other. He fastens a hand to his reaching rod, 
and elevates it. As long as the black side is 
toward the "sitters" they do not perceive it, 
but on turning the luminous side toward them 
it is immediately visible. The g~itar is, so 
tuned that the accompaniment to his whistling 
can be performed without any fingering of the 

·strings being necessary. This is not impos-
sible, for who has not seen the artists at 
variety shows play accompaniments and airs on 
his guitar and banjo with one hand. The 
music o:n the delcimore was easy enough of 
production after he had secured the release of 
one hand. 

The "seance," you will observe, depended 
entirely on the one feat, that of getting tht: use 
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of his right hand. He has his note-books and 
if any are present at any of his "seances" who 
are mentioned in it, he will be sure to get some 
tine "tests." One or two good "tests" in a 
circle is enough. Of course, if you have more 
it is well enough to give them. The more the 
better, although two or three is sufficient to 
demonstrate your wonderful powers in that 
line as w.ell as helping out the "physical" por
tion of your entertainment. 

There are other descriptions of dark circle 
that are not so difficult of performance, and, of 
course, not so wonderful. There is the circle 
in which the "medium" sits in the center of the 
Circle and is secured with ropes~ There is no 
use to describe the operations in this descrip
tion of "Se:iince" for the reader has already 
read the methods pursued in regard to rope
tying feats. Then again, instead of the "med
ium" being tied she or he is continually clap
ping their hands to show that it is not the 
hands of the "medium" that is being felt by the 
"sitters" in different parts of the circle. 

All that is necessary is to pat your cheek in
stead of your hand when you have use for one 
or the other of them. 

Another plan is to put a certain number of 
small shot in each hand and count them after 
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the "seance is closed. Put the shot of one 
hand in your mouth and go on with the show. 
You will have no use for Doth. 

Again, the "medium's" hands are filled with 
flour. Put all the flour in one hand and divide 
it again when you are through. 

Another plan, and a very satisfactory one, is 
that the "medium" allow one of the "sitters" to 
keep their two hands in contact. The "me
dium" seats himself, facing the one who is to 
watch him, and allows the "sitter's" knees to 
be placed one each side of his own. He now 
has the "sitter" spread his hands on his knees, 
palms downward, and places his own hands on 
top. If he should remove either hand it is sup· 
posed the "sitter" will know of it and expose 
him. The deception lies in the fact that the 
''Sitter" does not get ooth the "medium's" hands 
on hi5y but has only one turned so as to lay 
across both of his. 

The "medium" accomplishes this by making 
pwes downward from the "sitter's" shoulders 
to his hands with his own hands. After three 
or four such movements, he turns the left hand 
so that it will cover both the "sitter's" and 
when he has reached the hands he allows it to 
rest lightly across them. The "sitter" now 
tlli11les he has both hands and will so state on 

' 
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being questioned. This is a "test condition" 
that gives general satisfaction, for no one is 
supposed to be so stupid he can not tell when 
a weight is removed from his hand. Yet he is! 

Under cover of darkness many apparently 
wonderful "manifestations" can be produced by 
one who has been practicing for. a year or 
longer time. Where one is not a member of 
the "medium's" brotherhood and finds it nec
essary to "rustle" for ''tests," there are many 
ways open for obtaining them. You know the 
names of a large number of the Spiritualists of 
the city in which you are stopping and by a 
dint of careful questioning, can learn the names 
of a great many persons who are regular at
tendants at the "seances" held by the traveling 
"mediums.'' 

Armed with a list of such names, make it 
your business to visit the cemeteries and it is 
more than likely you will be able to pick up 
considerable information that will be useful to 
you before you leave the city. 

It is always a fruitful piece of work to buy 
the back numbers of the newspapers of the city 
and carefully read all the funeral notices. The 
State Library will usually furnish you with 
much information regarding the old settlers and 
their history. Besides this you can usually 
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pump "tests" from one Spiritualist or another 
by a little fine work on your part. We will 
say you are in search of information regarding 
the friends, in spirit life, of Mr. Brown. You 
meet Mr. Smith, who is an intimate friend of 
Brown's, and after a little general conversation, 
say to him: 

"The gentleman who was in company with 
you at the social last Tuesday evening, would 
make a fine •medium.' I saw a great number 
of bright spirits about him. He must have a 
large number of frieuds or relatives in the 
spirit land. I think his father and mother were 
both with him the evening of the social. Have 
they ever told him he would make a 'physical 
medium,' do you know?" 

"1 believe the 'mediums' do tell him occa
sionally that he could develop a fine phase of 
mediumship. I do not know what particular 
spirit furnishes the information, although it is 
probably his father, who was quite a strong 
Spiritualist for many years previous to his 
death, and was the cause of many persons in
vestigating it in his town in Ohio," replies Mr. 
Smith. 

uWhy, you don't mean to say Brown is a 
native of the Buckeye state?" exclaims the 
"medium." 
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4'Y es; born and raised in Dayton, where his 
father died and his mother still lives with his 
sister," replied Mr. Smith, who is "pumping" 
wonderfully easy. 

"I think l have heard of him or read articles 
trom his pen in the Spiritual papers. His name 
was Ebenezer Brown, was it not?" queries 
the pumper. 

"No; his name was Elijah," corrects Mr. 
Smith. 

"0h, yes; now I remember! Ebenezer 
Brown was from Pennsylvania," says the "me
dium," but Mr. Brown certainly has a host of 
friends on the other side, and death must have 
many times bereaveq him." 

"Yes; he has many relatives over there. 
He has four sisters and two brothers that I 
know of, and a great many uncles and aunts," 
states Mr. Smith. 

"That is quite a number from his immediate 
family," remarks the medium; "there must 
have been some hereditary disease running in · 
the family." 

ccf believe they all went with lung trouble," 
assents Mr. Smith, and the "medium" has 
learned enough regarding Mr. Brown to make 
it interesting for him when he visits his "seance 
room" or calls on him for "slate-writing." He 
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can now pump Mr. Brown regarding his friend 
Smith, with possibly just as fruitful results. 

The "medium's" ear is always open for 
••tests," and not one escapes him. Family 
bibles and albums are very interesting books 
to him, and if there are any children in the 
family he is visiting, he will await an oppor
tunity and learn all the child knows regarding 
the portraits in the album. 

A good way to keep posted as to "tests" on 
the Spiritualist is to subscribe for the Spiritual 
Journals and keep an alphabetically arranged 
scrap-book for the clippings you cut from · 
them. 

The writer will probably bring down on his 
head the curses of many hundreds of "me
diums, ·• for, if this work is very widely read, 
there wiU be few "mediums" save the lecturers 
who can do business, with any degree of safety 
from exposure. However, we will now ex
plain to you the manner in which the "lecturer 
and test-medium" give their wonderful "tests." 

We will say that Mr. Stevens, a wonderful 
platform "test medium" has arrived in the city 
and is to give "tests" for the month at the 
Spiritual Hall, wherever that may be, on each 
SWJday evening, beginning at eight o'clock. 

This description will describe work that was 
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recently performed by a "medium" in a certain 
city; but no names will be given. It will also 
describe work done by scores of other "me
diumH" although they may, and some of them 
do, have different methods of arriving at the 
same results. 

Mr. Stevens arrived at a certain city in which 
a "materializing medium" had been holding 
"seances" for a month. The society had en
gaged his services at twenty-five dollars per 
Sunday. He was to deliver a lecture in the 
afternoon and brive "tests" in the evening. 

· The first move Mr. Stevens makes is to hire 
two parlors in a good hotel. He is so fatigued 
on his arrival that he does not make or receive 
any calls for two days, but confines himself t~ 
his room. He receives one caller, however, 
and that one is the "materializing medium'' 
who makes his calls in a very stealthy way. no 
one seeing him go. or come. 

When they get together. they get out their 
note-books and begin the work of editing the 
••tests;' getting them in shape. The first thing 
they do is to take the note-book of the "test
medium •• and verify what is written therein. 
The "materializing medium" runs over the 
names and "tests'' and sees to it that the "tests" 
agree with what he has learned of the party in 
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the month he has been among them. If they 
are all right, they are copied on a sheet of 
paper in alphabetical order, If any of the par
ties have left the city a note is made oft he fact, 
giving his new place of residence. After the 
"test-medium's" hook has been made all 
straight, the ''materializing medium'' adds to 
the list all the "tests" he has been able to get 
together. 

The "medium" for "tests'' will now have 
probably one hundred Sllre "tests." That will 
make twenty-five for each night. 

But this does not end the preparations, for 
these "tests" must be committed to memory 
(or it is not always convenient to have notes to 
refer to, and it is impossible to tell which of the 
Mubjects will be present on any given night. 
When everything else is arranged our two "me
diums" repair to some previously named ren
dezvous and meet from two to ten men that 
the "materializing medium" has made friends 
of, and each one is told what name will be an
nOW\ced Cor him to recognize, and they are 
told to admit all that is said; but to do it in an 
unwiJling way and rather make the "medium" 
force the admissions from them. 

Everything is now ready and the "test me
dium" repairs to the hall early, while the "rna· 
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terializing medium" puts in an appearance at a 
later time. When the "materializing medium" 
arrives he seeks an introduction to the "test
giver" and then proceeds to introduce him to 
those oo whom he has "tests." Each one is 
anxious to be introduced, and the "medium" 
comes to know just how many of his subjects 
are in the room. 
·If any come who avoid an introduction the 

"materializing medium" points them out and 
gives their names. They are sure to get "tests." 

The confederates have all arrived and sta
tioned themselves in different parts of the hall 
and the time for operations to commence has 
arrived. The "medium" requests the choir to 
sing, and while they are doing so he is snap
ping his fingers and massaging his eyes. 
When the song is finished he steps off the ros
trum, and with his hand above his head, snap
ding his fingers, he paces up and down the 
aisle looking to the right and left, occasionally 
halting in an undecided or faltering way, until 
finally he stops in front of a person he has 
singled out, before he left the platform, and 
says: 

"Madame, yourhusband,j-\V-D-," giv
ing the full name, "is here and bids me say to 
you that you will find the papers you have been 
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seeking. I now see a child standing beside 
you. The child is apparently five years of age, 
of blonde com.plexion, with long golden hair, 
blue eyes, and she says she is your daughter, 
A-D. She says to say to you that she is 
happy with papa. This child passed away 
about ten years ago and would have been fif
teen years old, had she lived. She died of 
lung fever in Cincinnati. Now I hear the 
name ofj-W-who says he is your brother; 
the one who died in the mines along the Ameri
can riyer in California in r852. He says he is 
accompanied by your father L-W-." 

In each case he gave full names. When he 
had finished he would say: 

''Did I ever meet you before, madame?" 
When she had replied, he would continue: 
"ls the names and relationship given cor-

rect?" 
After she had admitted the entire correctness 

of his statements he would resume his walk up 
and down the aisles. \Vithout stopping in his 
walk he would announce: 

"There is the spirit of a young lady here 
who says there is, in this hall, a young man to 
whom she was engaged to be married, but 
who is so prejudiced against Spiritualism that 
he will not admit the "test" when it is given. 
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I will give the lady's name and if the party 
does not admit the "test" I will hunt him out 
and let the audience see him. The lady's 
name is Gertrude Spinner. Does any one rec
ognize the spirit? 

No one answers, and the "medium" 
says: 

"1 will find the man!" 
He goes through the audience, touching first 

one and then another with his finger tips, until 
he suddemy stops before one of his confederates 
and say.s: 

.. you are the man. Do you know Gertrude 
Spinner?" 

"I do not think I do," answers the man. 
"Well, llenow that you do, and I propose to 

make you know her before 1 am through. 
Gertrude Spinner, who was your affianced, 
died in Chicago two months ago to-day. She 
died of heart failure, and you attended her 
funeral. She was interred in Lakewood Cem
etery in the afternoon of the third day after her 
death. You have a photo of the lady in your 
inside vest pocket, cabinet size, that was taken 
in a studio on West Madison Street, Chicago. 
•'Do you know Miss Spinner, now?" 

"Yes, sir," he answers, apparently very much 
agitated. 
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"Have you a photograph of the lady in your 
vest?" continues our "medium." 

"Perhaps," sullenly answers the gentleman. 
"1 want no perhaps about it," roars the 

«<medium," take that photo out and let the 
audience see that I am 1wt mistaken. You 
must not attempt to make a monkey of me, for 
when I tell you anything, I knou' I am right. 
Bring out the photo' or I shall do it for you!" 
howls the "medium" apparently in a rage. 

The gentleman appearing very much aston~ 
ished and frightened . produces the photo and 
replaces it in his pocket. 

"There!'' said the "medium," you did know 
the lady, after all. Ladies and gentlemen, 
when your friends announce their names, you 
wiD confer a kindness by recognizing them 
without compelling me to drag it out 
of you. 

I say nothing but what I Jmow to be correct, 
and must have your admissions." 

The gentleman with the photo gets up and 
leaves the room with a scowl on his face, as 
though he had had a very unpleasant experi
ence. The "medium" follows this with two or 
three "tests" from his note-book in which he 
invariably gives full names, elates, incidents, 
and places, and then rings in another confederate 
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by suddenly stopping in ft"Ont of one of them 
and saying: 

"Your trip last week did not pan out as you 
expected, did it?" 

"What trip?" asks the confederate. 
"Shall I tell you before these people about 

that trip you made one night last week?" he 
replies. 

"I did not make any trip last week in the 
night time," protests the man. 

ufsay you did," roars the medium. "Your
self and two companions walked about eight 
miles up the river and dug several holes in the 
ground searching for buried money that some 
one has told you is buried \here. You did not 
find anything and never will." 

"I have never tried to," asserts the man. 
"What?" howls the "medium," I say you 

did, and will make you say so, too. One of you 
was slightly hurt by falling off a fence when 
you was returning to town. You told your 
wife that you had been with a fishing party. 
You were all drunk before you got home. 
You are a drinking man and have been drunk 
before and will be again. A fortune teller told 
you there was money there and you went to 
find it. Was you out looking for money last 
week?" 
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"Yes," meekly assents the man, and he to 
leaves the hall. · 

There was evidence of the "medium's" 
wonderful "clairvoyant" powers that was cal
culated to be a "clincher." 

His next "test" was for an old gentleman 
who was in the hop-raising business. He was 
down in the note-book as G--S--, hop 
raiser, very comfortably fixed. Lost last crop 
of hops by not selling to buyer and shipping 
to a Jew in London, England. Spt. Daughter 
Clara S. musician and fine pianist, twenty-two 
years of age, killed by being thrown from a 
horse. Spt. Daughter Anna, died at· two 
years of croup. Spt. Son, Albert drowned 
when nineteen years of age. Was drowned 
while visiting away from home. Approaching 
the old gentieman, he raises his hand to his ear 
and says: 

"I hear beautiful music about you. It i8 
made on a piano, and I hear the name Clara 
S-. She says she is your daughter and 
was killed by being thrown from a horse. She 
appears to be about twenty-two years of age. 
Do you recognize the spirit?" 

"I do, and you are entirely correct," he 
answers. 

"Now I hear the name of Albert S. He 
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says he is your son and was drowned while 
away from home on a visit. He says you had 
best sell your hop crop to the home buyers this 
year and not take chances on the English Jews 
in London. He says his sister Anna, who died 
with croup when very young, is with him. Is 
this all correct, and did I ever meet you pre
vious to this time," asks the "medium.'' 

"It is correct in every way, and this is the 
first time J ever saw you," answers the gentle
man. 

After two or three more "tests" he would 
tackle another confederate, by announcing a 
name when the confederate would recognize 
it. After a message in which business instruc
tions were given he would say: "I see on your 
back a scar made by your having been struck 
by a sign that had blown down. Have you 
such a scar on the small of your back?'' 

"yes, sir," replied the confederate. 
"I see also that you are a sufferer from in

flammatoryrheumatism,contracted in the army. 
Have you the inflammatory rheumatism?" 

uy es, sir, and I contracted it in the army," 
he replies. 

"I see a tall gentleman, with blue eyes, and 
gray hair, bald on the top of his head, who 
says his name is Doctor James R. Hayes. He 
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says further that he was your · father's family 
physician when you lived in New York State 
twenty years ago. He instructs you to pro
cure a quart of whisky and into it put one 
ounce of gum guieacum and one ounce of poke 
berries. Take a tablespoonful before meals 
and your rheumatism will disappear. Did you 
know doctor Hayes, and was he your father's 
family · physician?" 

"I do know of the doctor, and he was our 
family physician," the confederate replies . 
. «Have you ever met me before or is there 

any way in which I may know these things," 
asks the "medium." 

"1 do not know how you could possibly know 
of them except in the way you claim,'' he re
plies, and the "medium" tackles another. 
When he comes around to another confederate 
he brings it about so as to make some startling 
"tests" out of him. He has been prepared be
fore hand and it is an easy matter to make the 
audience think the "teSts" are very wonderful 
indeed. He gets at it in this way. Stopping 
in front of his man he. says: 

"l see for you, sir, an agreeable and remun
erative change in business. Your business will 
be traveling in some capacity or other. You 
have been contemplating this change for more 
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than a year, and now your desires are to be 
gratified." 

"How do you know, or how may I be cer
tain that you know, cn-tainly, what you are say
ing?" asks the sitter. 

ccy know by the same power that tells me 
that in your }eft hand pocket there is three sil
ver dollars and an old bronze coin pocket-piece 
besides a white-handled pocket-knife with three 
whole blades and one broken one," answers 
the "medium.'' "You have in your breast 
pocket a letter from the parties for whom you 
are to work telling you to come East at once 
and enter on your duties. You intend to start 
to-morrow morning, and in the pocket-book in 
your hip pocket is a railroad ticket to Cincin
nati. Your father, George W. Haskell, is here 
and says you are wearing the watch that was 
his in life. Your sister, Alice Haskell, is here 
and bids me tell you she has just left your 
mother in Louisville, Kentucky, and that she 
is quite well. You have a scar on the calf of 
the right leg made by your burning yourself 
with concentrated lye. Do you think I know 
anything about it, now, or have I told you noth
ing that you know anything about," asks the 
"medium." 

"I am entirely satisfied," replies the confed-
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erate; "and every word you have said is cor
rect. I do not belie\'e in Spiritualism, but you 
are a remarkably gifted man in some way that 
I know nothing about." 

"Thank you," says our "medium," and he 
proceeds to "paralyze" somebody else. 

This business is kept up until be has given 
from twenty to thirty "tests," when he doses 
his entertainment. He now leaves the hall, 
loaded down with floral offerings. from his ad
mirers and goes to his room. 

After leaving his flowers, he goes out and 
meets hi~ confederates, and a general good time 
is indulged in. Perhaps our "medium" may 
get a little mellow before morning, but that is 
no harm if the Spiritualists do not discover it. 
He gives his confederates a couple o£ dollars 
each for their work, this often causing an out
lay of more money than be was paid for his 
services. What does he get out of it, you will 
ask. 

He gets some elegant advertising, and his 
parlors will be crowded from ten o'clock until 
six with persons who pay him two dollars each 
for a "clairvoyant sitting." 

It is not the Spiritualist that he gets his big 
money from, but the investigator who happened· 
into the hall through curiosity. 
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On entering his parlor for a "sitting" you 
will find one comer of the room draped with 
curtains of black, and a small table standing 
across the corner also draped in black. On the 
table is a wax candle and around the base of it 
is scattered powdered lycopodium. There is 
also an empty plate on the table. To the cur
tain that drapes the corner is pinned various 
mysterious packages, tied around with black 
tapes. Photos are also fastened to the curtains, 
some of them upside down, some with the face 
to the wall, and all with black tapes tied about 
them in different ways. This is his charm 
working department for working the ''sucker" 
that he can convince of his powers to "weave 
spells" and "work charms" that will bring 
about any kind of condition::; that are 
desired. 

He catches many a man and woman in that 
corner of the room. The men are generally 
after buried treasures, mining claims, luck at 
the gaming table, or to beat some man in a 
business transaction, or to obtain lottery num
bers. Women usually want conditions that 
~ill straighten out their love affairs. They 
sometimes want a "conditiQn" brought about 
that will cause the death of their husband or 
lover, or an ''influence" set to work that will 
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result in certain ones giving to them money or 
jewels or remembering them in their wills. 

All classes of people go against this corner 
of the "medium's" shop, from the poor, ignor
ant laborer, who wants. only a job at a do11ar a 
day, to the female members of wealthy and 
aristocratic families, who leave their carriages 
around the corner and make a "sneak/' heavily 
veiled, and who want to know all manner of 
things about husband or lover, or how they can 
get rid of rivals or disease. 

His charges for these things are on the slid
ing plan. If the person wear diamonds and 
rich apparel, he is liable to name one hundred 
dollars as the price for discovering whether she 
has a rival or not, and a larger price for bring· 
ing about a "death condition." The man look
ing for work is "touched" for from two to ten 
dollars, according to appearances of prosperity 
or his ability to take care of himself. 

Such "mediums" often find their work for 
one week to run up as high as from one to .five 
hundred dollars. He must, of course, make 
the culmination of the charm he works far 
enough ah~ad to give him six or eight weeks 
in which to work, and leave before any of his 
"suckers" get around to "kick" because of the 
failure of his "spell" to work. None of these 
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operations are attempted on the Spiritualist, for 
it would not only not go, but might result in 
his being driven from the city. 

The female "lecturer and •test' medium" are 
satisfied to get ten dollars per Sunday and get 
a dozen or two "sitters" during the week, at 
one dollar each. Their "private sittings" con
sist of visions of doves, crosses, bright or dark 
clouds, water, ships, and a hundred other things 
which they interpret so as to best please their 
"sitter." They do not give general satisfaction 
-for the reason that they do not give full 
names, but "see" only first names and wait to 
see if they are recognized. 

One of the easiest "fakes" to work is the 
<-development" of mediumship. Of course, you 
must have a "physical" or "slate-writing me
diumship" yourself, in order to interest any one 
in "developing" their own mediumistic powers. 
You strike every "sitter" that visits you; or 
rather have their spirit friends do it for you. 
1£ you are giving a "slate-writing sitting,'' and 
your "sitter" is very much interested in your 
wo.nderful powers, the palance is easy. After 
you have answered the questions he has asked 
of his spirit friends, write something like the 
following: 

"My dear son," presuming he has addressed 
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his father, "within you lies the power to he
come one of the finest "mediums" for "mate
rialization," "slate-writing" and "physical man
ifes~tions" that the world has ever known. 
You should "develop" those powers by all 
means, for you would not only be the means of 
affording comfort tQ thousands of afflicted mor
tals, but would earn a comfortable competence 
for yourself during· life. Your mcdiumship 
would be so satisfactory thal no "test condi
tion" could be imposed that would at all inter
fere with the "manifestations." Your name 
would be celebrated throughout both continents. 
You would also be of great value to the spirit 
world, for, through your organiim, the spirit 
world will find it possible to accomplish many 
things for the benefit of humanity that they can 
not consummate through any other. If you will 
promise to develop the powers you possess, I 
will give you instructions that will bring about 
that end in a. few weeks. Your father, 

John Douglas." 
We will say that he agrees to undertake his 

"development." His father now writes: 
"Arrange with this 'medium' for •develop. 

ment. · He knows the method to pursue up to 
a certain point when 1 will take charge and see 
you through." 
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H~ wiU now tum to you for infonnation, 
which you witt giv~ in about the following 
language: 

"it will cost you twenty-five dollars. you 
will come to me twice a week for ''Sittings" in 
the evening. You will get further instructions 
at each sitting " He is likely to ask: 

"How is the payment made; in advance, or 
after I am developed?" 

"My terms are cash in advance," is your re
ply. Now is your time to tell hm1 of the won
derful •1mediums" you have "developed," and 
the large amount of money they are making. 
You want the money in advance for you know 
that if you wait until he geN "manitestations" 
you will never get your pay. You will be 
surprised at the number of '•development sit
ters" you will get that will pay you from ten 
dollars to two hundred each. 

The writer knows o( one "medium" who 
has had forty persons ••sitting" wilh him for 
"development" at the same time. When the 
time arrives for the first ones to begin to get 
"manifestations" the time has arrived for you 
to pack your grip and ''Skip for new pastures." 

If the reader has ever sat with a "develop
ing medium" can he or she say that they de
veloped to any alarming extent, and did you 
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not lose your "medium" through his "skipping 
out?" It was either that, or you tried until 
you was disgusted and gave up in ~espair. 

As a great many Spiritualists imagine that 
the work of the Steens' is the result of spiritual 
agency an expose of their work will not be out 
of place, besides the means used by others to 
obtain the same results. The Steens have 
been seen in the dime museums and their work 
has puzzled many a man. They call their 
work mind reading. 

Mrs. Steen is seated in a chair on one of the 
platforms of the room and Mr. Steen stands 
beside an easel on which is a small blackboard, 
the back of which is .toward Mrs. Steen. He 
hands the board to any one in the audience 
who will take it and requests that they write 
four rows of fig-ures on it, as though to add 
them. Mrs. S. has not seen the figures for 
she has been thoroughly blindfolded. She is 
now asked to add the first column of figures 
which she does and annouces the figure to set 
down beneath it and the number to carry to the 
next column. This is continued until the sum 
has been added. She is now asked to name 
the figures as he touches them. He now 
touches each figure with the chalk, touching 
them at random. She correctly names each 
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flgure as she hears the chalk touch the board. 
She now tells the number formed by drawing 
a chalk line through any two figures on the 
board. This concludes their act, which is ad
mitted by aU who witness it as being very 
wonderful. 

However, wonderful as it may appear, it is, 
in reality very simple of performance once you 
know the secret, and any three persons can 
. perform it as well as the Steens. You will 
notice that the board is close to, and facing the 
Punch and Judy cabinet. If you could look 
inside you would find the man who does the 
adding and communicates to Mrs. Steen the 
numbers touched, for he has a small peep-hole 
from which he can see the board and ffgures~ 
H;ow does he communicate with her? Elec
tricity. A jar of battery fluid containing the 
necessary zinc and carbon is kept in the cab
inet. A wire from each pole of the battery is 
carried beneath the floor to the leg of the plat
form upon which she sits, up through the leg 
.and terminate in two nails, the head of which 
are on the top of the platform. The nails are 
close enough together so that the bottom of a 
chair Jeg will co\'er thern. In this chair-leg is 
two more wires that run out in the side o! the 
chair to a point near the front and terminate in 
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two tacks driven into the chair frame. On 
Mrs. Steen's forefinger of the left hand is a 
ring and on the third finger of the same hand 
another. These rings, when she grasps the 
side of the chair come in contact, each one 
with one of the tacks, thus making her hand a 
part of the circuit of the battery. Inside the 
Punch cabinet one of the wires is cut. So 
long as those ends are apart, Mrs. Steen will 
not feel the . current, but every time they are 
touched together it will cause a shock to her 
band. Mr. Steen touches the figure four and 
the man in the cabinet touches the wires to
gether four times. Mrs. Steen feels four 
shocks announces four.- A line is drawn 
through a three and a five; the man in the cab
inet completes the electric circuit three times, 
a short pause and he completes it five times. 
Mrs. Steen announces thirty-five as the num
ber, which is correct, of course. 

The chair in which she sits must be so 
placed that the leg containing the wires is over 
the two nail-heads in the floor of the platform 
and the two wires each in contact with one of 
the nails. This is telegraphy by shock instead 
of by sound. 

After the act is finished Mrs. Steen can arise 
and change the position of her chair, thus 
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showing that she is not in any way connected 
with wires. 

These things are not practiced by the med
iums, but are given because the writer 
imagined they would be interesting to the 
reader. No medium could use them in · a 
private house. They are fit only for theater 
·work. 

Another mind-reading feat that appears won
derful is worked by the operator taking down 
one of the aisles of the room a small table and 
two chairs. Placing the table on the floor, 
and a chair each sine of it, he requests the as
sistance of any one of the audience who de
sires to "test" the experiment. When ont> has 
been secured he is given a seat on one side of 
the table and the operator sits opposite 
him. 

He now produces a slate and the gentleman 
is instructed to write on it the number of a 
bank bill or the number of his watch. \Vhen 
he has done so, the slate is laid on the tabie 
and the operator and the person join hands 
across the top of it. The operator instructs 
the "sitter" to keep his eyes on the number 
written on the slate and to think of nothing 
else. He calls the trick transmission o£ 
thought. The mind reader stands on the stage 
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before a blackboard, blindfolded, and with his 
back to the audience. 

Without a word having been spoken or the 
operator hav.ing made any movement, the 
mind reader raises aloft his left hand and with 
his right slowly copies on the blackboard the 
numbers on the slate. The operator and his 
subject may be fifty feet apart. Any number 
written on the slate is copied by the mind-· 
reader. 

This is considered a very wonderful per
formance by hundreds who have witnessed it. 
Let us see just ·how wonderful it is. 

From the stage to the dress circle there is 
laid a strip of aisle carpet, the edges of which 
are bound with carpet binding. Across the 
end of this strip is a copper binding that is 
broken in the middle. Under this binding on 
the edges of the carpet runs a copper wire, 
the ends of which are soldered to the copper 
strip acros~ the end. At the end on the stage 
the wire leaves the strip and is. conducted to 
the room below the stage to the battery jar 
and a telegraph sounder. On the toe of the 
operator's shoe has been fastened a strip of 
copper long enough to reach across the broken 
place in the copper strip at the end of the car
pet. It will be seen that every time the op-
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erator bridges that space with the copper on 
his shoe the telegraph sounder will speak, the 
same as messages are sometimes sent by cut
ting a wire and lapping the ends together. 
The operator makes and break!i the current 
with his piece of copper instead of using a 
more convenient telegraph key. An assistant 
sits beside the instrument and every time it 
clicks he pushes on a wire which passes 
through the floor of the stage just under the 
mind reader's foot, thus conveying, by tapping 
on his shoe sole, the number the instrument has 
ticked to him. Extraordinarily wonderful, 
isn't it? 

Another mind-reading feat that has aston
ished its thousands and sent them away in quite 
a state of mind is performed by seating the 
mind reader on a chair near the middle of the 
stage, and, after he has been blindfolded a large 
sack of heavy material is thrown over him. A 
number of gentlemen are now invited on the 
stage. After a screen has been placed be
tween the gentlemen and the mind reader the 
operator announces that the subject will tell the 
name of any article placed in his hand or held 
by others where he could see them. The in
vestigators now hand him different articles 
from their pockets, and, without a word being 
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spoken the mind readt!r calls out just what 
they are, as: 

•·That is a knife." 
"Now it is a tooth brush." 
"You have a watch." 
."Now a button hook." 
"A tobacco pouch." 
"A piece of money." 
"A card cast:." 
"One of the gentlemen's hands." 
"A. handkerchief," etc. 
If the mayor, chief of police, president o£ 

the board of trade, or other prominent citizen 
happens to be on the committee it is very likely 
the mind reader can tell him all about his 
watch, the number of movement and case and 
makers of each, the composition of the case, 
number of jewels in movement, etc. 

You will admit that if not a wonderful per
formance it is at least clever. So it is, but so 
simple it will almost make you sick. 

The chair the mind-reader sits in is not an or
dinary chair. It is a high-backed affair, and one 
of the:: hindmost legs is hollow its whole length. 
The tops of those legs have nn ornamental 
turning, or knob. In the hollow leg this knob 
is used as a cork to conceal the hole, and the 
chair appears an ordinary one. \Vhen the 
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mind reader has been covered with the sack 
he pulls out the plug and in its place puts an 
ear piece. In the floor under this leg is a small 
hole through which and into the leg of the 
chair is pushed a section of tin tubing. To 
the other end of this tubing is fastened a rub
ber hose. This leads across the stage and up 
through the floor behind the scenery where 
an assistant is stationed at a peep hole where 
he can see all the articles handled and whisper 
them to the mind reader. How about the 
watch number? He could not see that at the 
distance he is away from it. True enough; 
but it is not necessary that he see it. He has 
been around among the jewelers of the city 
and on pretense that he· wanted to buy a watch 
like the mayor's found the jeweler who sold it 
and from his book got a full and complere de
scription of it and other watches of prominent 
men. Of course, if none of them attend or if 
he cannot get them on. the stage he has his 
trouble for nothing. 

When the act is finished the mind reader 
conceals his ear-piece, and replaces the orna
mental knob. The mao below takes down and 
out the tube and inserts a plug in the hole in 
the floor. The sack is taken from about the 
mind reader and the bandage from his eyes; 
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the chair carried off, and you might guess a 
year without striking the proper solution to the 
mystery. 

The writer can not explain the work of 
Bishop, the mind-reader, but is of the .opinion 
that he too, was "faking" although he u1ay be 
mistaken. Confederates are always useful in 
mind-reading entertainments, and in the last 
described exhibition one or two could be used 
to very good advantage, for the extraordinarily 
wonde1·ful portions of the ~'tests." 

Another feat that drove the people almost 
wild was performed in the following way: 

Performer shows slates clean and washes 
them to insure against having been prepared. 
He now bi11ds them tightly together and com
ing down into the audience has some gentleman 
hold them above his head, in full view of the 
audience. He then produces a book of poems 
and allows one of the audience to open it at 
random by pushing his pencil or knife blade 
between the leaves. The book i.•1 opened and 
the performer reads the first two verses of the 
poem on each page, after requesting the spirits 
to write what he reads between the slates. 
After the reading is finished the slates are 
opened and the verses just read are found copied 
between the slates. 
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"There!" you will say; "your silicate flap or 
acid writing will not work in this case, for the 
'\\Thing is done after the book is opened and 
read, which is done after the slates are fastened 
together." 

The writing was done through the flap 
method, just the same. How did he know 
where the book would be opened? He did 
not care where it was opened as the book was 
specially made for him and every page 
was exactly alike with the exception of the 
number. Not very wonderful now, is it? 

The writer has heard all manner of impossi
ble solutions offered for tlus trick. Some said 
he exchanged the slates as he came fr.om the 
stage; but the question "by what means did he 
know what to write in the first place," was 
always a silencer to that theory. Others have 
said that the man who opened the book was a 
confederate, and there was no way to convince 
him he was wrong except the trick was ex
plained, which the author did not care to do. 
The writer once paid a four days . hotel bill for. 
three persons by convincing his landlord that 
the man who opened the book of poems was 
not a confederate. The landlord contended 
that had anybody else opened the book my 
trick would have failed and said: 
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"I will bet you your bill at my hotel against 
five dollars that if I open the book your slates 
will be wrong." · 

His bet was taken, and that night found him 
in a front ~Seat. When the slates had been 
securely fastened together they were handed to 
the landlord's clerk to hold. On this night a 
different book was used, six being kept, so that 
norepetition of the verses may occur in six 
nights. The landlord was instructed to push 
three or four cards in different parts of the book 
and then choose at which one he would open. 
He used three cards and took some time to 
decide at which one the book should open. 
When he had decided and opened the book the 
operator read the verses on each page, and, 
when the slates were opened the verses he had 
read were found copied within. 

To say that he was astounded, is putting it 
mildly. He was fraAtic to have the trick ex
plained to him and offered one hundred dollars 
to be shown the secret. He did not learn it, 
and is probably still figuring on it. This was 
one of your cute men that know more than 
half-a-dozen ordinary men, and who had several 
persons present to see him stop the slate-writer 
on that night. After all his boasts he must 
have been considerably mortified at his failure, 
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and his friends will probably salt his stories in 
in the future. 

While the writer is about it he will explain 
the remainder of the stage-people's Spiritualistic 
illusions, at least the most mysteridus of them. 
Table-lifting 1s one of their feats, and there are 
various ways of accomplishing it. 

In order to lift a small, round-top table the 
performer drives into the center of the top a 
black pin, allowing the head to project a quar
ter-inch. On the middle finger of his right 
hand he has a flat hand ring, This ring has a 
slot filed into it from the edge wide enough to 
admit the shank of the pin, but will not allow 
the head to slip through. After making a few 
"magnetic passes'; over the surface of the table 
he slips the pin into the slot in the ring, and, 
spreading the fingers, bracing the table with 
them, he easily lifts it, apparently on his finger 
tips. The same means are used to lift chairs, 
blocks of wood, etc. 

In lifting large tables at which is seated a 
commitee from the audience, the performer 
must have a confederate among the committee, 
The apparatus used consists of a small steel 
hook fastened to a piece of metal whichs fits 
and is strapped to the forearm under the cloth
ing, so that the hook will catch the underside 
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of the table when the hands are spread on the 
top. Both the operator and confederate is 
supplied with this · apparatus, worn on the right 
arm. They sit opposite each other in the mid
dle of the long way of the table. They get 
the hooks fastened, and, after first moving the 
table a few times backward and forward be
tween them, they rise to their feet and the table 
rises with them. They now get the table 
turning round and round, and trip up or push 
over one- or two of the committee, thus showing 
to the audience the great force the table is 
exerting. 

Another, and more easy and convenient 
apparatus for the same feat is made by fasten
ing a strong hook to a strap which is placed 
around the neck and hangs down in front under 
the vest in such a way as to make it possible to 
cause the hook to project from below the vest. 
When you are seated the hook is released and 
when you ris~ it will catch under the edge of 
the table causing it to rise also. You require 
a confederate opposite you, and you will bal
ance the table with your 'hands. 

These persons do the sealed letter reading 
also. In this act the performer takes into the 
audience twenty or more small cards and en
velopes. These are given to those wishing to 
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writ~ a question. The queation written on the 
card, it is sealed in the envelope. These ~e 
now collected by the performer and placed -on 
a table in view of the audience. . The operato~ 
takes up one of the envelopes, and after hold• 
ing it against his ·forehead will say: 

"This card reads, 'what will be the price of 
wheat in May.' Who wrote it?" 

"Here," answers some one in the audience. 
He now opens the envelope and reads aloud: 
.. What will be the price of wheat in May?" 
thus showing to the audience that he had read 
it correctly. 

He now takes up the second envelope and 
announces what it contains as before, and some 
one in the audience will acknowledge having 
written it. This he continues until the last one 
has been read. He has read them without a 
mistake and all have been recogniied by the 
writen. They were all read before being op
ened. By what means did he read them? . If 
some one has not told you, you wiU never guess 
it. 

When the performer emptied the envelopes 
on the table he· placed. with them a n1arked 
dummy envelope. He has a confederate in 
the audience who answers for the- first envelope. 
When he picked up the first envelope he· mere-
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ly said anything he thought of as the contents 
and his confederate acknowledges it. He now 
tears open the en,•elope and apparently reads 
what he had stated it contained. But insteaq 
of "what will be the price ot wheat in May" 
being written on it he finds that it reads: 

tcWhat is my age?" 
After reading it he throws it to one side, and 

taking up the second envelope announces that 
it reads, "What is my age?" 

Of course some one wrote it, who was not a 
confederate, and will signify that it is his en
velope. The performer tears it open and reads 
aloud: 

"What is my age?" But instead of that, he 
reads: 

"Where was Moses when the light went 
out?" 

The next envelope taken up he annoQnces 
that it contains the question: 
· "Where was Moses when the light went out?" 

This is repeated until all are answered, he 
taking up the dummy env.elope for the last one. 
You will understand the use of the dummy. 
Without it he would be compelled to stop be
.fore he had answered all the envelopes. You 
can do it yourself, now, and puzzle your friends 
with yoor clairvoyant powers. 
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Another feat they claim as Spiritualistic is to 
place the performer in a large muslin bag, 
which is tied and sealed over his head. He is 
now placed in a "cabinet," and, in a ft>w sec. 
onds walks out with the bag on his arm. The 
committee examine the fastenings and find they 
have not been tampered with. A pocket
knife and other articles that were put into the 
sack with him are found to still be inside. The 
bag is thoroughly examined and found to be 
entirely innocent of any break or rupture of any 
kind. How did he get out without breaking 
the seals put on by the committee? 

The fact of the matter is that he has not 
been inside the sack at all, and the writer can 
prove it. Before the performer gets into the 
sack he is very careful to place a second one 
down his ba<~k and pants leg. His assistant 
takes from the committee the articles they de
sire to put in with you. These he lays on a 
table until he has placed the performer inside 
the sack. He now places the articles in the 
sack, and, pushing the performer's head down 
he gets the end of the sack that is concealed 
under his clothing, and drawing It up he gath· 
ers the outside sack around it and ties it with a 
large white handkerchief. The commitree is 
now requested to further secure the mouth of 
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the sack by tying, sewing and sealing with wax, 
and putting on private marks. They do all 
their work above the handkerchief, and, as the 
reader will readily see, they tie and seal the 
sack that is under the "medium's" clothing. 
The handkerchief conceals the top of the out
side sack. The articles were placed in the in
side sack that are supposed to be in with the 
performer. When the performer is placed in 
the "cabinet" he pulls the outside sack from 
under the handkerchief and gets out. This 
sack he conceals, and pulling out the other sack 
shakes it out and crumples it and steps to the 
stage. 

It has not been necessary to "tamper with the 
seals, hence the committee find them untouched. 
They may think that it is not the sack they 
tied until they examine the seals and take out 
the articles belonging to them, that they saw 
placed in with him. That is generally convinc
ing and they go away talking of mesmerism 
and other occult forces. 

Their "Spirit cabinets" are quite wonderful 
in their way, and one, in particular is especial
ly worthy of mention, so simple in its construc
tion and yet so very wonderful the phenomena 
occurring ~ith it. The committee is allowed 
to make a thorough examination of it, and find 
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it to be constructed of inch .umber. After 
thumping and taking measurements to be S\ml 

there is no private compartment in it the "me

dium" takes his seat in front of the sm~ll square 
post that reaches from the floor to the ceiling 
in the center of the "cabinet." It stapds on legs 
about two feet high and the audience can see 
under it at all times. After the "medium" is 
seated the doors are closed. After a few sec
onds they are opened again and the "medium" 
has vanished. The stool he sat on is still there 
but the "medium" has disappeared. The 
doers closed and opened again and the stool 
had disappeared. The doors are closed again, 
and one of the committeemen's coats is passed 
in through the aperture in the door. · It is 
opened and the "cabinet" is perfectly 
empty. 

"Where do all these things go? Where is 
the man?" asks one committeeman of an
other. 

Well, where do they go? 
After more opening and closing of the doors 

all the articles· and the "medium"are produced. 
This is called the "spirit vanishing cabinet." 
It stands any amount of investigation at the. 
hands of the committee. 

The ''Cabinet" is suppotw.d to be r.onstruc;:too 
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of inch lumber throughout, but the sides are 
not. The sides are double and are made of 
lumber a little less than a half-inch thick. 
The inside side wall is hinged at the back cor
ner so that they can be swung from the front 
toward the opposite wall. These walls open 
out until their edge is just behind the square 
post in the center. This' encloses the back 
quarter of the "cabinet." The "cabinet" is 
painted a dead black with the exception of the 
post, which is white, hence, when the doors 
are opened the "cabinet" appears perfectly 
empty, yet the "medium" is in the triangular 
shaped space behind the swinging walls. Care 
must be taken to so place the "cabinet" that no 
light falls directly in it. Many have under
taken to explain this deception on the mirror 
theory and others on the trap-door plan. 
None that the writer ever heard of ever offered 
the correct solution. It is generally the case 
that a man will explain these things in so won
derful and complicated a way that, when he 
reviews his explanation he is surprised at the 
wonderful amount of complicated machinery he 
has invented. 

The "physical seance" of the magician is 
dependent on a great many pieces of apparatus 
for its success. If he is secured with ropes 
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they are tied to "rings," "bolts" and "staples;, 
that are not wl}at they appear. 

He does not become as·~xpert as the "med.; 
hun" in rope tying feats and makes use of ap-o 
paratus that is a "sure thing" as to his becom
ing free or obtaining the use of his hands. 

One of these pieces is a steel bolt 
with a ring in one end. The other end is put 
through the side of the ''Cabinet" up to .a 
shoulder that has been turned on it and . a tap 
is turned on until the holt is immovably ti.xed 
to the side of the "cabinet." The bolt has 
been handed around for examination previous 
to having been put in. place and nothing wrong 
discovered in its make-up. Something is 
wrong, however, and if it were not . the 
magician would have no useforit. The $hank 
has been decorated by turning two or three 
deep narrow grooves around it. After the bolt 
is fastened in place a sharp twist to the left will 
make two pieces of it, as it comes apart in one 
of the ornamental grooves. It need only be 
turned half way 'round to get it apart when 
there will be one piece of it fast to the ''Cabi
net" and the other · to the "medium's" wrist. 
He can do his work, replace the bolt, turn,.it to 
the right until it stop~ and call for an examin
ation; While the oolt is free of the "cabinet," 
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no man is strong enough to twist it apart for 
the reason that he can not get sufficient lever
age. When it is fastened into the side of the 
«cabinet" so that it can not turn, the ring in 
the end furnishes the "medium" the leverage 
he requires. 

There is another bolt in use that is quite 
clever and defies detection. This bolt 
is seven inches long and three-quarters 
of an im~h in diameter, and is so con
structed that an iron ring screws over each 
end. In using this bolt, a piece of timber five 
inches square and two and a half feet long is 
fastened by one end to the floor, between the 
"medium's" knees as he sits in a chair. 
Through the top of the post a hole is bored 
through which the bolt will slip easily. The 
bolt is taken apart and passed around for ex
amination, different persons examining differ
ent parts at the l'lame time. After examination 
one of the rings is turned on and the bolt 
pushed through the hole in the post, then the 
other ring is turned on. Sealing wax is now 
poured over the threads on the ends of the 
bolt so that the rings can not be turned off. 
They could not be turned off after the "med
ium" was tied without this precaution, except 
his arms were twisted off, but the wax is put 
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on for an appearance of greater s~curity. As 
in the case of the other bolt, this one has a 
joint in its middle that a half turn will open, 
and the "medium" will have one half of it 
pendant to each wrist. After doing his work 
he inserts the bolts into the holes, pushes them 
together, gives them a half-turn and he is 
ready for the committee. The bolt itself is 
perfectly smooth, but the joint is so nicely 
fitted that, after it has been rubbed arqund 
with a piece of coarse emery paper, the joint 
can not be detected with a glass. Where the 
bolts and staples are used the "medium" is tied 
either with wire or strips of muslin. 

Another piece of apparatus much used 
is the "spirit collar." This is made of 
iron, and fits close to the "medium's" 
neck. It is hinged in its middle, and 
is secured by a padlock, the keyhole of 
which is then sealed. The collar is decorated 
by having mock bolts along its edge. One of 
these bolts really is a bolt, and can be turned 
out, when the collar comes apart at the 
hinge. 

The stocks and pillory that is used are 
wrong at the hinge. 

Now that a great many persons know the 
secret of their table lifting with ring and pin a 
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new illusion in that line is out. It is called the 
"spirit basin." The performer shows an or
dinary tin wash basin to be empty. and pour
ing about a pint of water into it from a pitcher 
places his finger tips in the water and the basin· 
clings to them. There is no chance for the 
pin racket in this trick for it could not be 
driven into the tin. Besides the basin is given 
for examination before and after the trick. It 
is accomplished by the use of the suction hat
hook which is in the pitcher of water and is 
poured in with it. The performer pushes it 
down hard on the bottom of the basin and it 
adheres. He hooks the wire under his ring, 
and the basin must cling to his .fingers. When 
he has finished he pulls the hook loose and 
pours it back into the pitcher,. giving the basin 
for examination. 

These feats are given as the work of the 
"medium," but the "medium" can make no 
possible use of them. They are fit only for 
work on the stage and could not be used in a 
private house or at the "medium's" "seance." 

Reader, have you ever attended a "seance'' 
for "full-form materiali!:ation ?" Have you 
ever thought you had met your dead relative's 
spirit at these "seances?" 

If you have never had the pleasure of at-
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tending a "seance" of this "phase" you have 
missed a. rare treat. The writer has assisted 
at many a one and will relate to you some of 
the wonderful phenomena occuring at them 
and the means used to produce it. He will 
mention no names but has no doubt that many 
will read these pages who will know who is 
referred to in the accounts of the "manifesta
tions." Many, too, may read who have been 
duped and deceived at the identical ·'seances" 
mentioned. 

There are hundreds of "materializing med
iums" doing business in this country, who are 
swelling a good sized bank account. Their 
business sometimes runs into the hundreds of 
dollars in a single week. This phase of "med-
1umship" is considered by the Spiritualist as 
the highest possible attainable, and if you are a 
clever "full-form medium" your financial wel
fare is assured. 

Many and various are the methods employed 
by the different "mediums'' in producing this 
phase~ It is in Boston, New York and San 
Francisco that it is worked the finest. The 
full-form "seances" most often met with are 
very simply worked, and easy of performance 
by the "medium." You are usually given a 
seat in a circle of chairs about the front of a 
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"cabinet" made by hanging heavy curtains 
across the corner of the room. If you are a 
stranger or one who looks or acts as though 
he would "grab·' the "spirits" you are seated 
at the furthest point from the "cabinet," or, i£ 
there are two rows of seats, you will be given 
a seat in the back row. There are usually 
three or four persons present who are regular 
attendants and who are placed in the front row 
and near the "cabinet." · These persons may 
not be confedei'atell, but simply ardent be
lievers in that particular "medium," and, on 
account of their constant attendance are 
admitted at half-price. This is a very accept· 
able state of affairs for the "medium" or her 
manager, for they help to fill the front row 
with persons who can be depended upon to do 
no harm. After the spectators are seated and 
a song has been sung an Indian "control," or a 
"control" other than an Indian, usually has 
something to say before any manifestations oc
cur, especially if the "medium" has not had 
time during the singing to get herself in shape 
to begin the manifestations. It is. always a 
female "medium" who gives this description of 
"seance." You will notice that before the 
"seance" begins the manager takes a seat close 
up to one comer of the "cabinet." The room 
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has been made so dark than you can scarcely 
distinguish your neighbor. After the Indian 
"control" has unburdened itself of a lot of non
sensical trash, it will announce : 

"Me's maked up a pitty white squaw, and 
she's tummin out." · · 

The curtains part and there is a strip of 
white visible to the "sitters." 

"Who is this spirit for?" will ask the man
ager. 

The · "spirit" will probably raise a hand and 
point in some direction, but it is hard to tell to 
what particular person. and it is neces~ry that 
the "sitters" ask: 

"Is it for me?" 
"ls it Mary?" 
"ls that Agnes?" etc. 
One of them will be selected by the "med

ium." 
"Can you speak to me?'' is asked. 
If the person is some Spiritualist on whom 

the "medium" has "tests" the spirit can usual
ly say a f~w words and retires to the "cabinet." 
The nex-t apparition, it is likely, will be a ~hild 
or some ''Spirit" smaller in stature than the "me
dium." After it has been made known for 
whom it came it will disappear. If a stranger 
or one other than a Spiritualist has been claimed 
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as a relative the spirit has been unable to talk 
except the "sitter'' has inadvertently dropped 
some word from which a "test" can be worked 
up, as, is brother Willie with you; or, "have 
you met uncle Harry?" Now, one of the "me
dium's" "controls" puts in an appearance. 

The "control" may be Queen Catharine or 
some less celebrated a personage. However, 
when they make their appearance they are at· 
tired in snowy white robes with a .golden 
crown glittering with gems. They are gor
geously gotten up and the wonder is, where did 
the "medium" keep the yards of white materi
al in which they were. clothed? She has no 
guitar to help her out this time. No; but the 
folds of her skirt will conceal much that she 
uses. Her stockings are very good receptacles 
for various articles, and if her manager is 
worth his salt in 'the position he occupies, there 
is no reason why he should not pass in a great 
many things she requires. :Many persons rec
ognize their friends in some of the make-ups 
of the "medium." The writer has masquer
aded as a spirit scores of times and been recog
nized by three or {our different persons at the 
same "seance" as brother or father and even 
mother. 

A very little apparatus is necessary to make 
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several changes in your appearance in the dim 
light that is furnished you to investigate by. 
The one robe answers for forty spirits, and, 
with two or three wigs and beards of different 

·shapes, the color amounts to nothing, as it is so 
dark you cannot distinguish red from any color 
save white, a crown, a cap or two, a piece of 
chalk, and you can by changing your height 
by stooping, and getting on your knees to rep
resent children produce quite an army of spirits, 
each differing in appearance from any other. 

A large ''Spirit" leading a child can be pro
duced by the "medium" stepping out and hold· 
ing at arms' length a pi~ce of the white robe
cloth. She has no white on the arm that is 
supporting the child. Her dress being dark 
and the curtain behind it dark, the arm is not 
seen and the child appears separate and apart· 
from the large "spirit." Of cOurse no handling 
is allowed, and, for all you can see, the shape 
is a child. The "medium" simulates child's 
talk and the child is supposed to have spoken. 

When there are present a very particular lot 
of "sittersn the ''medium" allows the ladies to 
search her and takes off all white skirts. The 
manager loads up with the apparatus and after 
the light ltas been turned down, he either 
passes it inside as he sits in his chair, or the 
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"medium" puts her hand out from underneath 
and takes it from under his coat. If he sit in 
an upholstered chair, there is no end to the 
appar.ttus she can lay hands on. It is ready 
idr her at any time after the chair is in its place 
whether her manager is in it or not. Where 
an uphols.tered chair is used the "medium" can 
have several different costumes. No one 
thinks of searching the manager or chair. 

There are no such things as rubber spirits 
that are blown up, although many hundreds of 
persons think there is. You frequently hear 
of "spirits" ''materializing" from the floor and 
again disappearing through the floor outside 
the "cabinet." In this deception, you will no
tice that the floor is covered with a very dark 
carpet. When the "medium" desires to make 
her appearance through the. floor she first puts 
on a glove that reaches her shoulder, and one 
that is about the same color of the carpet or 
darker. She now takes in the hand a piece of 
the white netting that when shook out is about 
thr~e yards long and one yard or forty-two 
inthes wide. This is easily concealed by the 
hand when it is rolled into a ball. She · now 
gets down on the floor .inside the "cabinet" 
with her head gear on, and crawling as far to 
the front as the curtains will permit, thrusts 
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out her arm as far as she can reach in front of 
the "cabinet" and on the floor. Her hand and 
arm cannot be seen. The white netting will 
show when she turns her hand over, appearing 
a white spot. She begins to shake it loose 
and the spot appears to grow. She continues 
to shake and release the netting raising her 
hand all the while until it is about four feet high, 
when, with one big flounce she darts from the 
cabinet and pulling the netting about her, there 
is your spmt. If she desires to depa'rt through 
the floor she gels partially into the "cabinet," 
and getting hold of the netting so that she can 
dodge behind it, she suddenly raises it above 
her headgear and dodges behind the curtains. 
She now allows the netting to drop to the floor 
and slowly gathers it into her hand, when she 
so suddtnly takes it into the "cabinet" that, in 
the dim light it seemed to fade into the air. 

There are several methods of materializing 
a spirit from the floor and the different ways 
will be given. The manner just described is 
very effective and in the dimly lighted room is 
very well calculated to deceive. There are 
better methods that will be described la1er on 
when writing of the "medium's" "seance" who 
use the better method. 

The "seance" just described is the work of 
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the ordinary "medium,'' one who is not at all 
clever, and who depends rather upon the gulli
bility of her "sitters" than the excellence of her 
work to pull her through all right. She will 
go along and make money though, even if her 
work is raw and bungling. 

The writer has often been amazed that the 
"mediums" putting up this work should ever 
give a second "seance" in the same city. 
However, he was not looking with an unprac
ticed eye or in ignorance of the methods and 
movements of the "medium," and of course 
could see many things that the investigator 
would not observe. After all, it is not always 
the excellence of the work so much as the ig
norance of the observer, that makes many 
things appear wonderful. Persons who give 
this description of "seance" sometimes catch 
some very nice "suckers." 

What is meant is that some gentleman who 
is either wealthy or earning a large salary will 
become interested, and, finally convinced that 
"spirits" do return and materialize, and will be 
a constant attendant :tt the "seances" of this 
particular "medium." When such a man is 
caught by the "medium," plans are laid to re
lieve him of his wealth, of a goodly portion of 
it. The spirits give him to understand that 
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they can work much better when he is present 
and that the Princess so-and-so, his ~-mate 
of affinity, is always at the ''Seances" to meet 
him. This affinity Princess is supplied with an 
elegant costume that will glitter with tinsel and 
gems. She will wear a white crown ( si~mify
ing purity) on the front of which blazes a star, 
indicative of the advanced sphere in which she 
exists in spirit life. This Princess will conduct 
herself very much like an ordinary mortal, in 
the private "seances" she induces him to obtain 
from the umedium," at twenty-five or more 
dollars per "seance," at which time he is al
ways welcomed with a royal kiss and embrace, 
and will sit on his lap a half-hour at a time, 
telling him of the beauties of spirit life, and the 
home they are to occupy together when he 
comes to her side of life. These loving actions 
are not always confined to the "private seances," 
but the writer has been present when a gentle
man met hi~ royal spirit lover, and kisses and 
embraces were indulged in in the presence of 
a public circle of as many as twenty persons. 
He would call her his "pet," ''darling," "sweet
heart" and other endearing names, until he made 
the writer most outrageously "tired." Others 
were "tired" too, judging from the smothered 
exclamations heard in various parts of the room. 
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\Vhen he has arrived at the kis.oring and em• 
bracing point, he is ready to pluck. There are 
various ways of doing this. He is given to 
understand by the spirit lover that her "me
dium" must have certain things that she will 
not herself purchase, in order that ''Conditions" 
be made more perfect, for their communing 
together. No sooner is this left-handed request ' 
made, than a check is written and the spirit 
sees to it that '-her medium" gets it. There 
are a great many things, now, found necessary 
to secure better "conditions" and a great many 
checks written, ranging from ten to two or 
three hundred dollars. \Vhen he has been 
bled until he will stand it no longer, or has no 
more money, his Princet~s tells him she must 
return to her heavenly sphere again, not to re
turn for a number of years; or he is sent to 
Europe on a fool's etTand, to find something or 
to take his place in her family.. If it is the lat
ter, he is, no doubt, speedily shown the door, 
and possibly kicked through it. The reader 
may think ~uch a thing as the foregoing never 
transpired, but it has. The man, in this case, 
appeared a thorough gentleman, and was cer
tainly educated and inteJligent enough to make 
considerable money. He is now "broke." 

You may think he was crazy but he tran-
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sacted business all the time that a crazy man 
could not handle. He was no more crazy than 
the women who become nuns or the men who 
will fortunes to the church, leaving their rela
tives out in the cold. He fell in love with the 
"spirit" and did no more than men will do who 
are madly in love with a mortal woman. Men 
are continually doing crazy acts when they are 
in love, up to their ears. These love affairs 
between mortal and spirit have even gone on 
to a termination in marriage, an account of 
which will be given later on. The writer 
knows all the details in this case, as he was an 
acquaintance of one of the "spirits'' who brought 
it about, and also partook of the wedding sup
per that was given in honor of the occasion, at 
the bridegroom's expense. 

When a 'Victim is being "worked" he is al
ways cautioned against ever speaking of the 
phenomena he is witnessing or telling any of 
his friends of the experiences he is having, as 
their" minds being in conflict with any such 
ideas would utterly ruin the "conditions," thus 
stopping any further benefits he would secure 
from their communion together. By securing 
his silence their victim will not be likely to be 
"queered" by any of his friends or relatives, 
for they will know nothing of the matter. 
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Large sums of money have been secured by 
"mediums" from men who were wealthy, and 
men, too, who were highly educated, and had 
business qualifications sufficient to manage 
great mercantile and other institutions of busi-
nesL .. 

It sometimes happens that· the victim dis
covers the game that is being worked on him 
after he has been swindled out of hundreds or 
perhaps thousands of dollars. Does he ever 
prosecute the "medium'' or attempt to recover 
any of the money? Not one time in ten thou
sand. Why? Simply because he has a repu
tation to sustain. He is at the head of a large 
business and it would not do at all to have his 
escapade become public property. He has the 
reputation of being a brainy ihdividual by hun
dreds of persons, and would rather give up 
twice the amount he has been swindled out of 
than have his friends and business associates 
know what an ass he has made of himself. 

The "medium" is sharp enough not to at
tempt his or her games on a man who is not. 
either wealthy or the head of some large firm 
or business that brings him' a large salary or in
come, so that the money he gives up will not 
be r:n-y hard to spare. Should they work a 
man who has only a moderate income or salary, 
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without any great number of friends ancl he 
"tumbles,' to their game, he is liable to 'roar," 
and if the "medium,,. does not disgorge will 
probably see to it that they are placed where 
they will do · no more "spooking" for some 
months or years: 

The man of brains and fortune will aay to 
himself: "Well! I have been taken in and nice
ly done for. Should my family or associates learn 
of this affair I should be the laughing-stock of 
several Stfltes, and my good name for business 
tact and intelligence suffer a terrible blow. I 
will just drop the matter, hoping it will never 
leak out. I have had some experience that I 
have paid dearly for, but the price is nothing 
if I can keep it dark." 

The other man will probably think differ
ently. He will say: uQf all the infernal 
swindles that I have ever heard of, this one is 
the most damnable. These people·have preyed 
upon my most sacred affections in order to get 
money from me. \V ell! I will see to it that 
they pay dearly for it. But what will my 
friends say when they know what a fool I have 
made of myself. l don't like to have it get out .. 
Let's see; how much have they got out 
of me?" 

He will now flgure up the different amounts 
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paid the "medium•' and will probably ruminate 
as follows: 

"Great Scotti I had no idea I was spending 
that amount ofmoney on the infernal swindlers! 
Why in fourteen months it amo~nts to over two 
thousand dollars. That is enough to make 
quite an addition to ·my stock of goods or would 
go a long way on my years rent an~ expenses. 
or would make a comfortable addition to iny 
bank account. They are making money faster 
than I, and they have nothing invested. I can 
not afford to lose that amount of money for 
nothing, friends or no friends. I will first go to 
lhem and if they will settle, it need not 
get out. 

ll they do not, I will send a lawyer and see 
it through, no matter how much publicity my 
foolish actions receive. 

You will see, that it does not pay the "me
dium" to pbick the small fry, for ninety-nine 
times in a hundred they would be compelled to 
disgorge, and . all their hard work would be 
wasted. · The only thing necessary to accom
plish in order to get such a "sucker" is to con
viQCe the man of the truth of your claims and 
the genuiness of your phenomena. After that 
is made sure of the remainde.r wiD be easy. 
When he is convt>rted he can be led to believe 
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almost anythmg that comes from the lips of a 
"spirit." 

There are many plans that will bring money, 
or perhaps the "sucker" (they are called 
"suckers" by the "mediums") will have some 
particular "hobby, regarding Spiritualism that 
will suggest a scheme. Those plans based on 
some idea held by your victim are always the 
best and easiest, for you know that it is no 
no trouble at all to "m.ake a thirsty horse drink." 
If he be not thirsty your success in making him 
drink will end when you have led him to the 
water trough. ] ust so with your "sucker." 
You may present your bait, and while he may 
look it over and not run away from it he will 
not take it. It is possible you could k~p him 
in contemplation of it until he becamt" interested 
enough to work, but that would be a tedious 
operation, and it is likely the money would 
come too slowly to be a gtXJd thing, and the 
chances are he would the sooner get on to your 
•'fake." 

Nothing is so good to give a man as some
thing he wants. He will take more of it, take 
it faster and pay more for it than anything you 
attempt tO substitute for it. 

Some men want a "spirit Princess" for a 
bride, and this man ca11 be "pailed to the cross" 
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(that is the way the "mediums" express it) for 
a good round sum: others want tips on stocks 
and pay a. twenty-five per cent commission to 
the "medium,· on all their earnings besides a 
five dollar bill for the ••sitting" to get the 
"pointers." When his deal is a failure the 
"medium" does not return a twenty-five per 
cent commission on what he has lost. It some
times happens that the "medium" is given three 
or four hundred dollars to invest for the 
"suck~r." He does not go near the stock 
board, but obtaining some of the stock blanks 
fixes them to show that he has won four hun
dred dollars and hands it to his "sucker" at his 
next visit, He now gets his twenty-five per 
cent. commission. 

In the course of a few days the "spirits" tell 
the "sucker" they have the points by which 
they can cause the "medium" to win from three 
to five thoU8and dollars from an investment of 
two thousand. The "sucker" had four hun
dred won from three hundred, and will furnish 
the two thousand required. The "medium" 
now hns his four hundred dollars back besides 
one hundred dollars commission and sixteen 
hundred dollars that he is to invest. One way 
to invest it is to "slope," another way is to re
turn four or five hundred dollars saying the 
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balance was lost. Tnis actually occurred in 
one case the writer knows of. 

The "medium, took the money and by giv
ing a large commission indaced the book-keep
er of the bucket shop to fix the books and 
blanks to show that every dollar of two thou
sand furnished bad been lost. This netted the 
"mec:lium" a clear gain 'for }Us day's work Of 
twelve hundred dollars, he having three hund
red dollars in the money furnished and gave 
the book-keeper five hundred for his part of 
the transaction. When the "medium" wins 
the "sueker" will make no investigation, but 
when he loses such an amount things must be 
fixed to account for it. 

Some. are working on inventions and want 
"spirit" assistance; some want to secure a cer
tain phase of ''mediumship;" some want to find 
certain valuable papers; som.e want gold or 
diamond mines or buried treasures; others 
seek the aid of the spirit.-world in securing the 
heart and hand of some lady or gentleman. etc. 
They are aU .. worked" to the limit by the "me
dium" who delays on one pretext or another, 
through the •'spirits" the completion of the 
task undertaken ~ long as the "sucker'' will 
continue to "produce." However, we will re
turn to our "materializing.'' 
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The reader is aware that the only difficulty 
the ·~materializing medium" encounters is the 
getting into the "cabinet" of the apparatus and 
costumes used. The •cmanager" and chair 
method have been described, but there are oth
ers. One of them is to make a trap in the 
base or mop-board and stowing the apparatus 
behind it. It is a very easy matter to cut out 
a small section of the mop-board and so ar
range it that it can be replaced or removed at 
pleasure without danger of the investigator dis
covering it. A small trap can be made in the 
ftoor, and your carpet so laid thttt you 
can tum back enough of it to get at the 
trap. These traps will be described in detail 
later on. 

Another way is to have a small snare drum 
in your "cabinet" for the use of your "drum· 
mer-boy control." . In it can be kept all the 
laces and netting used by the "medium." 

A small table is sometimes placed at one cor
ner of the ''Cabinet" on which is kept slates 
and pencils, lead pencils, writing tablets, and a 
pitcher of water; This table contains a draw
er that is locked, apparently, but the "medium" 
needs no key for he or &he enters it from be
low. This drawer, it is needless to say, con
tains all the apparatus needed. This table 
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could also be very much in the way if any one 
attempted to "grab." 

When the •'cabinet" used is a closet, the 
most convenient place for a trap is the doc;>r 
framing. You can take off the piece that 
makes the facing and hinge it so that it swings 
open from the floor to the top of the door, 
thus getting rid of a joint that may result in 
your detection. 

Now, you will be treated to a description of 
a "seance., given by a male "medium" and 
where you will get your money's worth. The 
manifestations, in this case, are the work of an 
artist, in his line, and who i~ in the business for 
the money he cnn get, and is doing his best to 
give satisfaction. The "medium" is a member 
of the Brotherhood, and is sure to have the 
freshest of everything. The writer will de
scribe the "seance" as though he were an in
vestigator, and will assume the personality of 
one who received just what he will describe as 
occurring to himself. Afterward it will be ex
plained to you so that it will not puzzle you at 
all to account for many things you have your
self witnessed or beard of others experiencing. 

The location of this particular "medium" 
will be the city of San Fran cisco, perhaps on 
Mission street. Previous to the narrator's 
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having visited the San Francisco "medium's" 
place, he had been investigating the philosophy 
and phenomena of Spiritualism for some 
months. He had attended their lecture.s and 
"test-meetings" in New York City, where he 
resi~es. At one of these test-meetings the 
"medium" had given him a good description of 
a little boy child he had lost, and told him that 
a visit to a certain independent slate-writing 
"medium" would result in his having some 
word from others of his friends and relativt:s. 
The "test medium" gave the first name of the 
child, which was Eddie. I now repaired to 
the slate-writer and received some astonishing 
"tests." He requested that I write a couple of 
questions on a card and seal them in an envel
ope, writing on the card the name of the "spir
it" I desired to have answer them. After seal
ing them in the envelope there was no way in 
which the "medium" could know what I had 
written. My questions were to my father, J. 
A. Smith, and were as follows: 

"Father, are you present? If so, is there 
any one of my loved ones with you?" The 
"medium" laid the envelope on a slate and 
placed it under a table that was draped 
with a curtain that hung nearly to the floor. 
He held the slate with one hand and in a few 
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momenta withdrew it and on it was written in 
a hand-writing that strongly resembled my 
fath~r's, the following: 

"My dear son George: I am not only pres
ent but am much pleased to meet you here in· 
vestigating the glorious phenomena and phil
o~phy 9~ Spiritualism. There is one here 
whom you have heard from before, and who 
i~ a bright littl~ spirit. I refer to my beautiful 
little grandson, Eddie. He sends his love to 
you and says that he goes every Sunday to the 
hall." 

I was more than astonished at the result of 
this trial. and acting on the suggestion of the 
"medium" prepared other questions addressed 
to other friends. What I wrote this time 
read like this : 

"If my sister, Harriet Mansfield, is pre,ent, 
I would ask her how she fares in her present 
state, and if she holds the same religious opin
ions as while on earth? Your brother. 
George." The answer was in the following 
languag~: 

"Dear brother: My rt>ligious opinions have 
undergon~ an entire change since I have passed 
to the highl"r life. Spiritualism is the grand
est of all truths. Continue to investigat~ and 
you will find a solace iQ its teachings afforded 
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by no other religion. Abner is here. Harriet 
Mansfield." 

Here was a surprise. indeed. My uncle 
Abner Smith was present, a relative I had not 
thought of in a number of years. I had not 
thought or written of my uncle, yet he came 
to me, making quite a good "test." I now ad
drt"ssed a question to him, and as he died in 
San Francisco, I wrote: 

"1 am contemplating a journey to 'Frisco 
where you died and will visit your grave. Do 
you think my trip will prove succe!ltlful? Your 
nephew, George Smith." The answer came 
as foUows in a handwriting differing from the 
others: 

"My dear nephew. I am pleased that you 
are investigating Spiritualism. It wm bring 
only contentment and will rob death of its 
sting. \Vben you visit my grave away out on 
thE- western shore of the continent my spirit 
will be with you. I knew of your intended 
trip and will accompany you. I can see no 
reason why you should not have an entirely 
succ~$fu1 trip. We spirits can sometimes ad
vise in bu~iness matters, and if you will visit 
Mr. , dairvoyant and business 
medium at No. - M-- street, we may be 
able to be of service to you. Abner Smith." 
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This was certainly ~atisfactory coming under 
such strictly "test conditions" as it did. 1 now 
wrote the following: 

ulf my wife, Alice Smith, is present I should 
be pleased to hear from her or my brother . 
Alex." 

This was placed under the table and elicited 
the following reply from John King, the 
"medium's" "control." 

"Dear sir: Your wife is not present. Your 
Bro. Alex. is present, but the forces are ex
hausted and he can not write at this time. 
Jno. King, control." 

I asked the "medium" concerning the busi
ne:!s "medium" in San Francisco, referred to 
by my uncle Abner, and he said he .did not 
know him, in fact had never heard of him be
fore, and requested that if I found such a 
a "medium" there that I drop him a card, as it 
would be something of a "test" to him ... 

The author should write 1\fr. Smith's Spirit- . 
ualistic experiences under the caption "The 
Fakes that made him a Spiritualist." On the 
next Sunday I was in attendance at the meet-

. ing held by the "test medium/' and was sur
prised and pleased to hear from my son Eddie, 
my sister Harriet Mansfield and my uncle 
Abner Smith, each one giving their full name 
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and ' evidencing a knowledge of the business 
trip that was under consideration~ I was sur
prised that I did not see the slate-writer there 
and on asking the ''test medium" why he was 
absent was told that he was unacquainted with 
the gentleman and did not believe he ever vis
ited the Sunday meetings. 

There were several Sunday meetings held 
in the city, and happening into one farther , 
down town the next Sunday I met the slate
writer. He was not taking an active part in 
the exercise·s but sat in one of the rear seats. 
I sat down beside him, and when the "medium" 
who was to lecture came in he introduced us. 
After the lecture "tests" were given and my 
son Eddie was among the first to announce 
himself, and expressed great pleasure at the 
opportunity of demonstratmg to me that he 
followed me about. He said his grandpa J. A. 
Smith was \'\rith him. Toward the close of the 
meeting my brother Alex. made his presence 
known by saying he was sorry he had been 
unable to communicate with me on a late oc
casion, but would do so at the next opportunity 
offered, and said his name was Alexanqer 
Smith, which was correct. He also said others 
were present, but would not occupy the time 
from other spirits who desired to have a word 
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with their friends. This was the first time 
this "medium" had ever met . me, and 1 felt 
sure my friends were in the hall, else through 
what means did the. "medium" give their full 
names. 

1 left New York the foJJowing eveuing for 
San Francisco and had a very pleasant trip. 
On arriving at my destination, and registering 
a.t the Russ House, I repaired at once to the 
office of the "medium" I had been referred to 
by my uncle. On arriving at his office, I was 
told that I would have to register and leave an 
appointment, that Mr. --· was so busy that 
one could not tell when they might see him· ex
cept they appointed a time beforehand. Ac
cordingly I registered my name, and left one
half the fee. I found that I would not be able 
to get a "sitting" until the 2Lfternoon of the sec
ond day. At the appointed time, I was at the 
"medium's" door and was admitted to his re
ception room. After sitting a few moments 
the umedium" made his appearance and con
ducted me to his ''Seance-room." He now in
structed me that I observe great caution in my 
movements and conversation that I give him no 
knowledge of the purpose of my visit or the 
names of any of my spirit friends. I was in
structed to write a list of questions on a sheet 
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of paper that he furnished me, and to address 
it to only the i'nitials of the spirit I desired to 
have answer it. This I did, and was given two 
slates, a gimlet and six screws and screw 
driver. I was instructed to place the written 
page between the slates and to fasten them to
gether. When I had done this the "medium" 
covered the screw heads with heated letter-wax 
which he stamped with a seal ring that he wore. 
He now lifted the drapery from a square table 
and asked that I make an examination of it. 
This I did and found nothing sW!picious about 
it. The "medium" seated me at one aide of 
the table and himself sat at the side opposite 
me. He now took the slates from my hand 
and held them beneath the table with his right 
hand. On the sheet I had written the follow
ing: 

ulf the spirit of A. S. is present will he reply 
to the following qutstions and write any further 
communication he may desire: I. Have you 
commJltlicated with me previous to this time? 
2. If so, where? 3- Where did you die? 
4· Can you give me any business advice that 
will be of use to me? 5· Will my trip prove 
successful? 6. Are there others of my friends 
present? 7· If so, will you give their names?" 

If those questions were correctly answered 
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there could be no doubt as to the source from 
whence the answers came. 

The "medium'' kept up a continual knocking 
of the slates against the top of the table, and at 
one time took them out and handed them to 
tne thinking the writing finished; but a loud 
rap on the table caused him to a·gain place 
them under with the request that I assist in 
holding them. This I did by putting my hand 
thr.ough a slit in the drapery over and around 
the table. I now held one end of the slates 
and the "medium" the other. While we were 
thus engaged the "medium" said he felt as 
though he would see something clairvoyantly 
for me. He said he saw a child-a little boy, 
apparently six years of age, with light hair and 
light blue eyes. His complexion he said was 
very clear and white, and he thought he could 
see a strawberry birth-mark on the back of his 
head. He further said the child called me 
father and gave his name as Eddie Smith. 
"Now," said the "medium," "I see an old gen
tleman, also light of complexion, of medium 
height wi\h a. sandy beard, and gTay or light 
blue eyes. He says he is glad to meet you 
here, and to know that Spiritualism had en
listed your attention. He says that he is your 
tatber and that his name is J. A. Smith." 
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He described a young man that I did not 
recognize, and was told he would come again 
and identify himself. 

By this time the "medium" received knowl
edge that the writing was finished, and took 
the slates out on his side of the curtain as the 
slit on my side was just barely wide enough to 
admit my haod. We repaired to anothe1· room 
and, after examining the fastenings on the slate 
I opened them and to my surprise and delight 
one of them was written {ull. The writing 
wa$ on straight lines, even and regular. The 
writing was as follows. 

"My dear nephew, the spirit of A. S. or 
Abner Smith is present, and it will please him 
to answer any questions in his power. I. Most 
assuredly 1 have communicated with you prev
ious to this time. 2. It was in New York 
City, and the last time quite recently. I will 
do all in my power to keep my promise, made 
at one sitting to give you business advice. 3· 
I died here in San Francisco, and you will keep 
your promise to visit my grave. 4· I am not 
prepared, at this sitting, to give you any advi'ct 
but will say that I can see you will be success
ful in your business. If you wilt come here 
again I will probably have some advice to of
fer. 5· Your trip will prove a succtss, and a 
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material financial benefit result. 6. Yes. 7· 
Your father, J. A. Smith; your son, Eddie; 
your sister~ Harriet Mansfield, and your brother, 
Alexander. If you will visit the materializing 
"seances" of Mr. --,on -- street, next 
Thursday evening, you · will meet some of us 
face to face. It would please me very much 
to demonstrate to you our ability to make our
selves visible to the eye of mortals. We will 
expect to meet you there.· Abner Smith.'' 

By what process of reasoning could l.arrive 
at the conclusion that 1 had not been in commu
nication with my uncle? I had received the 
full names and the relationship of five spirits, 
through the organism of a "medium," I had 
never before met, and who said he had never 
been outside the boundaries of the State of Cal
ifornia. I had also received an exaCt personal 
description of my son Eddie, even to the straw
berry birth-mark under his hair, with a good 
description of my father, two persons the "me
dium" had never seen. 

On the following Sunday evening I was in 
attendance at one of the meetings of the "me
diums" for "test-giving" and my son Eddie was 
described, as was my father, and their names 
given. A young man was described as coming 
to me who was one of my regiment comrades,· 
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and whose name was Rich rds. I could rec
ognize the deS<:ription but the name was Rick
ard. I presume the "medium" gave the name 
wrong and he said it was possible he had mis· 
understood it. This ''medium" told me of a 
scar on the inside of my left hand, made by a. 
severe cut. There was no doubt but my spirit 
friends wqe present, for the evidence · was 
ample. 

On the next Thursday evening 1 made my 
way to the ·"materializing seance" at which my 
friends hoped to materialize." I was admitted to 
the "seance room" and fo~nd about twenty per
sons already assembled. I was seated in the front 
row of chairs. The ''Cabinet" used was a closet 
about sig feet long and four feet wide. The 
ceiling of both the room and "cabinet" was of 
wood. After a thorough examination had been 
made of the "cabinet" by all those who cared 
to do so, the "sitters'' were rearranged to suit 
the. · "medium." There were present, now, · 
thirty-five persons. The "seance room" was 
very large. The door had been taken off the 
closet that served as a "cabinet," and in its stead 
was bung heavy curtains. The floor of the 
room was carpeted with a dark carpet as was 
the "cabinet." The light was furnished by a 
lamp placed in a box that was fastened to the 
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w.all some eight feet from the floor. This box 
had a sliding Jid in front, contro1led by a cord 
passing into the ''cabinet." By this means the 
spirits could regulate the light to suit themselves, 
without any movement on the part of any of 
those in the "seance room" being necessary. 
When everything was in readiness the "me
dium,. entered the "cabinet," seated himself and 
was tied, and so secured to his chair that it was 
impossible that he could have any use of him
self. He was moat thoroughly secured to his 
chair and his chair nailed fast to the floor by 
passing leather straps over the rounds in the 
side and nailing the ends to the floor. After it 
was shown to the "sitters" that he was utterly 
helpless, the curta.in was drawn. The manager 
now placed an ordinary kitchen table in front 
of the door of the "cabinet," so that it stood 
away from it about two feet. The table con
tained no drawer. On the table was laid writ-

. ing material, a guitar and small bell. The man
ager seated himself close to one side of the 
"cabinet'' entrance, and started a Jarge Swiss 
music box. Before it had finished the first air 
the lamp was shut entirely off, making the room 
inky dark. 

An illuminated hand and arm was now seen 
to come from between the curtain and played 
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an accompaniment to the music box on the 
guitar. We could see plainly the movements 
of the hand, arm and fingers as it manipulat~d 
the strings of the instrument. It did not appear 
necessary to finger the strings on the key-board, 
although the air was in a key that made it im
possible to tune the guitar so that an accom
paniment could be performed willtout fingering. 
However, but one hand was visible, and it was 
picking the strings. After the tune was finished 
the hand left the instrument, and moved out into 
the room to the front of the table, and from the 
sound we knew it was writing on the tablet 
that had been placed there. The arm was of 
bluish light and appeared to end just above the 
elbow, and to have no connection with a body. 
It finished writing and seemed to float into the 
"cabinet," near the top. 

The light was opened and the manager re
quested those who had tied the .. medium" to 
examine his condition and aee if the ropes had 
been tampered with. The examination was 
made and it was evident that the fastenings 
were undisturbed. The communication was 
read aloud to those present and contained the 
following. 

ccWe are pleased to meet so many seekers 
after light and truth here this evening and from 
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the conditions, as we sense them, we will have 
a 5atisfactory and pleasant "seance." The 
way to obtain the best results is for each per
son to maintain a passive condition and take 
what we are able to give. You may rest as
sured that our best efforts will be put forth to 
give you entire satisfaction. The Control. 

The writing was exactly on the ruled lines -
although written in absolute darkness; The 
hand and arm, although luminous did not give 
out a particle of light. The arm had been at 
least five feet from the "cabinet" opening and 
seven feet from the "medium." Surely, it was 
not he. The message read, the light was again 
shut !own and the music again started. 

Once more a hand appeared and, floating 
. out to the table again began writing. Of a 
sudden the hand disappeared, and, after a few 
seconds I was astonished to feel a hand thrust
ing a paper into my top coat pocket. Now 
appeared two hands and they played an air on 
the guitar. Now came three, then four hands 
were visible, bright as the day. Two of them 
began writing again and when they had fin
ished, two more "sitters" were the rt•cipients 
of sheets of paper. Soon the light was 
opened for an inspection of the "cabinet," 
which was made, with · the conclusion that the 
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"medium" had not moved. Those of us re
ceiving communications were afforded an op
portunity to read them. We found them nice
ly written as before and all contained "tests," 
of which I will give my own. On my sheet 
was written: 

«My dear brother, I can not express the 
pleasure I experience on this occasion. We 
will, before the "seance" closes, endeavor to so 
"materialize" that you can see ~nd recognize 
us. Spiritualism is a most glodous truth. 
Continue to investigate until you are so posi
tive of your .knowledge that nothing can shake 
you. Spiritualism will answer both to live and 
die by. Your sister, Mrs. Harriet Mansfield." 

One of the other gentlemen receiving com
munications had been investigating Spiritualism 
for a few months and this was his first visit to 
this "medium," while the other was a Spiritu
alist and had visited th is "medium" once be
fore, although he had not received any com
munication on his previous visit, .nor seen any 
spirit he recognized. This time his communi
cation contained very fine "tests." 

After the light went out again, mort> hands 
were seen, the table was floatt>d about, over 
the heads of the circle, as wa~ the music box, 
which weighed at least fllty pounds~ two more 
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satisfactory communications written. Another 
examination of the "cabinet" was made and 
everything found satisfactory. This time the 
light was not put E'ntirely out, but a very dim 
light was allowed. 

The music·box was again set playing, and 
while yet it was playing the first time a tall fig
ure, robed in creamy white with gleaming 
sparks in her hair and on a sort of crown she 
wore. She was recognized by a gentleman 
present, a Spiritualist, whose spirit guide she 
was, and who addressed her as "my queen:· 
She stood a few seconds behind the table and 
then stepped out in the open space between 
the "sitters'' and the table. The gentleman 
now arose from his seat and standing beside 
her, holding her hand, conversed in a whisper 
with her for some seconds, 

This was most assuredly a lady, if appear
ances go for anything . Her hands were quite 
small, and were warm and life-like, as several, 
including myself, can testify, having been per
mitted to shake hands with her. At last she 
started to the "cabinet,'' and as she went ap
peared to grow shorter, until, as she disa~ 

peared between the curtains she was not much 
taller than the table. The manager now ex
plained that the spirit had remained out rather 
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too long and came near dematerializing before 
she reached the "cabinet." Now came the 
spirit of a young man, dressed in a light suit of 
clothes, who gave his name and said his moth
er was present. She was, and had a few words 
of conversation with him when he disappeared 
into the "cabinet!' The lady said that it was 
unmistakably her son; but there was something 
that was not as he had been, but what it was 
she was unable to describe. 

The next spirit to present itself was my son 
Eddie. He came from out the ''Cabinet," call
ing papa, papa. The manager asked, "who is 
your papa?" and he replied, "Mr. Smith." 
All this time he stood between the table and· 
"cabinet,'' and only his head and shoulders 
could be seen. The manager told him to step 
out where he could be seen, when be came 
around to the {ront of the table. 

It was rather dark but I would swear it was 
my son. He was just the right size, with long 
flaxen hair, with a very pale £ace. He wore a 
light-colored waist and darkt"r knee-breeches and 
stockings, with a large black bow at his throat, 
just as l remembered seeing him last in health. 

While Eddie was still standing in front of the 
table a large man came out and took him by 
the hand. Eddie spoke, saying: · 
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"Must I go back, grand pa?" The form 
tumed toward me, saying: 

'•My son, this is a great pleasure to us, but 
we must not long remain, as it is our first at
tempt at "materializing." He turned to go 
when the manager said to him: 

"If the gentleman is your son you ought to 
give him your name." 

nThe name of the child is Eddie, and my 
own is J. A. Smith." replied the form as they 
vanished into the "cabinet." 

The manager suggested that it would be 
well to examine and see whether the "medium" 
_had been out or not. The "cabinet" was ex
amined and everything found satisfactory. 

Spirit after spirit came from the ''Cabinet," 
one and two at a time for an hour, some of 
them carne to friends and others were "con
trols" of the "medium." Many of them were 
recognized by different ones of the "sitters" in 
the room. J, for one, could swear to the iden
tity of my own son Eddie, while my father was 
plainly recogni7..able. 

The "control" announced from the "cabinet" 
that a very distinguished spirit would now pre
sent itself, if the music-box was started. Ac
cordingly the manager allowed the box to 
start, and but a few bars had been played when 
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there appeared from the "cabinet" and to the 
front of the table a tall spare man. The light 
was made a trifle brighter and each one pres
ent recognized the form and features of Abra
ham Lincoln. He spoke a few words relating 
to the progress of the country since the troub
lous times at his death. He was dressed in a 
black suit with a white shirt to which a rolling 
collar was attached and around his neck 'was 
tied the old-fashioned black choker. It was 
certainly Abraham Lincoln. After speaking 
he retired to the "cabinet," and was seen no 
more that evening. 

'When he had disappeared into the "cabinet" 
the room was again made dark. Suddenly 

there appeared on the floor in front of the 
table a light about as large as a base-ball. It 
moved about in a circle of perhaps a foot in 
diameter and grew larger. It soon lost the 
shape of a ball and appeared to be a luminous 
cloud. Seemingly we could see into and 
through it. In the course of thirty seconds it 
had become as large as a six-year-old child, 
still there was no definite shape, only a fleecy 
cloud-like mass, turning, twisting and rolling. 
At the end of perhaps a minute it was the size 
and shape of an adult person. The face could 
not be seen, but bright, luminous spots were 
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visible as though the hair and ears were 
decorated with gems. The shape spoke and 
requested light. As the light was turned on 
the luminousness disappeared, and we beheld 
a beautiful young lady clothed in a dazzling 
white costume. Her arms and shoulders were 
bare, and about her neck there was a necklace 
of what appeared to be very brilliant diamonds. 
Her feet were encased in white slippers, with 
straps across the instep. In her ears and hair 
glistened and shimmered beautiful diamonds. 
Her face and arms were as alabaster, and alto
gether she was one of the most beautiful 
women I had ever beheld. She was recog
nized by a lady and gentleman prese·nt as their 
daughter. They had met her here before. 
They were from the East and were wealthy. 
The spirit requested that they come to her, 
which they did, and were each kissed and em
braced by it. They held a moment's conver
sation with her and resumed their seats, when 
the lamp was slowly turned down. As the 
light became dim the spirit became luminous. 
The face and arms disappeared and the body 
became as a cloud again, turning and twisting 
and growing smaller until it was nothing but a 
small light spot on the carpet, which of a sud
den disappeared entirely. 
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Immediately after this "manifestation•• an 
examination of the "medium" and "cabinet" 
was made, and it was certain the "medium,' 
had not been away from his chair. The light 
was again turned out and the music-box started, 
when two bright spots appeared on the carpet, 
one at either t>nd of the table. These went 
through the same process of development un
til, when the light was turned on there was 
another beautiful female spirit at one end of 
the table, and a child of perhaps eight years 
of age at the other. The child was recognized 
by a lady present as her daughter, while the 
adult spirit was recognized and rapturously 
greeted by a gentleman who sat near me on 
my left, as his "darling angel guardian.'' 
They had quite a long conversation in which 
they made use of vt"ry endearing language, 
each to the other. I supposed it was the 
gentleman's wife. The spirit's name was said · 
o be lsi s, and he was said to be a denizen of 
the planet Jupiter. [More about them later.] 
These spirits did not disappear as the first one 
had, but when the light had been turned off, 
the luminous shape revolved a few times, and 
on two occasions assumed the garb and shape· 
of men, and when the light was turned on again 
there stood the men with beards and men's forms. 
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After some eight or ten of these "material~ 
izations" and "dematerializations" before our 
eyes, the last couple completely disappeared .. 

The light again turned down and a luminous 
shape came from the "cabinet" followed by 
others, until seven of them stood on the floor. 
The light was turned up until we could see the 
seven spirits. Five were females and two 
males. They were of different sizes. The 
curtain at the door of the "cabinet" was pulled 
aside and we could see the "medium'' sitting 
in the chair in which he was bound. The 
forms now filed into the "cabinet" again, while 
the musk-box played. After they had disap
peared, the light was turned up, an investiga
tion made of the "cabinet" and the "seance" 
was over. 

There, reader, is a truthful description of 
what can be witnessed at the "seances, of 
"mediums" who are artists. None of your 
bungling, amateur work here. The work of 
such a "medium" is always satisfactory for the 
reason that if a man feels sur-e that the "med
ium., is a fraud, he has been so well enter· 
tained that he does not regret the money paid 
for the opportunity to witness it. This is the 
class of "medium," also, who frequently suc
ceed in getting large sums of money from 
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wealthy persons they have converted to Spir
itualism. 

Did the writt:r not give you the true ex- . 
planation of the manner in which these things 
were produced, you would probably say it was 
a "fish story,, conceived by a very fertile im
agination. If you believed that he saw these 
things you would perhaps offer the preacher's 
explanation, by saying, ''it is the work of the 
devil;" or of the scientist, by asserting that 
"it is the mesmerist's power over your mind; 
or the operator has discovered an odd force in 
nature;" or go off on a long dissertation on 
hypnotism and fourth dimension of space prob
lems. However, it is not the· work of the 
devil, neither is there any but natura! laws 
necessary to its production. 

The "seance" described actually occurred 
and was described in writing by Mr. Smith in 
the language . used, although it was not printed, 
and the writer was one of those who assisted 
in its production. He will now proceed to 
explain this particular "seance," and, in order 
to do so wjll find it necessary to begin back in 
New York City at the public meeting where 
Mr. Smith was told through a "test medium" 
to visit a certain "Slate writer." 

You will remember that he was requested 
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by the slate writer" to address the spirit by 
name on the question cards. The "medium" 
read the cards by the alcohol method and copied 
them on his cuff or a card. The communication 
which mentioned in the information that "Ab
ner is here" was ajeeler £or more names. If 
Abner had not been recognized, the spirits 
would have written that he was a distant 
relative and one of Mr. Smith,$ "controls" or 
"guides. Jt happened that Mr. Smith had an 
uncle by that name and admitted it, besides 
inadvertently supplying the "medium" with the 
information that he died in San Francisco and 
was buried there. You can see how the names 
and information was obtained, and, although 
the answers were satisfactory to Mr. Smith it 
will be plain to you that anybody could have 
written all they contained. The "medium" 
discovered that Mr. Smith intended visiting 
Frisco, in fact, he gained all the information 
from Mr. Smith that Mr. Smith has since gained 
from the different "mediums." Our slate
writer now hastens to the "test medium" who 
had sent Mr. S. to him and gave him all the details 
of the "sitting., The ••test medium" is now 

. prepared for him and gives him ·a couple of 
the names. It would not do to give them all, 
e1se Mr. Smith might suspect a connivance 
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with the "slate-writer." When Mr. Smith 
remarks the "slate writer's" absence, he is told 
by the "medium" that he is unacquainted with, 
and has never met the gentleman thus "nipp
ing in the bud'' any thought of collusion. 

When Mr. Smith visitf"d the down-town 
meeting the following Sw1day and met the 
"slate writer" the names of his spirit friends 
were written on a card and slipped into the 
hand of the "test m~dium" by our "slate-writer," 
Of course Mr. Smith gets a "test." He intends 
visiting San Francisco and his uncle has named 
a "medium" there through whom he and others 
will communicate if Mr. Smith will visit him. 
All the information possible to be obtained 
regarding his friends and business, "long with 
a personal description of Mr. Smith is mailed • 
this "medium," with the information that he 
will visit Frisco io the near future and has been 
instructed to visit him by his spirit uncle Abner. 
On his tirst vi~Sit to the San Francisco "slate
writt>r" and business "medium," he is made to 
leave his name and , t·ome three or four days 
later. This was done that the "medium" 
might have time to look him up. Again, he 
may have be~n sent from another city, and in
formation may be coming in the mails concern
ing him. By delaying three or four days the 
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the mail, if there is any, will come to hand, and 
the "medium" have time to "fix" it. When he 
gets his "sitting" with the "medium" he is in~ 
structed to be careful to conceal from the "me
dium" any knowledge of himself or spirit 
friends. Oh! the honesty of that "medium.» 
He instructs his "sitter" to be careful. He 
already knows enough to ''paralyze'' him, and 
will perhaps know more before his "sitter" gets 
away. You have read the questions he asked 
and the answer he received. The slates were 
screwed together and stamped with the "me
dium's'' ring. The "sitter" held the slates a 
great portion of the time, and jt does not appear 
possible that the writing could be accomplished 
by other than spirit power. Another and more 
convincing proof o£ its genuineness is the infor
mation contained in the <·ommunication. By 
what means could the "medium" know the full 
names ·of his spirit friends and that his uncle 
Abner died in Frisco. · How was it possible 
that he knew of the promise given that unde 
to visit his grave. 

The writing was obtained by the trap door 
system that has been described. The assistant 
in the cellar had the New York "medium's" 
letter of information and finds it an easy matter 
to answer the questions propounded. While 
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the writing was being done, the "medium" has 
clairivoyant visions for the •:sitter," thus attract
ing his attention from the time con8umed in get
ting the slates prepared for him, besides, it was 
possible he would stumble on some new "test." 
That was the idea in m~d when he described 
the young man Mr. Smith could not recognize. 

After Mr. Smith has gone, and it is sure that 
he will visit the "materializing seance" as rt>
quested by his spirit friends, the "medium" 
makes out a list of names of his spirit friends 
with the descriptions of those he had described 
and takes it to the "materializing medium" and 
the "test mediums" who do public work. Mr. 
Smith can now visit but few "mediums" in_ San 
Francisco Who can not give him "tests" that 
are "clinchers:" We will now see how the 
"materializing medium"· produced the wonder
ful phenomena Mr. Smith witnessed at his 
"seance.'' 

It will be remembered that the room and 
••cabinet" was carpeted with a dark carpet, and 
that the ceilings were of ~ood. The ceilings 
were decorated by being put on in panels. 
The ceiling of the "cabinet" would not have 
been like that of the room, had the closet been 
a part of the architect plans for the house. It 
was not, but was made by the "medium." He 
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simply built a lath and plaster partition from 
the corner of a wide chimney to the walt, thus 
inclo!!ing a space six by four fe«:"t. The panel 
in the ceiling of the closet was twenty inches 
square. This panel was "doctored" and could 
be displaced leaving an aperture large enough 
for the "spooks" to get through with perfect 
ease. A light ladder that reached within three 
feet of the floor of the "cabinet" was hooked 
fast above and furnished the means of getting 
down and up again. There were eight persons 
connected with the "seance" described by Mr. 
Smith seven up stairs and the "medium" in the 
"cabinet." Of course it was not necessary 
that the "medium" get out of his fastenings, 
and the facts are that he did npl. The table 
was placed across the "cabinet" door; not to 
lay the instruments on, but to be very much in 
the way should any one make a rush and "grab" 
for the "materialized forms." In case this 
occurred, the "spooks" above would close the 
light, making the room perfectly dark and the 
manager would do his utmost to tum the table 
on end, or side, with the legs out in the room. 
Before the "grabber" could get the lay ofthings 
and get past it, the "spooks" would have gone 
through the trap, pulled up the ladder and have 
clo&ed jt. The "grabber" would have found 
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the "medium" writhing and groaning and 
bleeding from the mouth. The bleeding was 
for effec-t and would be caused by sucking very 
hard on his teeth or gums. 

The table also served a convenient purpose 
in the "materialization" and "dematerialization" 
through the floor. You now know where the 
"spooks" came from, in this particular house, 
and how they got in and out. Now Jet us see 
how they managed the "manifestations," and 
the properties used to produce them. The 
trap and ladder were practically noiseless in 
their operations, but the music-box made assur
ance doubly sure that the least sound from the 
"cabinet" should not be heard in the "seance
room." 

When the box began its tirst air the trap 
door opened and down the ladder came a 
young man clad in a suit of black tights. He 
was entirely covered with black with the ex
ception of his right arm, which was bare to a 
point a little more than half way from the elbow 
to his shoulder. The bare arm glowed with a 
luminous bluish light. 

This condition of things was brought about 
by powdering his arm with pulverized luminous 
paint. If you are not told the method of trans
forming the sticky paint to powder, you will 
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not be able to do it and conclude the wnte.r 
wa~ romancing in this case. The most essen
tial thing to you, will be to know where you 
can procure this paint. The writer bas been 
unable to procure it anywhere except of Devoe 
& Co., of New York City. It is put \lP in a 
package resembling six-ounce jelly glasses, and 
you will get six of· them for five dollars. In 
order to reduce it to powder, thin the contents 
of one of the glasses with one pint of turpen
tine. When it is thoroughly cut and incorpor
ated into the turpentine, soak strips of muslin 
in it and hang them up to dry. When thor
oughly dry you can shake the powder from the 
cloth. In order to powder one of your arms, 
gather one of the cloths in your hand, and lise 
it as a powder puff on your arm. You will 
not be able to get all the paint out, but the 
pieces will make luminous crowns, slippers, 
stars and luminous decorations for your robes. 
You will be under the necessity of ·perfuming 
your robes each time they are used, for the 
odor of the turpentine will always remain to a 
greater or less degree. To illuminate a robe 
or costume (the "mediums" always say robe) 
you proceed the same as in the powdering 
process, except that to the pint of paint you · 
will add a wine glassful of Demar varnish 
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which will prevent its falling or being shaken 
off in powder. You are not to make the robe 
of muslin, but of white netting. Every lady 
will know what the netting is. It is the. light
est, thinnest material the writer ever saw sold 
in a dry goods store. Ten yards of it can be 
put into the vest pocket. Do not scrimp . the 
material, but gt:t all much of it into your "robe" 
as possible. 

When he of the luminous arm ~teps from the 
'•cabinet" into the dark room no part of him 
is visible save the arm. He picked the strings 
of the instrument with the illuminated hand 
and fingered the key-board with the other. 
He makes a sound of writing on the tablet and 
tears off a leaf which he conceals, and, drawing 
a long black stocking over the luminous. arm 
places in the pocket of the "sitter" a communi
cation that had been written upstairs in a good 
light.· .This accounts for the even bt:autiful 
writing, supposed to have been done in the 
dark. He covers the luminous arm ~ th1lt 
any one so inclined could not locate it in order 
to "grab" when he is near enough. By mount
ing the table, that luminous hand and arm can 
he made to show as though it was fl~ating 

about near the ceiling. 
When four hands were visible there . were 
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two "spooks'' at work with both arms illumi
nated. You already know where the spirit 
got its information regarding Mr. Smith. You 
can readily understand the forces that floated 
the music-box and table above the heads of the 
''sitters," and an explanation is useless. 

When the first female spirit appeared, it was, 
in realit)• a young wo'man, dressed ·in a gor
geous white costume without paint, hence the 
1 ight was turned up instead of down, in order 
that she be visible. Rhinestones and Sumatra 
ge~s being cheap she was plentifully supplied 
with "diamonds," although many of those who. 
are the "queens" or ''spirit guides'' or "con 
trois" of wealthy Spiritualistic fanatics wear 
real diamonds, the gift of their wealthy charge 
or "king" as they usually call them. 

When she started for the "cabinet" she used 
her hands to keep her "robe" from under h~r 
feet and as she went stooped lower and lower, 
until as she disappeared in the "cabinet" she 
was on her hands and knees. This is what 
caused the appearance of "dematerialization." 

When Mr. Smith's son, Eddy, came from 
the "cabinet" he was represented by a boy 
about eight years of <~ge, the son of one of the 
female "spooks" up stairs. He receive!! two 
dollar& a night for his services, the same as the 
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larger Rpooks. He was powdered until he was. 
very white, a blonde wig put over his own hair 
and dressed as most ooys are at the age Mr. 
Smith's son died. Mr. Smith recognized him 
by his size, his light complexion and flaxen hair, 
and the fact that he called him papa and gave 
the correct name. His fat.ha was "made up'' 
from the description given by the "medium" 
and a'-·knowledged by Mr. Smith as correct. 
Of course he knew his own name, for it was 
given him by the slate-writer. 

Mr. Lincoln was represented by one of the 
·'spooks" who could easily "make up" for him. 
These "materializations'' of illustrious persons 
are only fancy pieces and used to fill in with. 

Now we come to a part of the phenomena 
that all Spiritualists who have witnessed it will 
swear by. What is referred to is the "materi
alizing" and "dematerializing" of the spirit from 
the floor and before yoitr eyes. In this, you 
see first a small light, which grows larger and 
larger, until there stands before you a fully 
formed lady or male spirit, as was described in 
Mr. Smith's experience. 

In order to ac\:omplish what he witnessed, 
the same "spook" who had before been recog
nized by a gentleman as his "queen," prepared 
herself in the following way. Divesting her-
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self of all clothing she donned simply a long 
chemise that reached her shoe· tops. She 
drew on a pair of white stockings and over 
them a pair of white slippers. Into her hair 
and ears she put rhinestone diamonds, and 
around her neck a necklace of · the same beau
tiful but valueless stones. On each ear lobe 
and aromtd her neck were put small spots of 
the luminous powder to represent the dia
monds while it was dark. Her face was pow
dered and her eyebrows and lashes darkened, 
while a dark line was drawn under each eye. 
She now took a black mask that covered her 
head, and her "robe" in her hands and went 
down to th.e "cabinet." Arriving there she 
put the black mask over her head to prevent 

· the_luminous diamonds being seen until the 
proper time. She carried her robe in a black 
bag. Crawling from between the curtains and 
under the table, she· exposed on the floor a 
small part of her "robe." This she shook and 
moved about, allowing it to escape from the 
bag until it was all out. She was now from 
under the table and on her knees, and it was 
time the. head show on the form, so, getting 
close to the robe she threw off and under the 
table the black mask. The shape was now 
the size of an adult, she adjusted the robe to 
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ht>r person, and rapped for light. As a matter 
of course, when any light was made the lumin
ousness of the robe was drowned, and she ap
peared in simply a white costume. The neck
lace and eardrops could now be seen, but when 
the · light was such as to re\'eal them the 
luminous Apots had disappeared, leaving the 
spectator to think the ones he now saw were 
the ones he had seen in the dark. The pro
cess of "dematerialization" will now he appar
ent and a d~ription will only tire the reader. 
One sn1all "spook" was all that was required 
as he could be made to represent boy or girl 
as was desired by clothing him in the garments 
of either sex. 

At the close of the "seance," the full force 
of ''Spooks" came into the room. After disap
pearing they shinned up the ladder, drew it 
after them, closed the panel and the trap in 
the floor above it, replaced the carpet and 
pushed over the place a heavy bed stead from 
which ·they took the castors.. They now 
can·ied the ladder down stairs and concealed it 
in the coal house as they went through it on 
their way home. They will get their pay 
next day. 

Should ever so close an examination of the 
"cabinet" be made you would not find any-
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thing wrong. This particular "medium'' has 
taken investigators into the cellar beneath the 
"cabinet" and the room above it scores of 
times, yet nothing was discover~d. 

You are not alwap to search for the trap in 
the ceiling, nor yet in the floor. A trap is not 
possible in the ceiling except a closet is u11ed as 
"cabinet" and the ceiling is of wood. Where 
this condition of things does not exist you must 
search elsewhere. The floor is a very likely 
place when it can not be made in the ceiling. 
If you do not find it there examine the base or 
mop-board. If it is in the mop-board, you \dll 
find upon examination that there is a joint in it 
near the comt!r of the "cabinet," but you will 
lind it solidly nailed with about four nails each 
side of the joint. This appearance of extra
ordinary solidity will be absolute proof that it 
is nQ/ solid. 

The nails are not what they appear, but are 
only pieces about one-half inch in length and 
do not even go through the board. The piece 
is fastened on the other side with a couple of 
bolt!i that hold it very firmly in place. There 
is a corresponding opening in the mop-board 
in the next room, although no attempt is made 
to so carefully conceal it as no one is ever ad
mitted to it. Through this trap the "spooks" 
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enter the "cabinet" by crawling and wriggling. 
It is not a ver:t desirable trap for the mop
board is scaru•ly ever wide enough to permit 
of a trap that the "spook" could get through 
in a hurry, besides they must a~sume their cos
tumes after they get into the "cabinet" or tear 
them to pieces. You can see .how. this would 
make it very inconvenient. 

If the room is wainscoted the "spook" will 
have all the sea room. necessary in his trap, for 
it will extend from just below the molding on 
the top of the wainscoting to the floor behind 
the strip of quarter-round. Four of the five
inch boards will be arranged to double together 
from the middle and open by swinging inward. 

This would give a space three feet high and 
twenty inches wide, through which the ''spook" 
could make good time and not disarrange or 
tear his or her costume. 

It is next to an impossibility to detect these 
traps by examining in the "cabinet." They 
were constructed to avoid diacovery and no 
pains spared to make them so absolutely per
fect that not one chance in a million is 
taken. 

The proper place to seek for traps is in the 
adjoining room. upstairs or in the cellar. One 
is foolish to undertake to find a trap by thump-
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ing the walls or floor; for if you happen to 
thump one the "medium" who is smart enough 
to make use of a trap is also sharp enough to 
make provision for its being thumped, and 
your sounding method goes for naught. Bear 
in mind that when you -.re examining the 
"cabinet," you are seeking at the very place 
that is prepared most effectually to withstand 
your investigations. 

In the '"Cabinet" of the "medium" who does 
not use "spooks" but do the personating them
selves and through the use of "dummies" it is 
well to expect to find the traps in the "cabinef' 
for . if they could not be ope~ed from the "cab
inet, they would be of no use to th~ "me
dium." If they open it from the ''Cabinet" you 
will be able to do so, providing you find the 
means. The trap will be either in the mop
board, the floor, the door-jam, or a chair or 
table on the outside. If you find it in neither 
place, and have searched thoroughly, take the 
"manager" into a room and go through his 
pockets and clothing. You are sure to find an 
assortment of robes, wigs and various articles 
of spiritual apparel in one or the other of the 
places mentioned. Do not forget the "mana
ger" in your search. He or she is never 
searched, or never has been, up to date, which 
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has been the cause of many a failure to find the 
"properties" of the "medium" when the 
"seance" was given in a room and ''cal>inet'' 
furnished by a stranger and skeptic. Do not 
be deceived into a bt>lief that each one of the 
"sitters" are strangers to the "medium." 
There may be from one to five person~ present 
who pay their money the same as yourself, and 
who may appear to be the most . skeptical of 
any one in the room. They will generally be 
the recipients of some very elegant "tests" and 
weep copiously great grief-laden tears when 
they recognize the beloved features of some 
relative. 

They are the most .careful of investigators, 
and when the "medium's" trap is located in 
the door-jamb, will pound the walls, and insist 
on the carpet being taken up, when they will 
get upon hands and knees and · make a most 
searching examination ofthe fioor .. They are 
the closest and most critical of investigators, 
but they are very careful to examine every
where 'xcept where tlte tkfect is located. Be
cause one or two men seem to be making such 
a critical investigation, do not allow that fact 
to prevent you making one on your own re
sponsibility. Wait until they have finished and 
then examine not only where they did, but most 
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particularly where they did not. Their exam
inations are only for the purpose of misleading 
others. Their "tests" are received in a way 
to cause those about them to think they admit 
them very unwillingly or because they were 
so undeniable that they could do nothing else. 

A great many will probably deny that con· 
federates are ever employed. They are not 
by "mediums" who are not smooth enough to 
produce that which appears so wonderful as to 
make a good business · for them. The writer 
would advise those "mediums" who give such 
rank "seances" to employ a few floor-workers, 
they are easily obtained, and see what a differ
ence it would make in the amount of business 
theywiU do. Get good ones-those who know 
human nature, and know when they have said 
all that is necessary. Most of them are in
dined to say too much, thus causing the ordi
nary man to suspect that he is a confederate. 

It is only in a few cirie!! of the United States 
where the expert and artistic "mediums,' are 
to be met with, men who invest considerable 
money in the business, and do business with 
the intention of puzzling every dass of man 
who attend their ''Seance." It is true, though, 
that hundreds of "mediums" are to be met 
with all over the country who carry several 

• 
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"test" or note-books, and who furnish much 
information to the located "medium." Once 
let a man get into the hands of the Brother
hood and he will have no trouble at all in re.,. 
ceiving "tests" all over the country. 

The writer agreed to give the details of the 
courtship and marriage of a mortal and spirit, 
and this is a fitting place to give it. The real 
name of the gentleman will not be given, but 
the name of the spirit was supposed to be Isis, 
and she an inhabitant of the planet Jupiter. 
Mr. Smith, on his visit to the "materializing 
seance" witnessed a meeting of the gentleman 
and his spirit bride. The conditions that led 
to this marriage were as follows: 

The bridegroom, whom we will call Mr. 
Brown, began an investigation of Spiritualism 
in one of the Eastern cities. He was a man of 
wealth and traveled much as a means of pleas
antly passing away the time. He was educated 
a bachelor, and held that all the planets were 
inhabited by races of human beings similar to 
ourselves, though much in advance of us in 
everything. He believed that the inhabitants 
of Jupiter were once the people of this earth, 
but that since death they may have lived on 
several of the different planets, and as they 
progressed were placed on planets that con-

I 
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tained everything and every condition thattheir 
state of development entitled them to. 

How much of this strange belief was ob
tained through the "medium, the writer can
not say. However, when the 'Frisco "medi
um" learned these views he at once Kt to work 
to make them pay him. He, Mr. Brown, was 
first convinced that the "medium" was genujoe. 
His own views were then made to appear as 
correct, thus he was certain to continue his in· 
vestigations with this "medium." 

At one of the "materializing ~anctll;' one 
of the female "spooks'' was made as hand
some as a new robe trimmed with. satin aud 
other things, a Rhinestone necklace, ear-drops 
hail-pins, bracelets and brooch. along with 
plenty of powder and pencil-work would make 
her, and sh• ''Came" for Mr. Brown. 

It was no one Mr. Brown remembered, and 
he was told that it was a spirit from Jupiter 
and was his spirit guide or guard, and his "af
finity.,. He waft abo told that he had juat be· 
gun to attain a Spiritual ''Condition'' that would 
permit her to communicate with him. 

In her "make-up" the "spook" was certainly 
very beautiful Especially was this true when 
she was looked upon in the very dim light of 
the "Seance-room." 
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Mr. Brown fell in love with Isis, very much 
in low. So much so that he was present at 
ewry public "seance,, and had one and two 
private ''Seances" each week. It may not have 
been so much the physical beauty of the spirit 
q the supposed exalted sphere of progression 
she existed in, and the thought that she was 
his guardian angel. 

Besides this, her conversation with him was 
always of spiritual sciences and matters that 
were of interest to him. She also ga-ve him to 
under.stand that they always had been "atlini
ties," and that some time in the future they 
would he mated. He was informed that the 
reason he had never married was because of 
her "influence," that had she remained on earth 
they would as certainly have met and married 
as it was that the sun rose and set that day, al
so that it would have been infinitely easier for 
both to have reached the perfect state if it had 
transpired that way. He was to1d that theae 
communions together would materially aid him 
in his progreaion when he came to that side 
of life. This was kept before him so constant
ly that he finally uked if it wou1d not be possi
ble to consummate the marriage between 
them. 

This was rather unexpected and the ''medi-
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urn" and "spook n consulted on the matter and 
concluded they could get a little extra, per
haps, by getting up a mock marriage cere· 
mony. The "medium'' set his wits to work, 
and when Mr. Brown had his next private 
''seance" he was told that the marriage could 
be consummated if it could be arranged so as 
to not kill or injure the ''medium." It was 
satisfactorily explained to him why there was 
danger of anything of the kind.occurring, and 
that the "medium" ought to be handsomely re
warded if he could be persuaded to sit for him 
for that purpose. It was left to her to name 
the amount and she made it five hundred dol· 
Iars. She bade him make the arrangements 
with the "medium" and confer with her again 
next day. This he did, and the "medium" 
after muck persuasion was induced to accept a 
check for five hundred do1lars, the "seance" to 
occur at any time named by the spirit Isis. 

At the private "seance" the next day Isis in
formed Mr. Brown that a large amount of fine 
silks and jewelry would have to be purchased 
and placed in the "cabinet" so that she and the 
company would have abundance of material 
from which to "materialize" their clothing. 
He was told that the occasion should be hon
ored with a grand supper after the ceremony, 
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and would he see to it that it was arranged for. 
She said there would be six "materialized" 
spirits present and twenty who would be invis
ible. The date for the wedding was named 
and the number of private "seances" to be had 
previous to it. He was instructed to give the 
money to the ••medium" to purchase the silks 
and other material they were to "draw from." 

These things were to be touched by no 
hand save the "medium's" else they would 
receive a "magnetism" that would prevent the 
purpose for which they were furnished. The 
"astral magnetism" would control aU the pro
ceedings, and none other must be allowed to 
contaminate it. 

The wedding night came around and the 
"seance" room was decorated with flowers and 
shrubs, besides a long table being laid for 
twenty-one persons. It will suffice to say that 
the wines and viands on the table cost close to 
three hundred dollars. No one was present 
save the "medium'' and Mr. Brown. The "me
dium" entered the "cabinet" and went into a 
trance. 

Soon there stepped into the dimly-lighted 
room a tall and magnifieiently gowned and 
crowned person who appeared to be a priest 
or a high functionary of some sort. He was 
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followed by the "bride,. and she by four other 
beautifu11y costumed "spirits," two ladies and 
two gentleman. The writer will only add that 
the tall spirit performed the marriage ceremony, 
after which all sat down at table although noth· 
ing was eaten, as Mr. Brown had not yet been 
brought to a point where he could ·believe a 
spirit could eat and digest solids. They were 
supposed to feast on the aroma or essence or 
spiritual part of the feast spread for them. 

The "medium" had fine wines and high liv
ing for several weeks after the wedding. He 
did not purchase silks and laces with the money 
furnished but placed in the •<cabinet" some 
bundles of paper. 

AJ1 the properties furnished for the wedding 
went to the "medium." He made in the entire 
transaction, including "private sittings,'' more 
than four thousand dollars in six months. This 
from one man, alone. He may have had three 
or four "Suckers" beside Mr. Brown. To be 
sure, the "sucker" is cautioned to s~recy re
garding all these occurrences, for were it to be
come known by any of his friend~ it might re
sult diustrously to the "medium." 

Th• recital of Mr. Brown's experience will 
not be believ~ by a great many who read this 
book ; but it is a fad. 
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The writer knows of another case of mortal 
falling in love with a spirit, in which the spirit, 
too, became smitten. It resulted in the "spook" 
going to the gentleman and confessing that she 
was the spirit. They are married; now, and 
u the gentleman is wealthy, the "medium" 
bas levied blackmail on tho poor "spook, wife 
until life ia a burden to her. The "medium'' 
threatens to tell the public how she . obtained 
her husband. 

Perhaps the render witnessed or read of the 
wonderful spirit parafine moulds that created 
10 much astonishment some yean ago in Lon
don. It waaauppoaed tbat the spirits "material
ized" and in the presence of the "sitters" made 
parafine moulds of their faces, feet and hands. 

They woukl prepare for this "phase'' by 
placing in a basin of hot water a large piece of 
parafFme wax. This would melt and float on 
the surface of the water. This would be placed 
on a table in front of the ''Cabinet, with a basin 
of cold water. The spirit ·would come from 
the ''Cabinet'~ and bending over, apparently 
dip their faces in first the paraffine and then 
the cold water. It would require three dips 
to have the ~beet of paraffine sufficiently thick 
to retain its form. After dipping, the spirit 
would stand erect and apparently pull the mould. 
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from the face and hand it to one of the "sitters.!' 
This was all performed in a 'lle'Yf di'm light. 

The explanation is simple enough and lies in 
the "medium's'' having prepared in advance by 
making paraffine masks from plaster of paris 
moulds. When the spirit came from the "cab
inet" it bad fitted over its face the prepared 
mould, and, in reality, did not dip into the para
ffine but did dip into the water, so that when the 
"sitter" got them they were wet and dripping. 

Many persons have these moulds mounted 
and framed hanging in their apartments think
ing them the work of the spirit-world and prize 
them highly. Usually they cost enough to ob
tain so that they should be prized. 

Many were the attempts to solve the mystery 
of their production, but all resulted in failure, 
for the reason that they were supposed to have 
been made before the eyes of the "sitter" and 
pulled from the faces they were moulded over. 
As the "mediums" were men with beards it 
was impossible that" they be moulded over th~ir 
faces. 

The reader can perform some wonderful 
work with the guitar when both his hands ARE 

held if he will experiment a few times and fol
low up the following instructions. 

Place in your room an oval dining-table and 
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on it place a guitar, tea-bell and a tambourine 
from which the head has been cut. In your 
top vest pocket place a long lead pencil. Now 
seat your ''sitters" around the table and have 
them clasp each the other's hands, including 
youT own. Seat yourself so that the end of 
the neck of the guitar is lying toward you and 
quite close to the edge of the table. Have the 
tambourine lying dose to your edge of the 
table, while the bell can be placed anywhere. 
Make the room perfeC'tly dark and begin opera
tions by catching the edge of the tambourine 
frame in your teeth and by leaning well hack 
put it over your head. It will settle down 
around your neck. Now draw the neck of the 
guitar out over the edge of the table and by 
leaning forward the tambourine about your 
neck will hang down to as to allow you to get 
the neck of the guitar through it a few inches. 
On straightening up you will find that the guitar 
will bind against the ring and your chest so that 
it will rise from the table. It lay on its back 
on the table and the strings must be on the side 
toward you. Now take the pencil between 
your teeth and proceed to thrum the guitar. 
By moving it about your "sitters'' will think it 
is travelling about the room. In order to dis· 
guise your movements in causing the "manifes-
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tations" you will find the jumping and jerking 
tactics of all "mediums" to quite effectually 
fin the bill. 

Now we come to the "sack-test" that haB 
cal13ed so much astonishment among the un· 
initiated. Thia "tesf' is in use to-day by a 
great number of "mediums," and is the one 
the magicians were attempting to expose when 
they invented the sack trick already described. 
You will readily perceive the difference be-
tween the two feats. · 

In this "test" the ''medium" is placed into a 
sack of heavy material, usually dark canton
ftannel, that is just long enough to admit of its 
being tied around the neck. Before he gets 
into the sack, each of his wrists have tied and 
sealed about them pieces of colored braid. 
These have ends long enough to be put through 
holes in the sack and tied to the back of the 
chair in which he is sitting. When he is se
cured, he is inside a flamiel sack that has a 
draw-string in its top which is pulled up until 
it brings the mouth of the sack snugly about 
his neck and the ends tied and sealed with wax. 
The knots and seals are at the back of his neck. 
The tapes on the hands are pulled through 
small holes in the sack behind and tied to the chair 
back, thus his hands are firmly tied behind him. 
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In this condition the poor, helpless "me
dum,. is placed in the ''Cabinet" and expected 
to aid the spirits to produce "physical manifes- · 
tations. '' Of course the investigator has a sure 
thing,-.OA,tthe "medium'' not .being able to per
fonn any tricks except he break the tapes and 
teals. It is impossible that· he have the use of 
any of his member.s or get away from the 
chair. 

Notwithstanding all these "test conditions" 
the · "manifestations,. occur just as though the · 
"medium'' was entirely free; hands and faces 
are seen, the instruments are played upon, and 
••full-form materializations'' walk from the 
"cabinet." 

After the "seance, ia finished an examination 
will show you that the "medium's" condition 
is the aame as before the "manifestations." 
Not a tape or seal has been touched. Full
forms have come from the "cabinet," yet here 
ia the "medium'' tightly tied up in the sack and 
it is not possible that it was he. 

Of course you know what it was that walked 
out of the "cabinet" and spoke. It was a rub
ber form that the "medium, blew full of wind, 
and, being a ventriloquist he threw his voice 
into the form's mouth, thus causing it to ap
pear to speak. Was that it, pr did the "me-
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dium" have a confederate come up through 
the floor? If you can not solve the mystery 
satisfactorily to yourself as being either of the 
above explanations nor the result of mesmer
ism, or that the "medium" sprayed the room 
with a liquid that robbed you of your senses 
for the time being and caused you to imagine 
you saw the form, go to a preacher and ask 
him for the explanation. You wilt get it, for 
they ought to know everytlui1g, and if you be
lieve all they say, they d.o. The preacher will 
look wise (just like the doctors do) and after 
turning your question over in his mind a few 
seconds will turn upon you a face expressive 
of pity for you and horror of your late experi
ments and say to you in a voice solemn as 
death and calculated to carry conviction of 
truth with it, "My dear mao, it is the work of 
the evil one. It is the Devil's work in le-c~ding 

mankind astray from the truth." 
I suppose he would be right if he did not 

happen to be wrong. The devil is a yery con· 
venient person for them. What they cannot 
explain they lay to him. 

In this case they would be wrong, as usual, 
for it was none other than the "medium'' who 
came from between the curtains all robed ·in 
white. It was not the devil nor a rubber form 
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nor a confederate, neither were you mesmer
ized or drugged. I might add that it is not 
necessary to the "medium's" success that his 
"sitters" be crazy, either. 

Here is an explanation that entirely wrecks 
the "devil theory." We have said it was the 
"medium," now let us prove it. As we ltnow 
how he accomplished it, it will not be a diffi
~ult matter to demonstrate the truth of our ex
planation. 

The sack had withstood the closest inspec
tion and had been pronounced perfectly straight 
and sound. In fact the 1'rnediums" will sell 
these sacks to the investigator, and they can 
take them home and make a most thorough 
examination of them and yet discover nothing 
wrong in their construction. However, be
cause the investigator discovers nothing 
is no proof that the sack is faultless. 

The sack is perfectly sound with the excep
tion of a small hole in the hem around the top 
of the sack. This hole is made by ripping 
open the seam made in sewing up the side of 
the sack, inside the hem around the top, 
through which passes the tape that serves as 
a draw-string. When the "medium'' is placed 
in the sack this seam is in front of him and he 
gets hold of the tape, drawing in and fastening 
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to a vest-button enough of it so that when he 
releases it, it will permit of the sack being op
ened wide. lt is now easy enough to get out 
and in again if his hands wer~ not tied. The 
hands ar:e not tied. 

The tapes were tied and sealed around each 
wrist. separately, leaving ends sufficiently long 
to put through the holes in the back of the 
sack and tie to the chair. When the "medium" 
ge~ into the sack he gets out of his pocket two 
pieces of tape of the same color as that on 1m 
wrists. He doubles one piece and puts t~e 

ends through one of the holes, keeping tight 
hold of the other end. He does· the aame with 
the other piece, and the investigator ties them 
to the chair thinking them the ends of the tapes 
that are around the "medium•s" wrists. 

You can see, now, 1"8der, how easy a mat
ter it isforthe"medium"to get out and inagain 
without any aid from the devil or anybody else. 

When the "seance" is at an end, the "me
dium ·a" assistant cuts the tapes that are sup:.. 
posed to bind the hands, and the 0 medium" 
puta the pieces he holds into his poc:kets. The 
asssistant now cuts the tapes around the neck, 
and, pulling out the slack that the "medium ·• 
used, cuts it off and puts it in his pocket, leav
ing the tape just the length it should be. 
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In conclusion the writer does not wish to be 
understood as maintaining that there is nothing 
in the. Spiritual philosophy- Far from it. 
Although he has cursed the teachings of the 
Rdig'io-Pki/oS()jki&al Jtlltrnttl, while traveling 
about the country giving his "seances," he is 
fi.~e, now. to admit that the journal in question 
is pretty generally sound in its doctrines and 
opinions, and is the paper par excdkn,ce of the 
entire number published. While it may ap
pear severe or too general and far reaching in 
its accU8ations of fraud among the ''mediums," 
the trouble is the editor does not lay hands on 
but a very small per centage of the fraud and 
dislu;mesty practiced. Were there more papers 
published on the fi&me principles Spiritualism 
would soon reach a more elevated plane, and 
the hundred.t of raecala who are coining money 
at the Spiritualist's expense would be cqmpelled 
to atop their miserable work. It is not the 
writer's desire to deprive any Spiritualist of the 
comfort they must certainly derive from their 
belief in Spiritualism. There is nothing so 
calculated to give the believer such solace in 
their hours of trial and tribulation. No church 
deals out to its congregation anything so ntis· 
factory, 10 comforting and so much in accord 
with our ideas of Almighty and indiscriminating 
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justice. The author's entire family are Spirit
ualists, made so hom "mediums" who were 
frauds, but the writer would no more take 
their Spiritualism from them, even though he 
knnv it was a farce from 6egi'nnt'ng lo end, 
than he would deliberately set to work and 
take thejr lives. What he has undertaken has 
been to convince the reader that there are 
thousands of persons earning a dishonest living 
through the practice of various deceptions in 
the name of Spiritualism. He feels satisfied 
that what he has written is done so in sttch a 
manner as to be convincing that he is not writ
ing ufairy tales," but of things that, perhaps 
you have spent many a dollar on, under the 
impression that it was very different. He has 
attempted to show that the "professional 
medium" is to be watched, and that few, if 
any, are what they claim. He hopes that he 
has so fully explained their tricks, that the 
fraudulent rascal will find it a hard matter, in
deed, to capture your silver, and that if you 
are ever ''nailed to the cross'' it will be through 
means other than those used by the gentry 
treated oL The author sincerely hopes, and 
firmly believes that wherever this book is read, 
it will result in a general purging of the ranks 
of the Spiritualist of all unclean "mediums" and 
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hangers on. The writer is, perhaps, more 
Spiritualist than anything else. He believes 
that he will live again although that belief was 
not the result of listening to the sermons of the 
preacher, nor through anything read in the 
Bible. If the writer live again he is sure 
others will, and it is probable that he will meet 
the friends that have preceded him, and it is 
more than likely he will be able to see and 
visit his friends on earth. If it does transpire 
that he can return to earth and visit those he 
loved, he is positive he will not do so through 
performing feats with heated lamp chimneys, 
or controlli~g a lecturer and attempting to de
liver an impressive oration in the language of a 
coal heaver. He woulc! not attempt to return 
through a "medium" through whom an Indian 
"control," who is at least sixty-eight years of 
age, converses to an audience in the language 
of a prattling child, through fear that his rela
tives and friends would not believe the "med· 
ium" even though she wer~ genuine. He does 
not believe that he or any other spirit can or 
would return through the organism of any 
man who is an habitual drunkard and depraved 
in other ways, nor through a woman who is 
worse than a common prostitute. Many such 
persons are to be found among the "mediums." 
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It is not at all probable, either, that he would 
go into the business of materializing lace for 
the entertainment of a number of sitters at 
fifty cents or a dollar a head, although he is 
familiar with the methods employed in that 
manifestation. No religion ia so satisfactory nor 
110 reasonable and just in its teachings, to the 
writer's best understanding; but his own career 
and the fact that he has met no other profe,. 
siimal "medium," male or female, in his )eng 
.experience and extensive travels~ who were 
not ''crooked" leads him to the conclusion that 
from the professional you are to expect nothing 
genuine. Reader, inveatigate Spiritualism. 
h will do yQu no harm, but may do you much 
good. Do not investigate through the profes
sional "medium," but form a circle of your own 
family and admit none other. If there is any
thing for you, you will get it in that way as 
easily, or more so, than any other. Do not set 
out with the intention of getting rich in world
ly goods through their aid nor attempt to find 
buried treasures, pots of gold, mines of ailver 
or in fact anything you can better attend 
to yourself, but to receive anything that 
it may be their pleasure or license 
to give you. Do not attempt to devel
ope the phase of "materialization" or any 
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physical manifestations, for the chances are 
you will sit in vain. Subscribe for the Relr"gi'o
Philosophical 'Journal, edited and owned by 
Jno. C. Bundy of Chicago, and you will get 
as clean, honest literary work and opinions 
along with articles from the pens of dear
headed able writers and correspondents, as it 
is possible to ohtain. You will gain much 
that is not misleading and that will materialiy 
aid you in your investigations. 

Bear in mind that men and women may be 
mistaken in regard to a great many things and 
still be of sound mind. You will find also that 
Spiritualism numbers among its believers hund~ 
reds of per10ns against whom no breath of 
scandal has ever been breathed, and who are 
learned, and many who occupy positions of 
honor, trust and responsibility. Read the his
tory of the various denominations of orthodox 
Christians, and you will find that all that is 
said against the Spiritualist has been s·aid of 
them. Remember, that no matter what man
ner of man or woman the "medium" may be, 
that it does not follow that the Spiritualist has 
the same taste and desires. If you must have 
it that there is nothing in the Spiritualist's be
lief, do not set him down as a fool or a knave, 
or~ 8ne' . .Wh~ii~ in:s~.nJ;' ']j,i( > :s'ay~ :s1tit:~t:Y: : that 
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he holds mistaken ideas. You would not ac· 
cuse a man who \Vas color·blind of aU these 
things because he mistakes red for yellow 

T.bi& work will receive unlimited amounts of 
abuse at the hands of the "medium'• and some 
o£ the Spiritualistic journals; but in the case of 
the "medium" it will be found that they will no 
longer attempt to produce certain phases or 
manifestations which have before been a fea
ture of their seances. Yet do not despair 
You will find in the chaff that is so plentiful 
some good grains. Because one does not. 1ind 
it does not signify that none will. 

The writer could tell a strange story regard 
ing the origin of the desire to write this book 
and circumstances surrounding its production 
but, as Mt one reader in a hundred would be• 
lieve or understand it, it wiJl be left unwritten 
No one should allow thi~ book to stop their in· 
vestigation of Spiritualism, but should continue 
their investigations with the book in a con
venient pocket. 

PRINTED IIi OERMANY BY OTTO ELSNER, BERLIN. 
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trical woman," I63, I64. 
Carpet trick, I 40 ff. 
Catharine, Queen, as spirit con

trol, 249 Abbott, Mrs., the " electrical 
woman," xxiii., I57 ff Ceilings, faked, 29I, 30I 

slate- Cellar, use of, I 53 Acid, for independent 
writing, xxii., I 20 

Affinities, 307 
Albums, family, as a source of 

information, I99 
Alcohol, baths, xxiv., I67 ; to 

render paper temporarily 
transparent, xxv., I79, 288 

Animal Magnetism, as agent for 
. healing the sick, I65 
Apparatus, mediums and, xxii., 

II, I 7, 22, 237, 238 
Arm, blood-red writing on, I8I ; 

in varnish, I 82 
Baldwin, II 
Banner of Light, 63 
Bard, Mr., 59 
Bearded "spirits," 285 
Belts, magnetic, I69 
Bibles, family, as a source of 

information, I99 
Billet reading, see Pellet reading 
Billiard cue trick, I63 

Cemeteries, information found 
at, I96 

Chair; faked, for slate writing, I 23 
Charges, a medium's sliding scale 

of, 2I3 · 
Chase, C. M., xviii., 22 
Cheeks, clapping of, as substitute 

for hands, Igo 
Cincinnati, note-book for, I IO 

Circles, private, 42 ff. 
Clairvoyant sittings, 45 ff, I8o, 

2II 
Collar, spirit, 242 ; illustration 

of, 243 
Committees, learned, I3. 23 ff. 
Confederates, xxii., I40, 202-

I I, 225, 304 
"Controls," spirit, Indian, xix., 

53-54. 247, 248; Queen 
Catharine, 249 ; Katie King, 
xxvii., 254 

" Cough Medicine," 83 
Bishop, Washington Irving, Cuff, shirt, use of, I38 

xxvi., 225 
Bleeding from the mouth, for 

effect, 293 
Blood-writing test, I8I 
Bolts, faked, 238-242 ; illustra

tions of, 234, 239 
Book, faked, and slate trick, 

225-8 
Box, musiral, floating, 279-80 
Bride, spirit, 256, 305, 3IO 
Brimstone, smell of, 82 
Bundy, Jno . C., 323 

Development of mediumship, 68, 
2I4-2I7 

Devil, mediumship and the, 6I ff. 
Devoe and Co., 294 
Dictionary trick. xxvi., 226 
Doors, use of partition, I56 
Drum, as a means for concealing 

articles, 263 
Drummer-boy control, 263 
Ears, searching the, xviii., 26 
Electro medical ·· cures," xxiii., 

I78 
Erastus, 50 Bundyite Spiritualist, I 76 

Business, mediumship, as a, Escape, from muslin bag, 232-
304 

Cabinet, description of . spirit, 
67. 233-4 

233; from sack, 314-318 
Fakirs, Indian, 27 
Finger-writing, I47 ff. 

Cagliostro, 23 
Cameras, twenty-five cent., 

Fire test, prescription for, 98 
rr:! Flap, silicate, 122 

825 
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Floor-traps in seance rooms, 
263; how to find, 301-304 

Flour in hands as a test, xxvi., 
195 

Fox Sisters, xxiv., I]O-I]I 

Funeral notices, information de-
rived from, 196 

Gaiters, congress, II9 
" Generals," roB 
Georgia Wonder, the 157 
Gloves, stuffed, 34 
Grabbing the " spirits," xxvii., 

247, 264; how to prevent, 
292 

Guitars at dark seances, 32, 
rss. 2]6, 312-313 ; self play
ing, xxii., 33, I 15 

Hands, dummy, 103; paste
board, 104, r89 ; opening and 
closing, 105 ; luminous, 187; 
changing at seances, r87 ; 
method of changing, I88 ; 
clapping of, I90 ; shot, placed 
in as test, I90 ; flour placed 
in, I95 

Heel. fake boot, xxii., II], II9 
Heller, II, I6 
Hermann, II, r6 
Hypnotism, xxiii., 28 
Illusions, description of spirit

ualistic, 228 
Information, sources of, xx., 

I96-I99 
Insanity, spiritualism and, I 8, 20 
Inspirational speakers, 95 
Instruments, musical, at dark 

circles, I 8 5 
Investments entrusted to the 

medium, 261 ; how they are 
"fixed," 262 

Isis, 284, 305, 307-308 
Judd, J . W. 22 
Jupiter, the planet, as the home 

of Isis 284, 305-306 
Kellar, xviii., 16 
King, John, xxvii., 81, 85, 268 
Kisses, spiritual, 254 
Languages. messages in different, 

I4. 39 
Lead, sheet, xx., I03 
Letters, reading sealed, I]3-I8I 

Lights, match heads used for, 
xix., 73. 83, go; floating, r8s; 
regulation of, 276 

Lincoln, Abraham, 283, 297 
Lovers, spirit, 254-255 ; 308-3Io
Luck and the Medium, 212 
Luminous paint and powder,. 

I87, 293-295 ; how made, 294, 
mask, 92 

Maggie, xviii., 45 
Magnetised paper, I68-r69 
Magnetism, curing by, 167-169 
Martin and Co., 22 
Masks, gauze, 92, 117 
Massage. I 67 
Mat, fur, use of, 153 
Match-heads, xix., 73. 82 ff. 
Materialism, mediums and, 8 
Mediums, female, 95 ff., ro6-ro7; 

test, 199; charges of, . _213 
artistic, 304 ; materiahzmg, 
IO], 200, 202, 246, 263-3II 

Midget, the pony, 79 
Mock-marriage, 307-3I0 
Mop-board, 263, 300 
Morality of spiritualists, I 9 
Mouth, searching the, 26 
Muslin bag, escape from, 232-

233 . f . 
Mustard, essential 011 o • xxtv., 

I67 
Names, guessing, 45. 89 
Note-books, xx., Io8-I09, I36, 

305 
Pads, writing, for sealed letter 

reading, I So ; waxed, xxv ., 
I8I 

Paint, luminous, I87, 293-295 
Paper, burnt, use of, I82 
Parafine mould test, 3I I ; how 

made, 3I2 . 
Pellet reading, I24 ff. 147 
Pencils, fake, how to prepare, I49 
Phosphorus, smell of, 82 
Photographers, spirit, II2 ff. 
Photographs, copying, II2 
Pictures on slates, how to get, 

I4S-146 
Pillory, 242 
Plumbago, powdered, xxv., I8I 
Pockets, secret, I23 
" Pony " books, xx., Io8 
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Powder,luminous,howmade, 294 
Prairie Flower, the control, 53 
" Pumping " information, 197-

199 
Questions, difficult, for the 

" spirits," I 77 
Raps, produced by Fox Sisters, 
• 170; by hands and knees, I]'I-

172; at dark seances, 70, 186 
Religio-Philosophical Journal, 

319, 323 
Rhinestones, 296, 298, 306 
Ripley, Frank T., 63 
Robes, how to illuminate, 294-295 
Rod, tapering steel, 104 
Rope, neck-tie trick, 22 ; bind

ing with, 31, 74 ff.; escaping 
from, xix., 81, 86 ff. ; soft 
cotton, 88 

Rubber " spirits," 251, 315 
Sack trick, 232-233 ; 314-318 
San Francisco, roo ; Mission St., 

IJ8, 264 
Sealed-letter reading, 172-176; 

by means of slates, 178-179; 
by writing pads, x8o; by con
federacy, 230-231 

Search, methods of, 26 
Shot, small, as test, 195 
Slack, stealing, xix., 86 ff. 
Slate-writing, through acids, 

120; with silicate flap, 122 ; 
by exchange, 122-123, wifh 
pellet reading, 124 ff ; in 
locked slates, 126 ff, 139; by 
confederates, 140 ; by the 
carpet trick, 140 ff; in screwed 
slates, 154 ff ; with sealed let
ter reading, xxiv., 178-179; 
sitting for, 214; and book 
trick, 225 

Slates, faked, xxii., 127 ff ; illus
tration of, 129 

Snare-drum, 263 
Soul-mate, spiritual, 254 
Spirit basin, 245 
Spirit collar, 242 ; illustration 

of, 243 
Spiritual Journals, 199 
State Library, 196 
Steen, Mr. and Mrs., 217; their 

methods exposed, 218-20 
Stick, pointed, for writing on 

arm, 181 
Stocks, 242 
Styrax, liquid, xx., 98 
Substitution of slates, 122-123 ; 

of hands, 188-189; illustra
tions of 192-193 

Table, fake, for concealing ar
ticles, 263 

Table lifting, fake for, xxiv., 
228-229 

Tea-bell, use of, 1 zo 
Tests, fire, 97 ff . ; sure, 201 ; • 

some remarkable, 2o2-2II; 
slate-writing, 271-272 

Torn comer test, 132 
Traps, in floors, 153, 263, 292-

302; in wainscot, 157 
Trumpet, seances with, xxv., 

186 
Tumbler trick, 163-164 
Varnish, writing on arm with, 

182 
Victims, why they do not prose

cute, 257-258; why they do, 
259 

Wall trick, Mrs. Abbott's, 163 
Watch, as apparatus canier, II9 
Wax, for pads in sealed Jetter 

reading, xxv., 181 
Wedding of a " spirit," 256, 

308-10 
White, Erasmus, 51 
Wine and hom test, II9. 
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